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"A" SERIES 

SOLDERING 
EQUIPMENT 

STANDARD APPROVED IN ALL LEADING COUNTRIES 

BIT SIZES FROM il" TO ft." TO CHOICE 

ILLUSTRATED IS L64 ~, BIT INSTRUMENT 

ALL VOLTAGES SUPPLIED 

SPECIAL TEMPERATURES AVAILABLE 

FULL RANGE OF SUPPORTING ACCESSORIES 

FOR SALES & SERVICE APPLY DIRECT TO: 

ADCOLA PRODUCTS L TO. 

ADCOLA HOUSE 

GAUDEN ROAD 

LONDON, S.W.4 

TELEPHONE:. 

MACAULAY 0291/3 

TELEGRAMS: 
SOLJOINT, LONDON S.W.4 



NOT BUILD ONE OF OUR 
PORTABLE TRANSISTOR 
RADIOS ... FIRST FOR PERFORMANCE, 

"A wonderful range of transistor radios using first grade com,onents (or ruoranteed results 11 

EW ROAMER SEVEN Mk IV 
7 WAV.EBAND PORTABLE OR CAR RADIO 

Amazing performance and speci(lcatron * Now with PHILCO MICRD-ALLOT R.F. TRANSISTORS 
FULLY TUNABLE ON ALL WAVEBANDS • 9staces-7transistoroandldiodes 

Covers Medium and Long Waves. Trawler Band and three Short Waves to approx. IS metres. 
Push-pull output for room filling volume from rich toned 7• :-; 4• speaker. Air spaced ganged Ltuning 
condenser. Ferrite rod aerial for M & L Waves and telescopic aerial forS Waves. Real leather-look case 
with gilt trim and shoulder and hand straps. Size 9• 7• ·. 4" approx. 

The perfect portable and the ideal car radio. (Uses PP7 batteries available anywhere.) 
*EXTRA BAND FOR EASIER TUNING Total cost of parts now only ·£5 19 6 P. & P. 
OF PIRATE STATIONS, etc. · • • 5/6 

Parts Price List ond easy build plans 
31- (Free with kit) 

NEW MELODY MAKE IX 
3 WAVEBAND PORTABLE. e I staces. Six transistors and two diodes. 

Covers Medium and Long Waves and extra Band for easier tuning of Pirate Stations, etc. Top 

quality 3• Loudspeaker for quality output. Two RF stages for e•tra boost. .Hich 'Q' 6" Ferrite 

Rod Aerial. Approx. 350 Milliwatts push pull output. Handsome pocket size case with gilt 

fittings. Size·61 x 3! x I~ in. (Uses long-life PP6 battery). Carrying strap 1/6 extra. 

This amazing receiver 
may be built for 

NEW TRANSONA FIVE 
"Homr,Light, A.F.N. Lux. allatgood1'olume" 

G.P., Dwham 
e 7 staces-5 transistors and l diodes 

Fully tunable over Medium and Long Waves 
and Trawler Band. Incorporates Ferrite rod 
aerial. tuning condenser. volume control. new 

type fine tone super dynamic 2! in. speaker. etc. Attractive case. Size 
6~· x 4~- >' J !in. with red speaker grille. (Uses 1289 battery available 
anywhere.) 
Total cost of all 
parts now only 42/6 P. & P. 

3/6 
Parts Price List and easy build 
plans 2/- (Free with kit) 

NEW ROAMER SIX 

Parts Price List and easy build plans 2/-. (Free with 
kit) 

POCKET FIVE 
e 7 staces-5 transistors and l diodes. 
Covers Medium and Long Waves and Traw• 
ler Band, a feature usually found in only the 
most expensive radios. On test Home, Light, 
Luxembo1,1rg and many Continental stations 
werereceivedloudandclear. Designedround 81 
supersensitive Ferrite Rod Aerial and fine PoCket a Med and Long -..-an 
tone moving coil speaker, built into ,-.~raion -.·ith miniature speaker 

black and gold case. Size 
J ~ .< 3~in. (Uses 1289 battery, 

anywhere.) · 29/6 
cost of all 42/6 P. & P. 

parts now only 3/6 
Parts Price List and build plans 1/6 (FREE with Kit) 

P. & P. 
3/-

~~:Nal-:~~~~ PHILCO MICRO-ALLOY R.F •• 8 staces-6 transistors and l diodes 

MELODY SIX 
e 8 staces-6 transistors and l diodes 

Our latest completely portable transistor 
radio covering Medium and Long Waves. 
Incorporates pre-tagged circuit board, 3in. 
heavy duty speaker, top grade transistors, 
volume control, tuning condenser, wave 
change slide switch, sensitive 6in. Ferrite 

. . rod . ilerial. Push-pull output. Wonderful 
reception ot B. B. C. Home and L1ght, 208 ;tnd many Continental stations. 
Handsome leather-look pocket size case, only 6~· x 3! x ljin. appro •. 
with gilt speaker grille and supplied with hand and shoulder straps. 
Total cost of all £] 9 6 P. & P. Parts Price List and easy build 
parts now only • • 3/6 plans 2,'- (Free with 

This is a top performance receiver cOvering full 
Medium and Long Waves and Trawler Band. 
High-grade approx. 3in."speaker makes listening 
a pleasure. Push-pull output. Ferrite rod aerial. 
Many stations listed in one evening including 
Luxembourg loud and clear. Attractive case in 
grey with red grille. Size 6! ·.: 4t x llin. (Uses PP4 battery availilble 
anywhere.) Carrying Strap I/- extra. 

Parts Price List and easy build 
pions I /6 (Free with kit) 

Total cost of all 59/6 P. & P 
parts now only 3/6 

a1·ge speilker). 
anywhere.) 
Total cost of all 
parts now only 

SUPER SEVEN 
e 9 staces-7 transistors and 1 diodes 

Covers Medium and Long Waves and Traw
ler Band. The ideal radio for home, car, or 
can be fitted with carrying strap for outdoor 
use. Completely portable-has built-in 
Ferrite rod aerial for wonderful reception. 
Special circuit incorporating_2 RF Stages, 
push·pull output, 3in. speaker (will drive 

Size 7! S! l!in. (Uses 9v battery, available 

£3.19.6 P. & P. 
3/6 

Parts Price List and easy build 
pions l/- (Free with kit) 

Col/ers side entrance 
8crrratts Shoe Shop. RADIO EXCHANGE ltd Open 9-Sl.m. 

· Soturdclyr 9-/ .30 p.m. 

61a HIGH STREET, BEDFORD. Phone: 51367 
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Through this ICS 
3-way Training Method : 

MASTER THE THEORETICAL SIDE 
From basic principles to advanced applications, 
you'll learn the theory of electronic engineering, 
quickly and easily through ICS. That's because 
each course is set out in easy-to-understand terms. 

MASTER THE PRACTICAL SIDE 
ICS show you how to develop your practical 
abilities in electronic engineering-alongside your 
theoretical studies. it's the only sure way to 
success. All training manuals are packed with 
easy-to-follow illustrations. 

MASTER THE MATHEMATICAL SIDE 
To many this aspect is a bitter problem. Even 
more so because no electronic engine er is complete 
without a sound working knowledge of maths. 
But new ICS teaching makes mathematics easier 
to learn. 

Wide range of courses available include: 
Radio/T.V. Engineering and Servicing, Closed Circuit T.V., 
Electronics, Electronics Maintenance, Instrumentation and 
Servomechanisms, Telemetry, Computers, etc. 
NEW! Programmed Course on Electronic Fundamentals 
EXPERT COACHING FOR: 

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIO ENGINEERS 
CITY AND GUILDS TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS 
CITY AND GUILDS SUPPUMENTARY STUDIES 
R.T.E.B. RADIO/T.V. SERVICING CERTIFICATE 
RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION 
P.M.G. CERTIFICATES IN RADIOTREGRAPHY 

And there are practical ., learn as you build,. radio 
courses as well. 
Member of the Association of British Correspondence Colleges 

FOR FREE HANDBOOK POST THIS COUPON TODAY 

I.C.S., Dept. 151, INTIRTIXT HOUSE, 
PARKGATE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.11 

NAME ................................... . 

ADDRESS ........................................................ .. 

OCCUPATION ....................................... . . ... .AGE.................. 11.66 

IHTERHATIOHAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
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THE ELECTRONICS & SCIENTIFIC CENTRE 

10 TRANSISTOR TRANSCEIVERS 
Two transceivers in modern robust cases with built-in telescopic aerials 
each. powered by eiaht ltv. penlite cells. liin. speakers with 8 ohm 

voice coil impedance, ten transistor circuit. Oimen• 
sions: 7iin. X llin. X ltin. Approx. weiaht: 
ISox. Operate 15 miles. Volume controls, noise 
limiter switch, push to talk controls. Complete 

:hi!~tl!~u!~:a~:~thTod!~f[i::.:!'l'o ·~~~onec,u~ 
PRICE14 GNS. P.P. 6/-. (Cannot be operated in U.K.). 

NEW 50 VOLT SERVO SYSTEM 
A unique offer of pair of 50v., SO cycle servos 
enablina remote indication of anaular 
position to be made. Ideal for monitorin& 

Wind Directions, or position of aerial system 
for amateur broadcastin& enthusiasts. lt should 
be noted that SOv. is readily obtainable by usin~: 

the 200-250v. tap on any mains transformer. Size of 
Maaslip Motor: 3!in. X 7in. Cost of pair:75/- plus 5/- P.P. 

Super LIGHTWEIGHT 
HEADSET COMPLETE WITH BOON 
MICROPHONE Made to highest Ministry 

specifications, as used by 
\all leadine Airlines. Hi eh impedance. CompleteJ 

'P_~~tt:.•· of cable. LIND-Aift P.ftiCE 50/-. 

• l,·.i 
SELECTOR DRIVE . .• e .. 

Numerous applications. Electra ma&net 
and brass tooth wheel. A switch wafer and W:" 

contacts are coupled to thi'l and arranged to be on for 
10 pulses and off for 15. An auxiliary contact is normally 
on but off I in every 25. Complete with suppressor 
resistors plus series contact for continuous operation. 
Ideal window displays, switchinc: lamps, models, etc. 
llv. or 24v. D. C. Brand new and boxed. 11!6 incl. P.P. 

ANOTHER FIRST FOR LIND-AIR! 
New Experimental Printed Circuit Kit 

"Etch your own" printed circuits brought within 
everyone's budget at only 10/6. Etching chemicals, copper 

laminated boards plus 24, yes, 24 different circuit diagrams 
for constructin~: everything from radio control receivers to 
metal locators and even a man/woman discriminator!! The 

barcain of the month, ONLY 10/6. for the kit. P.P. 2/-. The plans are worth 
that alone! 

Ideal for dr~i~~~~!~~~m ~;~: ~T~c~?~~ter. _10,900 -~· 
r.p.m. at 230mA 6.3v. Black ebon1te housmg I -f•n. :< 
I in. dia. Spindle iin. X 3/64in. dia. Price 9/6. P. & P. 
2/6. 
Clock Motort. Synchronous, 40 geared for r.p.h, 230v. 50 cycles. With 
mountinc flanges. Our price 19/6. P. & P. I j6. 

FIELD TELEPHONES 
Operate up to 17 miles. Built-in IOOv. hand generator 
for ringing current. 2 standard 1.5" D" torch cells for 
talking current. Complete with sturdy carrying case 
and strap. lOin. X Sin. X 4in. Weight: 14 lbs. 
Simple screw adjustment for use with common 
battery system. Price £8/10/- per pair. P.P. 10/-. 
200 yard drums of TWIN FLEX, 75/-. Other 
quantities available on application. 
Also: Portable hand sets operated by two "'S'" 
cells, with hand generator in metal cases with 
webbing slings. TELE-L: Price 79/6 per pair. 
TELE-F: Price£6/IOJ .. per pair. P.P. I Of-on both. 

SLIDE RULES FROM U.S.A. 
Manufactured by the famous Jakar Instrument Co. and designed for Students, 
En1ineers and Architects with all scales related consistently to the basic C & 0 
scales for quick accurate readings. WORTH DOUBLE THE PRICE .. 
No. 11 Student Mannheim s·. Scales: K, A, 8, Cl, C, D and L on face. 
Price 14/-. No. 4 Student Mannheim Trig Rule 10 ... Scales: K, A, B, 
Cl, C, D and L on face. Price 10/-. No. 1100 Student Mannheim 5 ... 
Scales: K, A, 8, Cl, 0 and L on face, S & T on reversed side. Price 11/6. 
No. 400 Student Mannheim Trig Rule 10"'. Scales: S, K, A, B, Cl, CD, 
Land Ton face, Price '11/6. No. ISO Log Log Decimal Trig Rule 10 ... 
Scales: LL02, LL03, OF, CF, CIF, Cl, C, 0, lLl. LL2 on face, with LLOI, K, 
A, B, T, ST, S, 0, L, LLI in register on reversed side. Price 3'1/6. All models 
are fitted with flawlessly moulded plastic cursors of crystal clear eptically 
cerrect Plexiglas and packed in practical and attractive Jewel Gift carrying 
cases. Postaee and packine 2/- on each. 
*NOW ftEADY-OUft NEW PLUGS & SOCKETS CATALOGUE 
Greatly enlarced 71-paae Second edition. Send for free ! r-----. 



HA-6lA COMMUNICATION 
RECEIVER OUTSTANDING VALUE 

High claN receiver co\·eriDg 350 kcfa.-31 me/e. on 4 
baodl, Jncorporatea 7 .-a.lvea plus rectifter, RF ·~· 
iUuminated • s • meter, 1.6'-'V aenaitivity, electrtt'.al 
bandapread on the 80/40/20/16 tmd 10 metre b&Dda, 
slide rule dial, aerial trimmer, B.F.O., noiee Umiter. 
Output for phonee or tpeaker. Operata on 1 U/210/ 
240 v. A.C. Supplied br&Dd new and ruaranteed with 
manual. Bt ru. Carr. 10/·. 

LAFAYETTE HA·SSA 
AIRCRAFT RECEIVER 

108-136 Hc/o. Hlrb oelecllvlly IUld 
.eu.ltivity. IDCOI'pOI'atet t RP IL"'ft 
iDclw::liDr 6CW4 Nuviltor, 8 tuba for 
11 tube performance, 10lid 1tate power 
1upply, ad.Jutable ~quelch control, 11We 
rule dial, bullt in 41n. 1peaker and front 
pauel pboDO jack. 1190/ll40V. A.C. 
llupplled brand new aud guaranteed. 
111.7.1. Carr. 10/·. 1011-176 Hc/o 
GroiiDd Plane ADteDDa ll9/6. 

KODIIL VIOD. Wlftl 
llll'l'D PaOUIO'fto•. 
20,000 0. p. v. 0/.1/.0/0/00/ 
260/1,000 v. D.C. 0/2.6/ 
10/00/260 1,000 v. A.C. 
0/.06/.6/6/00/200 mA. 
0/iiK/OOK/IiOOK/6 meg. 
0. .0001-.2 mld.-20 
-22 db. 16.11.1. P. & 
P. 3/·. 

~2~~:1~~~~:~~ii!~~AT6 Mark II .. i SP26 Player, mono or etereo ... 
18 80 
8811 I 
1818. 

18110 0 
186 0 0 
180 0 0 

A60 Changer, mono or atereo 
A70 (leu cart.) ... 
LAB80 

MAIN LONDON 
AGENTS FOR 

CODAR 
EQUIPMENT 

SINCLAIR TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS 

TRANSISTORISED o LAFAYETTE 
TWO-WAY 1-WAY RADIOS 
TELEPHONE 
INTERCOM. 

Superb quality. Brand 
uew and guaranteed. 
:1 Traulator 17.10.1 pr. 
6 Tra.naletor 117.10.0 pr. 
10 Tralllietor with range 
booollll.lO.O pr. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE CT.Sl 
A compact (9" x s·x 161"1 reoeral purpooe'oeope. T/B 
10 cfo·40 kcfo. Band width 1 Hc/o. Hullard DO 716 2f" 
CRT. Poroperationont00/2DOv.A.C. Supplied complete 
with metal traDiit oaae, 1trap, tut lead•, and vi10r hood. 
Brud new ••• 10.0. Carr. 10/·. Supplied complete with 
J'DAnlctlODI. 

ERSKINE TYPE ll DOUBLE 
BEAM OSCILLOSCOPE 
Time ba .. 2 c/•·700 kef•· Calibrator& at 
lOO keto and 1 Hcl•· Separate Yl and Y2 
ampUften up to G.G Kef•· Operation 
110/lliO volt A.C. BuppHed In perfect 
worklotl order. 111/18/•. Corrlal• 201-. 

TE·20 RF SIGNAL GENERATOR 

• 

Accurate wide ruge elrna1 
generator coveriDI120 kc/1.•260 
Mcfa on 6 bandl. DireetJ, 
calibrated. Variable R.J'. 
allenuato<, Operation 200/240 
v. A.C. Brud new with Jn .. 
olructlono, 111.11.0. P • .t P. 
116. 

S.A.E. for delailo. 

LAFAYETTE NUVISTOR 
LAFAYETTE TE-46 GRID DIP METER 
RESISTANCE CAPA· 
CITY ANAL YZER 
2 PF-2,000 MFD. 2 obma-
200 llegobma. Aleo· checke 
impedance, tutDI ratio, 
iDJulatlon 200/250v. A.C. 
Brand New Jli. Carr. 7/G. 

Compact true one band. operation. 
Frequency raqe 1.7·180 1dcf•· 230\', 
AC opera.tlon. Supplied complete 
with a.ll coill and Jn•tntctloM. 111.10.0. 
Carr. 5/·. 

NOMBREX EQUIPMENT 
TraDiiltoriled Audio Generator 10·100,000 c/a. 
SiDe or equare wave. 111.11.0. 
Trallllltoriled Slpal Generator 160 kcfa. 

::U~o.:!..~t.a.nce cap:tcity bridae 10. 
100 HeAl, 1 pf·l0014F. 18. 
TraDIIolorlled Jnducllon bridge l,.N ·lOOH. 
Jll. lfa.im operated TraDii1tor power npply 
unit, o11tput 1-Uv. up to 100 mA. 11.10.0. 
All abon poat paid with battery. 

Operative over amazingly 
long dietances. Separate 
eaU and presa to talk 
buttona. 2~1fire connection. 
lOOO's of appUcatlona. 
Beautifully dollhed in 
ebony. Supplied complete 
with batteriea and wall 
bracket.. 
11.10.0. pair. P. & P. 3/6. 

MAGNAVOX 383 TAPE DEOKI 
New 3-speed tape deck, euperaedea old 
Collaro atudio deck. 2-traek 110.10.0. 
4·track 118.10.0. Cnrr. Paid. 

Poatestra.. ~ Thm ••nnol bt Op<J Rltd A . 

MODEl ZQM ~~~~~OR CHECKER 
0 

. V 

!~~:; t~:r~~~=~f:~ • ~ -~ 
on A, B and Ieo. _ =-
Equally adapta.blt> , _-: ~~ 
for checking diode!', -
etc. Spec. : A : 0·7 • 

CLEAR PLASTIC PANEL METERS 
Firat 1rade quality, MoviDI' Coil p&Del meten, available 
ex-stock. S.A.E. for illUJtrated leaflet. DJICOunt• for 
quantity. Availnble n• fo1lon: Type IIR. 38P. 1 21J321n. 
aquare fronts. 

IOO.()·lOO~tA . 17/1 200mA ..... 18/l lOOV D.C •.• 11/1 
OOO.Q·IIOOi<A . 11/1 300mA. . . . . 11/1 liiOV D.C. . . 11/1 
l·O·imA ..... 11/l GOOmA ..... 11/1 300V D.C •.. ll/1 
lmA ......... 11/1 700mA ..... 11/1 GOOV D.C ... 11/1 
2mA. . . . . . . . . 29/8 lA D.C. . . . . 18/8 700V D.C. . • ll/1 
OmA. . . . 11/1 2A D.C. • . . 11/l l~V A.C. . . . 11/l 

PCRI RECEIVERS 
Branll new condition, fully te•ted an•l 
checked before deapatch. 3 waveband with 

!J;ea~~g:6~0~?:::eu;, ~~~~{8 J:J!·~:~ 
internal speaker. t8.11.8. C:lrr. 10/6 with 

~~~~~ia~~~~g1~n,~~t~~U~lower units 230 

AMERICAN TAPE 
Fint grade quality American tape!'. 
Brand new. Discounts for quantities. 
3in., 226ft. L.P. acetate. . . . . . . . . . . 4/· 
3lin., 600ft. T.P. mylar ......... 10/· 
Gin., 600ft. 1td. plutic . . . . . . . . . . 8/l 
6in., 900ft. L.P. acetate .......... 10/-
51o., 1,20011. D.P. mylar .......... 11/· 
51D.,l.800ft. T.P. mylar .......... 16/· 
Dlln., 1,i00ft. L.P. acetate ........ 11/8 
5fln.,l,800ft.. D.P. mylar ........ 11!1 
6fln. 9,400ft. T.P. mylar .......... M/-
7in., 1,200ft. ahl. myJar .......... U/8 
7in., 1,8oon. L.P. acetate •....... 11/• 
7in., 1,800ft. L.P. mylar ...... , ... I0/-
7in., 2.400ft. D.P. mylnr .......... ll/-
7in. 3,600ft. T.P. mylar .......... 68/8 
Poatage 2/·· Onr £3 poat pa.ld. 

CALLERS WELCOME I 
Clpoe 8 a.m. lo I p.m. OYII7 d&J KODd&J 
lo Balurdu. Trade 18ppUH. 

g~:~G~i!:!!~', 18~d iiO~A 32,8 
mA. Realatance for 1001-'A . . 19/8 
diode 200 0 - 1 2001'A 17/6 
:MBG, 8upplietl complde with iuatntctioll8, ~OO~A !!I

8
• 

battery aud leade. 18/11!8. P. 1: P. 2/fi. a0-0·501!.\ · · -i 
VARIABLE VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS 
Brand New-Fully Shrouded. Input 230,·. 
50/60 "''· Output 0-260 Volts. 

lAmp ........ IUO.O 
2.6 Amp . . . . 16.17.8 
ll Amp ...... 10.0.0 
8 Amp . . .. . . 111.10.0 
10 Amp . . . . . . 117.0.0 
12 Amp . . . . . . 111.10.0 
20 Amp . . . . . . 181.10.0 
2.6 Amp Portable
Metal Cue with Jleter· 
Fuoeo, elc. 18/17/1. 

TE·SI NEW 
20,000fl/VOLT 
MULTIMETER 
o I 6 I 60 I 120 I 
1,200V. A.C. 
0/3/30/60/300/ 
600 t a,ooov. D.c. 
o I 6014A I 12 I 300 
HA.D.C. 
o I 60K I 6 Iller. Cl 
161·. P. & P. 2/6. 

IOmA. . . . . 29/1 5A D.C. . . . • 11/8 OOV A.C. . . . 18/l 
20mA. 11/1 3V D.C. . . . . 11/1 lOOV A.C. . • 11/1 
IIOmA. . . . . 11/1 lOV D.C. • . 11/1 300V A.C. • • 11/l 
IOOmA. 29/l 20V D.C. . . 1118 GOOV A.C. . . 11/1 
150mA ....... 29/1 OOV D.C .... 18/1 "8"KeterlmAII/I 

POST Jo~XTRA. Larrer 1ize• a\'ailable-aeod for list•. 

KODBL 'l'B·ll 
20,000 O.P.V. 010.6/ 
6/301120/60011,200/ 
3,00016,000 V. D.C. 
016/30112018001 
1,200 V. A.C. 0 I 
80p.AI61801800 JIA. 
016'KIIiOO'KI6 Ker.l 
80 Her. 0 00 PF. 
.~ KFD. 16.18.1. 

SILICON RECTIFIERS 
200 v. P.I.V. 200mA ............... lil 

MODEL PV.~SI VALVE 
VOLTMETER 

P. IIP.316. 

•oDIIL 100. 30,000 
o.p.v. 0/.6/1/ll-6/10/ 
20110012001600 I 
l,OOOv. D.C. 
012.6110/26/ 
100 I 200 I liOO I 
l,OOOv. A.C. 
OIOOpAID/00/ 
OOOmA. 12 amp. 

200 v. P.I.V. 6 amp ............... 1/1 
400 v. P.I.V. 3 amp. (•.C.R.) ...... lot· 
400 v. P.I.V. 3 amp ............... 7!1 
l,ooO v. P.I.V. 600 ruA ............ 8/8 
800 v. P.I.V.IIOOmA ............... 6/1 
800 "· P.I.V. U amp .•••••••••••.•• 7/1 
400 v. P.I.V.IlOOmA ............... l/8 
70 v. P.I.V. 1 amp ................ 3/1 
100 v. P.I.V. 16lSmA ............... 11· 
liiO , .. P.I.V. 25 amp....... . .... 18!1 
700 v. P.I.V. 100 amp ................... 48/8 
Dlacounta for quantities. l'oet edrn. 

11 meg. input. 7 D.C. 
''olt ranges. 1.6~ 
1,500 v. 7 A.C. volt 
ra.oro 1.6~1,600 v. 
4,000 Peak to Peak. 
Reolot.ance .2 ohm lo 
1,000 mqobm. Deci· 
belo -lOdb lo + 66db. 
Supplied brand new 
with iDJtructione, 
leads and probe. 
Ill/lot·. P. & P. 3/6. 

~j~K /6 Keg./ 00. 
Her (l. 18/1711 
Poot Paid. 
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TELEVISION AERIAL 
for fringe area BBC 2 

·~111111111 
Director• and reflector mat- a really eft\cient model by 
OM of our moet famoUI make,._ must Improve reeults-
41/• piu S/6 poet and lnlo. Low Ion co·ax cable 1/1 yd .• 
BBC 2 aerial Ampllfter 11.4.0. 

ELECTRIC BLANKET OUTFIT 
A 13yd. 70 watt waterproof element with temperature 
control by Thermal balance-and a double pole blanket 
switch In pastel blue bakellte -with enclosed neon 
on/off indication-both items Ideal for renovating a 
defunct or doubtful blanket-supplied complete with 
layout and other inatructiona only 11/8 plus 1/6 poet 
aDd IMUrance. 

750 mW TRANSISTOR AMP. 
4 tr&Illi&tor• in· 
eluding two in 
puah·pull IDput 
for crystal or 
magnetic micro· 
phone or pick-up 
-feed back loop& 
-sensitivity 6 
m/v. 

PRICE 19/6 
Poat and Jn1. 2/6. 

Speakers 3in. 11/t; 6in. U/8: 6in. x 41n. lf/8. 

TUBULAR HEATERS 
New and un\lled made by G.E.C.-rated at 60 watt& 
per foot-theee are ideal in airing cupboards, bedroorm, 
ol!leu, atore1, greenhouee1, etc.-curtains or paper• 
can touch them without fear of 1100rching or flre. 
Supplied complete with :O.xlng bracketll and a.vail&ble 
in the following elzea. Prlce1 which are about quarter 
of llat price lncludee carriage by B.R.8. 

8ft.-/•, 1011.-18/·, 1211.-U/· 
allo in twin auembllea (one pipe above the other): 

4ft.-4G/-, ~11.-fl/-. 611.-61/· 

SIMMERSTAT HEATER REGULATOR 
Suitable to control elementll, heater, aoldering iron• 
and boiling riDge up to 2,lSOOwatt.Completeadjutable, 
normal price llf.· each, special snip price 18/1 plut~ 2/· 
po~tage and ineura.nce. 

THERMOSTATS 
1'Jpe 'A' 15 amp. for controlling room heaters, green
houae, airing cupboard. Haa apindle for pointer 
knob, quickly adjutable from 30"-80"F. l/8 plus 
1/·poat. 8uitableboxforwallmounting,I/-,P. &P. 1/-. 
'J'rpe '8' Hi amp. This ia a. 171n. long rod type made 
by the famou Sunvic Co. SPindle adjusts this from 
50·15150"F. Internal screw alters the aetting 110 thil 
could be 8djustable over 30" to 1,000"F. Suitable for 
controlling furnace, oven, kiln, immersion heater 
or to make dameatat or ftre alarm, 8/8 plue 2/9 post 
andjnaura.nce. 
'hiti'D'. We call this the Ice·etat a.a it cuta in and out 
at around freezing point. 2/3 amps. Has many U&e8, 
one of which would be to keep the loft pipes from 
freezing if a length of our blauket wire (16 yds. 10/-) 
la wound round the pipee. 7/8, P. & P. 1/1. 
TrPe '8'. Thla ia a ataudard refrigerator therm01tat. 
Spindle adjutmentl cover normal refrigerator tem
perature, 7/8 plus!/- P. & P. 

SEMI-CONDUaOR BARGAINS 
Type Type Type 
No. Price No. Price No. Price 

2N1727 16/· :MAT101 8/6 0071 •t· 
2Nl728 100/· :MATI20 7/8 0072 61· 
2N1742 1111· :MAT121 8/6 OC7fi 81· 
2Nl747 111/· OA6 61- 0076 61· 
2Nl748 10/· OAIO 8/· 0077 71-
A0107 .,. OA47 3/· 0078 6/-
A0127 t/· OA70 11· OC78D 51-
AOY17 8/1 OA79 Ill 0081 61-
AOY18 6/1 OA81 Ill OC81D 51-
AOY19 I/ I OA86 I/· 0082 51· 
AOY20 1/l OA90 1/8 0083 61· 
AOY21 I/· OA91 1/l OC84 61-
AOYI!t f/1 o.uoo 8/1 00139 8/1 
APllt 7/· OA202 f/8 00140 11/1 
AFll~ Ill 0022 10/· 00170 61-
AF116 7/· 0023 17/8 00171 I/-
AP117 6/· 0024 III/I 00200 .,. 
AP118 1111 0026 7/1 00201 11/1 
AF139 17/1 0028 111· 00202 1818 
AP186 18JI 0029 17/1 00203 11/1 
APZ12 16/· 0036 11/1 OOP71 18/1 
A8Zll1 16/· OC86 161· ORP12 8/l 
BC107 lt/1 0042 8/l ORP60 6/· 
BY100 6/1 OC4t 6/· 8B078 811 
BYZ13 7/1 OC45 .,. 8B305 8/l 
JIAT100 7/t 0070 .,. 8B251 10/· 

SPECIAL BAR GAl N 
~ ::e:nr :::n::~ !:tro~~ ~; c;:r-e .... -. 
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INFRA-RED 
HEATERS 
Make up one of these lateet type heater&. 
Ideal for bathroom, etc. They are 
simple to make from our euy-to·follow 
lnatructtons-uaes Jllica encloled elements d.eaigned for the correct 
infra-red wavelength (3 microne). Price for 760 wattl element, all 
parte, metal casing aa illustrate1t, 11/8 plus 3/6 poat and IDI. Pull 
switch 3/· extra. 

THIS MONTH'S SNIP -
Your opportunity to install non-flicker strip lighting at silly price
this month we offer the famoua A.E.I. (Jia:ada) ;,.,,~.,., lltwt li1Ali1&1 
trmuformer auitable for one, 4ft. 40 watt tube or two, 2ft. 20 watt 
tubes. Thia transformer is liated at over £3, but tbla month you 
can buy the complete Kit comprlliing tnatant start chok.eftrana· 
former two tube ende a.nd two Terry clip• to hold tube. Special mip 
price only 14/1 plus 3/9 post anll inaurance~don't miss this tre· 
mendoua bargain. 

GARRARD 
AUTO RECORD PLAYER 

This is one of the r:.::~=t• of the 
World's most experienced maker of :O.ne 

record reproducen. Ita superior features 
nclude automatic flaying of up to 8 mixed 
e recorda stopping and startlng witbout re· 

, jectlng, manual playing, pick-up pivote to give low 
atylue preuure, large diameter turntable for mal'. 

etabUlty, adjuatmente Include pick•up height, pick·up 
dropping position and stylus preiiiUI'e. Size iel3lin. x llfln, clearancea 
4Jin. above, 2~ln. below, fitted with lateat hi-compliance cartridge for 
atereo and mono, L.P, and 78. Supplied complete with mounting 
template and aervlce sheet. Offered thia month at the Special Snip prlCf! 
of 18.8.8. pJua 7/6 carriage and in1urance. 

ADJUSTABLE TIMER & DELAY MECHANISM 
This is a ftne American made unit de1lgned for precision. The time 
period ia adjusted by a knurled screw. The delay perlod eau be set any
where from bour1 or seconds. The end of the delay operate• a micro· 
awitch and reaetting can be remote controlled or manually reset. The 
unit is for wall mounting and I• approx. 4tn. X 71n. X 4in-., price 19/1 
plua 3/6 post a.nd insurance. 

STUPENDOUS OFFER-£11 for £2 
Tbe Pria- IUperhei 
ducrllle4 llelow 11 a..., 
IDo Ullil 10llllal lw 
beeacarelaiiJdolipe(lor 
hlrb perlormuoo. ODiy 
recently (under another 
name of courae) thie Wal 
on offer in many ,radio 
shops for i10.19.6, but 
we have been fortunate 
in obtaining the 
at a very low price --·· ~.:'-""'""'h 
now pau this saving on 
to you. If you act quickly 
y.>u can purcbase tbifl 
for only 88/1 plys 3/6 
poet and insurance. Note 
these features: e Long 
and Medium Wave e Lon~:~ clear dial with travelling pointer and slow motion drive 
e Push-pull output approximately 3DO m.w. e A.V.C. and feedback 
e Dust cored H.Q. I.F. traneformen e High selectivity ferrite aerial 
e Six tested transistor• e Printed circuit board for foolproof aeaembly 
e Economy output circuit givea long life from PPS battery e Perm· 
anent magnet movlngcollepeaker e Cabinet size 4fin. x 3in. x 1lln. 

Battery 1/8 extm. Data included or eeparately 1/8. 

SUPERTONE GCV 
Saves you work
lt's partly built 
Like its predece880rS this Ja.teat 
Companion hu a. full :0. perform
ance-such u only a good wooden 
cabinet and hl·flux speaker can 
give, and due to ita being partly 
built you will have it going in an 
evening. Note these features: 
e All Mullard 6 Transiston in· 

eluding 3 x AF117, 
• Two tone Cabinet, size 1 liu. X 8iu. X aiu. 
e All circuit reftnements Push·pttll output~ 

A.V.C. and feedback, etc. 
e Printed circuit board all wired only connection•, 

e.g., to Volume control-W1C. Rwltch and Tuning 
Condenser. e Pre-aligned U' ata.ges complete with full instructions. Fantastic 
Yl\lue only 78/8 plus 6/6 post and iDBurance. 

DEAC RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES 
These nickel cadmium cells have negligible 
internal realstance. Wi11 deliver current 
you require, reduce distortion and are corn· 
pletely reliable. They may be recharged 
indeftnitely. Replacement. for PP3 8"1/-, 
U7 11/1, U2 1111-. Ull Ill/· or eeDd for llot. 
Note charger for these types available,ll/8. 
Cells for building Into tape recorders and 
other equipment: Heavy duty l.tG v. type 
8/8. Heavy duty 9 v. type tf/•. Cbarger 
that will deal with both together or aepar· 
ately, H.16.0. 

TAPE RECORDER 
BARGAIN 

Capstan 
Driven, 5 
Transls· 
tors 
IP.CUJilA. 
!10•: 200/ 
7,000 e.p ... -
400 mW. 011\o 
pu\- double 
Uaek-lwlll 
lpeed (Sf aud 

71) fut rewind time-Din. 1pool glvea one hour playiDc 
with standard tape, weight 7 lb. 8lse 8 x 11 x JID. 
Complete with b&tlerl .. , mlcrophoue, tape apool aud 
IDBtruction manual. Nothing to 10 wro01 If you ue a 
good tape and keep heads clean. l>emoDitratloa. gladly 
given at our Croydon shop. bHial IDip PrtOI !ldl 
KoDib 111.11.0, pea' aDd lumrauce 6/6. . 

HI·FI SPEAKER BARGAIN 
12iD. IDgh &dell'y 
loudspeaker. High 
ftux perm&DeDt 
maguet type with 
either 3 or Hi ohm 
speech coli. Will 
handle up to 10 
watte. Brand new 
by famous maker. 
Price 19/8, with 
built-in tweeter 11/· 
plus 3/6 post and 
ineuraoce. 

MAINS POWER PACK 
JIAJ1f8 POWD PACK deolgued to operate traDAIItor 
seta and ampllftera. Adjustable output 6v.·9 to 
12 voltll for up to DOOmA (clau B working). Takes the 
place of any of the following batteries, PPl, PP3, 
PP4, PP6, PP7, PP9, and otherl. Kit comprtRtll: 
mains tra011former·rectifter, smoothing and load 
resistor, 5,000 and DOO mfd. condeo~en, :aener diode 
aDd IDOtructloDo. Real oDip at oDiy lt/<1. plua 3/6 peat. 

ACOS GP83 TURNOVER 
PICK-UP CARTRIDGE 

For Stereo-L.P.-and 

• 

78 records, fltted with 
two Styli. Diamond tor 
LP•. Sapphire for 788. 
Tbll la mounted and te 
standard replacement 
for most record playen 
uaing Garrard-B.S.R.
Collaro, etc., etc. The 

regular price of tbla cartridge iai5DJ., We oft'er tbue 
new and perfect for 11/· (leu than the price of ltyll), 
plus 2/· post and ineurance. 
J'LUOBIIIICD'l' LIGIIT Jn'l'll. CompriBiug choke, 

:,m:!~!1iti. ::,a~~:t i7,~. :~:,.~~i7i~ t!,u!:tterr,i 
plua 3/6 poet and Insurance. 

SN IPERSCOPE 
Famoue war-Wne 
"cat'• eye" 'Bled tor 
aeetng in the dark. 
Thil ll an lnfra·red 
image converter cell 
with a lilYer 
caealunL ICI'eeD 
w.hlch Hgblo up (UI<e 
a cathode ray tube) 
when the electfODII 
releued by t.he 
illfra-red ltrlke H. 

A golden opportunity for eome intereat~Dg uperimenta. 
1/· each, post 2/·. Date will be oupplled with eel .. If 
requeated. 

TWO-WAY RADIOS 
Give communication over i mile. 
FULLY transistorlaed - crystal 
controlled, built-in teleacoplc 
aerinl-preas button operation
PP3 batteries-pair inatrument8 
complete and ready to uae • 
11.18.<1. pluo 5/· peat and iD· 
aurance. Big D-mile range model 
111.11.1 pluo 5/· poet aDd 1110. These 
cannot be operated in U.K. 

MOVING COIL METER DAilfiAIIN 
Panel meters are a.lwaya being needed and they are 
jolly coatly when you have to buy them in a hurry
so you ahould take advantage of thta ofler: 2in movtag 
coil flush mounting meten only 1/8. These are actually 
R.F. metera and cost about £3 each but If you don't 
want them for R.F. then all you llave to do le to 
remove the thermocouple and you will have a 2-3 
m.a. meter which you can make into almoat anythiDI 
by adding ehunta or aeriea resistor. Tbeee are ex· 
government, of oouree. 

Where postage is not definitely atated M an 
extra then orderJ over A are poet tree. Below 
Ill addl/9. 

ELECTRONICS (CROYDON} LIMITED 
102/l TAMWORTH ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY (Opp. West Croydon Stotion) 



Welcome To Our 
LONDON HEATHKIT CENTRE 

233 Tottenham Court Road 
We open MON.-SAT. 9 a.m.-S.30 p.m. 

THURS. 11 a.m.-2.30 p.m. 
Telephone: MUSeum 7349 

WHEN YOU ARE IN TOWN, WE HOPE 
THAT YOU WILL VISIT US THERE 

To DAYSTROM LTD., DEPT. PM-11, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND 
Please send me FR££ BRITISH CATALOGU£ (Yes/No) ......................................... . 
Full details of model(s) ....................................................................................................................................... .. 
American 

Catalosua 1/- p;p, 

(Yu/No) ................. . 

NAME ........................................... : ............................................................................................. . 
(BLOCK CAPITALS) 
ADDRE$5 ................................................................................................................................... . 

....................................................................................................................... I'H-11 
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ABSORBING 
AND 

EX£1TING! 

Unique and brilliantly simple. Hundreds of educational establish
menU-Universities, Technical Colleges, Schools, the Armed Forces
are already using Radlonle for electronic Instruction. Enthusiastic 
owners range from 8 to 8! years of age. 
Selected by the CouneU of Industrial Design for all British Design 
Centres. Featured In Sound and Television broadcasts. 

1be system Is beautifully e1111lntered from top quality British components. No solderiJIII. 
No mains. No prior lmowledlle needed. Simply arran&e components 00 perforated 
transparent panel, position brass connectlllll strip underneath. ftx With 6BA nuts aDd ctn:ult 
works with full efficiency. You can tbeo dismantle aDd build another drcult. Your results 
are IIWir.IDteed by our Technical Department and News Le!!er Service. All pans available 
separately for conversion or expansion of sets. 
UNIQUE! Our "No soldering" printed circuit board for supprht>t port· 
able. Simply tosert components and tighten nuts. 
No. 1 Set £1.1.!. 14 Circuits (Earphone) 
No. ! Set 17.1.5. H Circuits <Earphone) 
No. 3 Set 111.2. 7. H Circuits (7 x 41o. Loudspeaker output 
No. 4 Set 115.3.8. :M Circuits <lneludl' I Transistor and rellex 
Prices (Pilst Free) ouperhets) 
(PLUS: P.T. SUrchalge of l/8d; l/lld; 3/ld; 4/2d, respectively.) 

Full details from: 

RADIONIC PRODUCTS LIMITED 
STEPHENSON WAY, THREE BRIDGES 

CRAWLEY, SUSSEX 
• Tel.: CRAWLEY 27021 Trade Enquiries Invited 

Housing Hi-Fi is our business ... turntables, tape recorders, 
loudspeakers, tuners, amplifiers, records, tapes ... there's a 
RECORD HOUSING cabinet to suit your equipment. Send 
for illustrated catalogue giving full details of over 20 different 
cabinets, plus stockists' list (U.K. only) to: 

RECORD HOUSING (Dept. P.E.II) 
Brook Road, London, N.ll. Tel.: BOWes Park 7-487 
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RADIO & ELECTRONIC 
CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM 

A No. 4 SET and 6· TRANSISTOR SUPERHET 

Theoretical Circuit Practical Layout 
Our'£' Series of bosic electronic circuits is available seporotely. 

S~"d for detGils of E/508, our do-i!-yourself computer. 

For quick, easy 
faultless 
soldering 

Ersin Multicore 5-core solder is easy to use and economical. 
It contains 5 cores of non-corrosive flux, cleaning instantly 
heavily oxidised surfaces. No extra flux is required. 
Ersin Multicore Savbit Alloy considerably reduces the 

I . . 
wear of copper soldering iron bits. 

HANDY SOLDER 
DISPENSER 

12ft. of 18 s.w.g. 
SA VBIT alloy in a 

continuous coil, used 
direct from free

standing dispenser. 
2/6 each 

LOW TEMPERATURE 
SOLDER 

..... _ ...... 

Size 9 pack contain• 
24 ft. of 6o/40 hi1h 

tin quality 2ji";'a~ 

Size to pack 212/t. 
15/· •MII • 

_......~~,SAY BIT 
SIZE 1 CARTON 

BIB WIRE 
STRIPPER 
AND CUTi'ER Contains approx. 30ft. 

of 18 s.w.g. SA VB IT 
alloy. Also available 
in 14and t6s.w.g. 

5/· each 

Strips insulation, 
cuts wire cleanly. 

Adjusts to any size. 

4/·..cll 

Available from all Electrical and Hardware shops. 
If unobtainable write to: 

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. 
Multicore Works, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. Hemel Hempstead 3636 
1'1'.4/B 



LASKYS 
For the Finest Value ancl Service to 

RADIO 
HOME CONSTRUCTORS & 
ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIASTS 
I Wt -·oar- poroell to llo IIIo lotll nlot oalbt llome cooolractor markel. 11 oa receipiJOU foelool I 

compeleal to kllllbt NI, rou 111&1 relaro 11 u recelfttl- 7 olaro. wbealllo ,..., paid will 11o reluode<llea poelap. 

TAPE RECORDERS 
MAGNA VOX-COLLARO 363 

TAPE DECKS 
The very latest 3 apee1l model-H. :if, 7~ i.p.s. 
n.vaila.ble ·with either ~ track or -1 track head, 
Features include: pause control; digital counter; 
fast ton·ard and rewind; new 4 pole fully 
ecreened induction motor; interlocking keys. 
Size of top plate: 13~ X 11 X 61in. deep below 
unit plate. For 200/260 v. A.C. maim, 60 c.p.a. 
operation. New unused and fully guaranteed. 

LASKY'S PRICEf"~~;~£10.10.0 
LASKY'S PRICE 1,;~~ £13.9.6 

Carriage and Packlng7/6 extra. 
IPBCIAL FOR OVEBIBA8 CUSTODBS- the new .Magnavox..COJia.ro !-163 Deck for 
!lO/~!t.iw~~~~0:§/ .. 60 c.p.a. maina now available, prlcea u above. Poet to any part 

MARTIN RECORD/REPLAY TAPE AMPS. 
Lateat modela now nvailable from atock-for u.se w.ith the Magnavox 363 Tape Deck 
I track model .................. LASKY'S PRICE £14.19.6 
l track model .................. LASKY'S PRICE £15.19.6 

Carriage and 
Packing 4/6 extra 

Optionnl extra: Control panel escutcheon to tnke tleck nntl 1'111pJlfter coutrole. 
LASKY'S PRICE 12/6. Post and Pncking 2/6. 

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS 1 

SPECIAL PURCHASE-UHF/VHF T.V. TUNERS 
Well known Briti.Kh mal(el'8' suqJlus atocks. Now :wailable for tbc th·l!lt 
time to the Home Constructor. Alhl '2/U Post cmd Packing on each. 

TRANSISTORISED UHF MINIATURE MODEL 
Shielded metal case only 3~ X ll X 3in. I"ully tunable-complete witb 
two AF 139 transistors. LASKY'S PRICE 39/6 

VALVE UHF MODEL (illustrated) 
In metal case size 4 X 6 X 1 lin. Fully tunable-complete with PCC86 
and P<.,'C88 valv.s. LASKY'S PRICE 29/6. Without valve• 12/6 

TRANSISTORISED VHF MODEL I 
Miniature turret type fltted witb 12 l!letl of coils ami 3 Mullnrd AJ!'l02 tnul8iftorl'l. Io 
metal case size 4 x 2 x 3lin. LASKY'S PRICE 29/6 

TRANSISTORISED VHF MODEL 2 
Sub-miniature turret type fitted with 12 setl!l of coils and 3 Mulhud AF102 traoalstora 
In metal case size 3 x 1l x 2jin. LASKY·s PRICE 37/6 
Add 2/6 Post and Packing on each. 

MAKERS' SURPLUS TELEVISION IF 
AMPLIFIERS 
38 Me/a. Contains a large number of componenta, ))o' 
transformers, resistors, ca.pacitors, etc., and the follow
Jog valves: 2xPCF80, lxEB91, EF80, EFI8!: and 
EF184. Overall size 11~ ... X 3~ .. X 4 ... deep. Ideal for 
servicemen and experirnenterl!l. Thil!l IF amp. when 
uaed with the Valve model UHi'' Tuner (above) provides 
u suitable conversion for B.B.C.2. No circuit available. 

LASKY'S PRICE 39/6 Poat 2/6 

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER 
Free staDlling table cabinet, size 
171: X 9 X OlJn .• 11Dishe<l in 
medium 'Ma.hogany. Scale marked 
21 to 68 (UHF band). Dealgned 
to accept the above IF Amplifier 
with space for a Va.lve UHF Tuner. 
Special Package ~u IF Amplifier. 
UHF Tuner with va.lvee and Table 
Cabinet. 

LASKY'S PACKAGE PRICE £4.9.6 PoolandPackiurst· 

TAPE DECK MOTORS 
High quality tape deck capata.n motor· made by E.M.I. Holland. Bi-directional. 
Size 4in. dia. X 2in. high, 1in. X jin. aplndle. 

LASKY'S PRICE 15/11 Post 3/6. 

207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 Tel: PAD 3171 
118 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 Tel: PAD 9789 

CONSTRUCTORS BARGAINS 

The "Sixteen" Multi range 
METER KIT 
Tbie outlta.Dding meter was featured by Pradltal Wireleu 
in the .Jaa. '64 iuue. Laaky's are able to oiler the com· 
plete kit of parte as epecifted by the deal;ner. 
BAJ'G. IP.:D'ICA'ftO•: D.C. \'Olta: 0·2.U·25·60·200·DOO 
at 20,0000/V- A.C. volt.: 0·26-60·250-600 at 1,0000/\'. 
D.C.current: O·OO~o'A, 0.2.6oo60·260tn.-\. Reaistance: 0·2,0000, 
0·200kQ, 0.20 MO. Basic movement: 401o'A f.e.t.l. moving 
coil. With univereal ehunt full acale deftection current is 
501'A. Black plutlc cue-3J x 6J x Itin. Contmla: 12 
poeition ra.nge awlteh; sepKate elide awitcb for A.C. \'olta
D.C. ohml; ohms zero adjustment pot. meter. meter zero. 
Power requirements: One Uv. and one l.Ov. batta. Complete 
with all partl aml full coD&tructlou detaill!l. H.P. Tt>rllll!l 
available. 

LASKY'S PRICE £5.19.6. P. & P. 5/· 

NEW-LASKY'S MINIATURE TRANSISTOR 
AMPLIFIER MODULES 
IDCOrpOratlDg the very lateat circuitry 
to provide high aeDiitlvity and good 
quality in conJunction with extreme small 
11ize and compactDClll. High quality 
Newmarket traniJistora used throughout. 
All dealgned to operate on 9v. miniature 
battery. A4d 1/-oa each lor pool" peckloc 

TYPJ: LIU'C 1. 3 tranai8tor. Input sena. 
00 mV., output 160 mW, output imp. 
400,alze2X1Xlln ....... PRICE 27/6 
TYPI: LBPC I. 6 trawristor. Inputsens. lmV, output 3:10 
mW,outputtmp.l5Q,Bize2~Xl~Xtiu ... PRICE U/6 
TYPBLBPe 1. 6 tra.neistor. Input acns. 5mV. output 400 u1V, output imp. UO, eize 
21 x 11 x !In ............................................................................ PRICE 25/· 
TYPB LBPC4. li tramietor. Input lens. 150 mY, output 330 mV. output imp. UO, 
oize 21 x 11: x !in ...................................................................... PRICE 22/6 
'l'YPB L8Pc &. 6 tranell!ltor., Input sen1. 8mY, output :JW, output imp. 30, size 6l 
x 11 x llo .............................................................................. · PRICE 59/6 
TYPB LBPC '1. 6 tranaiator. Input sens. SmV, output IW, output imp. so.aize 3 X 
11 x llo .................................................................................. PRICE 39/6 

FULLY ENCAPSULATED MODULES 
Rpecial function modulea - all one size It X I X Uin. Complete with detailed 
function and ln1taJlation Instructions. Send S.A.E. for data. 
TYPI: PA-l. PubUc addreae amp. for uee with carbon, crystal or Dynamic micro-
phonee. 30 output Imp ............................................................. PRICE 30/• 
fti'B &Jl.L Gramophone amplifier-provides auft\cient power to fill average room. 
30 output Imp. .. ...................................................................... PRICE 30/· 
TftB CG-1. Morae code practice oacillator - for uae with morae key and 3 0 
opeaker ..................................................... · ................................ PRICE 20/· 
nn 11'1'-1. l(etronome module-provil:lea audible and visual beat from 30 to 240 
beats per minute (tor uee with 30 speaker or ind.lamp) ...................... PRICE 2'1/6 

SINCLAIR SUPER MINIATURE KITS 
We atock the complete range. Write tor cletalls of package deale. 
THE MIORO-Iminiatureradioonlyitx 11\ X l~in .................. . 
THE ILl M Ll Ill E 2·traooiator pocket radio ... 
THE MICRO·FM. (tuner/receiver) ... . 
THE X·liO 20 watt P.W.Jl. ampUfter .............. .. ............... . 
STEREO 25 pre·amp control unit lully built ............................ . 
THE Z-11 12 watt amplifier and pre-ampJifter. Fully built and tested .. 

1118. .... 
lli 18. 
17 11. 

.. 18 11. 
14 11 

VEROBOARD - ::~:~e~e•t18:!d~~rc~~':u~i~o~~:~per strip• 

Boartl A-42/11103 2} X 51o ................... 3/8 Termlotl piM- pkl. oUO ............. 3/• 
43/IG04 21 x at In ................... 31· Spot face cutter tool .... .. ... · 8/1 
45/11107 31 X 5 lo. . ......... -....... 1/B Pin lnoertlntl tool . .. . .. . · 919 
46/1508 31 X 31 In................... 8/8 Poll 14. perllem eldra. 
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HOME RADIO LTD., Dept. PE, 187 London Road, Mitcham, Surrey Phone: MIT 3282 

When I was a lad, 

Radio Receivers 

looked something 

like THIS ... 

Yes ... and you could read your newspaper by the light of the 

valves! The only station was 2LO, London-full power, ll 
kilowatts- resident comedian, Leonard Henry! The sets 

were masterpieces ·of design- the sketch above by no means 

shows all the wires, batteries, accumulators, etc., required to 

work these gorgeous monsters! A bit different from your 

new 5 x 3 x 2 Transistors, eh? 

Catalogues too have changed through the 
years. Time was when I waxed enthusiastic 
over a 20-page Radio Components Catalogue! 
But you can have the blissful experience of 
poring through the latest edition of the 
famous Home Radio Catalogue-218 pages, 
listing over 6,000 items, I ,000 of them illus
trated. This catalogue, plus a 21-page 
supplement, plus a Special Bargain list, is 
yours for 7s. 6d. plus ls. 6d. postage and 
packing. Today's best nine bob's worth!
especially· as each catalogue contains 5 
vouchers each worth 1 s. when used as 
directed. Come on, you lucky lads, post the 
attached Coupon today with your cheque or 
postal order ! 

r~-----------------------~ Please write your Name and Address in block capitals I 
I 

Name ....................................................................................................................... I 
I Address ................................................................................................................. I 

..................................................................................................................................... 

I ..................................................................................................................................... 

I .................................................................................................... -.............................. . 
Hon. Radio Ltd., Dept. PE, 187 London Road, Mltcham, Surrey I -------------------·-------------------------.1 
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AVIONICS 
IT is probably true to say that in no other field has the· 

versatility and reliability of electronic technology 
been more convincingly demonstrated than in aviation. 

Air transport has always been dependent upon 
various ancillary services-notably radio and naviga
tional aids. Since the advent of radar, the variety and 
complexity-and usefulness-of these aids has 
increased tremendously. A large part of the elec
tronics industry is now devoted to the development 
and production of these specialised equipments which 
are often referred to under the collective title of 
"Avionics". 

It may not always be appreciated what a staggering 
variety of electronic equipment is incorporated in the 
airliner of today. Contained within a comparatively 
small area are examples from practically all the well
known branches of electronic technology. Radio, 
radar, instrumentation, computers and magnetic 
recorders, are all nowadays part of the normal air
borne installation. 

The safe and efficient operation of modern aircraft 
would be impossible without electronics, and yet more 
remains to be done, particularly where reliance is still 
placed principally on the human element. As, 
unhappily, we are frequently made aware, the human 
factor is often the weakest link in the chain. In this 
respect there is very encouraging news about a further 
significant contribution to safety under all-weather 
conditions as promised by the successful completion 
of trials of automatic landing systems. Adoption of 
such systems will eliminate hazards that may arise due 
to limitations of the human pilot. 

Looking a little ahead, as the era of supersonic 
travel draws near, fully automated contrOl during 
flight becomes not only desirable, but a necessity. 

At supersonic speeds it is more than ever imperative 
that the prevailing situation be constantly evaluated, 
decisions then made and the appropriate action 
initiated-all within a second or so. 

Unquestionably it is beyond man's ability to cope 
with such exacting demands-even when assisted by 
instruments. There is only one solution: he must 
relinquish control to the free electron with its unparal
leled reflex action and response time and, equally 
important, total lack of idiosyncrasies such as chara
terise every human. 
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SH P to SHORE 
~fl\[Q)O@ 

By S. SIMPSON 

AN ACCOUNT OF THE G.P.O. COASTAL RADIO STATIONS AND THE 
SERVICES THEY PROVIDE 

FoR a service so vital to the safety of shipping and to 
communication between shipping and the shore, it is 

surprising that so little is known by the general public 
regarding the Coastal Radio Service controlled by the 
General Post Office. If it were not for the infrequent 
news reports telling of (for example) medical advice 
passed to an injured seaman on board an inaccessible 
ship, many would never realise that there are radio 
stations performing such a service. Less is known, 
probably, of the numerous other duties carried out by 
the 12 stations strategically placed around our 
coastline, and manned with0ut intermission. 

THE RADIO STATIONS 
Some stations, such as Stonehaven Radio, overlook

ing ruined Dunnottar Castle on the cliffs of Kin
cardineshire, are modern buildings laid out to efficiently 
Fig. I. (above). Portpatrlck Radio Station prior to 
extension 
Fig. 2. North Foreland Radio Station operations room 

I I 

house the radio and land-line equipment and its control 
systems; others, such as Portpatrick Radio (Fig. 1), 
standing high above the har~our once used by ferry 
steamers to Ireland, were adapted as the development 
of the service required. Wick Radio is a compromise 
and is almost part of a Council housing scheme. But, 
in almost every case, the station overlooks the sea 
("overhangs" might better describe some locations) and 
has an unobstructed radiation field. 

THE EQUIPMENT 
The bow-shaped receiving desk, or console (Fig. 2), is 

the focal point of the complete system at each station. 
Centrally, it contains a multi-band receiver, ·a writing
desk, transmitter key, log-book, and other documents. 
On R/T consoles are push-buttons which bring into 
service an automatic answering device for use during 
busy periods. This device prevents interference by 
repeated calls from ships. 

On the right, fitted into a sloping panel, are situated 
four keys for transmitter selection; indicator lamps 
placed immediately above the keys show when a 
particular transmitter has been acquired by one or 
other of the consoles. Above these lamps eight push
buttons provide frequency selection in the acquired 
transmitter, and here also, indicator lamps show which 
frequency is in use. Six push-buttons provide for high 
or low power operation, c.w. or m. c. w. telegraphy, or 
telephony, and a standby control of h.t. which enables 
the operator to retain the transmitter during brief 
interruptions in transmission. 

Switches on the left-hand panel provide for the setting 
up and supervisory control of radio telephone calls. 
Facilities are provided for the selection of telephone 
lines, speaking to either the land-based telephone, or the 
ship-based telephone, or to both at once, and for trans
mission of a test tone. Other switches permit selection 
of either of two sets of line terminal equipment, 



operation on a simplex or a duplex system, monitoring 
the transmission or reception, maintenance of the carrier 
without modulation, and a meter reading of the volume 
level (in dB) of the transmitted or received signal. 
Lamps indicating acquisition of the line, the use of test 
tone, and selection of terminal equipment are placed 
adjacent to the keys. 

At the busier stations, additional equipment is 
installed which provides simultaneous working facilities 
enabling more than one link call to be controlled at the 
same time. These stations are also equipped to provide 
a v.h.f. radio telephone service and for the large 
passenger vessels, special liner service equipment 
capable of operation on d.s.b. or s.s.b. with the use of a 
privacy facility when required. 

TRANSMITTERS 
Main and standby transmitters are used. The main 

transmitters are used on both W /T and R/T; on W /T 
the power radiated is approximately 0·5kW from a 
triatic horizontal aerial positioned for bptimum 
radiation in the station's service area. A typical aerial 
is supported by steel lattice masts, 120 to 150ft high 
(Fig. 1). Since only one aerial is provided for W/T, a 
safety interlock circuit prevents another main trans
mitter selecting a W /T frequency once the aerial has 
been selected. On R/T, each main transmitter has its 
own mast radiator or aerial and safety interlock circuits 
prevent two transmitters operating on the same 
frequency. 

The transmitter arrangement consists of a crystal 
oscillator capable of operation on any one of eight pre
set frequencies .. Selection is made by relays operated 
from the console. The selected frequency is amplified 
in the master oscillator section, then passed to a pre
tuned first-stage r.f. amplifier, thence to the r.f. power 
amplifier whose output, on R/T, passes to the aerial via 
a coaxial feeder; on WfT, a direct, open-wire feeder is 
used. The frequencies of the first stage and power 
amplifier are changed by contactors simultaneously 
with the change of crystal frequency. 

The standby R/T transmitter is of fundamentally 
similar circuitry and feeds approximately 60W to a 
vertical cage aerial suspended by a single steel mast. 

Adjacent to the transmitter compartment is the drive 
rack containing the main crystal oscillator (Pierce), a 
Wien bridge crystal oscillator for m.c.w., a line termina
tion panel and filters, a limiter to keep speech 
frequencies within the range 300c/s to 3,400c/s, and the 
modulation amplifier. Suppressor grid modulation is 
employed in the paralleled final r.f. amplifiers; the 
modulation depth is 80 per cent. 

The drive rack also contains the low-voltage relays 
which energise the transmitter, and provide selection of 
frequency and mode of operation. The power supplies 
to operate the relays are within the rack; fuses to 
protect the power supply are accessible externally. A 
fuse, when destroyed, completes a circuit to operate a 
buzzer and also to light a lamp. A further safeguard 
against overload in the final r.f. amplifier section is given 
by a thermostat placed adjacent to the power valves 
The thermostat, when operated, disconnects the h.t. 
supply to the amplifier. 

Typical transmitting equipment is shown in Fig. 3. 
On the transmitter cubicle, the front panel carries 
meters showing anode, screen and grid currents 
of the valves in the penultimate and final power 
amplifiers. Other meters show the main h.t. supply 
voltage (approximately 3kY) and the R/T and W/T 
aerial currents. 

RECEIVER EQUIPMENT 
A block schematic of the Mercury receiver employed 

in coastal radio stations is shown in Fig. 4, and the 
receiver itself, fitted into a console, can be seen in Fig. 2. 
This receiver provides double frequency conversion and 
operates over the bands 15kc/s to 40kc/s, and I OOkc/s to 
4·0Mc/s in four ranges. The aerial ~ay be quite 
distant (one mile is not unusual) and is connected to the 
receiver by a 75 ohm characteristic impedance coaxial 
cable. In the second i.f. amplifier four degrees of 
selectivity are available, "wide", "intermediate", 

Fig. J. A bank of transmitter equipment 
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"narrow", and "crystal gate"; these provide band
widths from Skc/s to I50cjs. 

The output from the receiver feeds a monitor loud
speaker when required, in addition to a headset and the 
land-line terminal equipment. There is no preselected 
frequency arrangement, since the tuning operation is 
quick and very simple. (In actual use, the operator has 
marks on the "slide-rule" dial relevant to his listening 
frequencies. In one station, these marks are coloured 
similarly to the colour of the push-button for the 
transmission frequency of the channels in use). 

LINE EQUIPMENT 
Ship-to-shore telephone calls employ constant

volume amplifiers in which hybrid transformers 
separate the transmission and reception paths and 
connect either to the two-wire inland telephone system. 
Voice-operated thermal-delay switching equipment is 
employed to cause a changeover from reception to 
transmission. The delay prevents clipping of the first 
syllables of incoming speech from the line equipment. 
The number of these equipments available depends 
upon the station's traffic load; Stonehaven and Port
patrick each have two (see Fig. 5). 

DISTRESS EQUIPMENT 
The distress equipment consists of two standby 

receivers permanently tuned to the distress frequencies, 
2,182kc/s and 500kcfs. The outputs are fed to the 
loudspeakers situated on the R/T and W /T console. 
Two R/T auto-alarm units are mounted back-to-back 
for transmission and reception of the R/T alarm signal. 
In addition, equipment is provided for transmission of 
the W /T alarm signal by automatic means. 

On W/T (500c/s), the alarm signal consists of 12 four
second dashes with one-second spacing. Automatic 
transmission of the signal is controlled from the W/T 
console where depression of a key operates a motorised 
cam which operates the keying circuit of the transmitter, 
already tuned to 500kc/s in the m.c.w. condition. On 
radiotelephony, the signal is a continuous warbling 
note consisting of rapidly alternating tones of I ,300 and 
2,200c/s. Each auto-alarm unit functions as both 
receiver and transmitter and can be controlled from the 
main R/T console. 

ACTION OF R/T AUTO-ALARM 
EQUIPMENT 

Transmission On depression of the transmit key on 
the console relays set in operation a Hartley oscillator 

-, 
COAXIAl fEED£11 
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Fig. 5. G.P.O. Land-line terminal equipment. The WiT 
Distress Frequency Receiver Is seen at top /eft and below 
it, the Auto-Alarm Equipment and associated Test Panel 

stage on the auto-alarm unit and integration circuits to 
produce the two tones. Alternation of the two tones is 
controlled by a timing relay circuit; after amplification, 
the two-tone output is ,fed into the modulation circuit of 
the transmitter, tuned to 2, 182kc/s, 

Reception. Signals received on the R/T distress 
watch receiver are extended to the auto-alarm unit, and 
the equipment now operates as a detector and amplifier. 
Reception of the two tones of the alarm signal operate 
timing and integration circuits, the correct signal 
operating an alarm relay circuit which lights red 
warning lamps at strategic locations and activates an 
alarm buzzer on the R/T console. After receipt of the 
alarm signal, the unit can be reset by depression of a key 
on the console and is then ready for reception of further 
signals. 

MOIIITOII LS. 
H!AOSET 

Fig. 4. Block diagram of Marconi "Mercury" receiver 
I. 1st R.F. Stage 
2. 2nd R.F. Stage 
3. 1st Frequency Changer 
4. 1st I.F. Amplifier (4·5Mcjs) 

S. 2nd Freluency Changer 9. Beat Frequency Oscillator 
6. 1st I.F. mpllfier (BSkcjs) 10. Noise Limiter 
7. 2nd /.F. Amplifier (BSkcjs) 11. Audio Output 
8. DetectorjA.V.C. 12. Power Supply 
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Protective circuits are employed to ensure that the 
alarm unit responds only to alarm signals of the correct 
frequency and duration. Test facilities are provided to 
enable full operation tests to be carried out on both units 
either individually or simultaneously. 

LAND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
Radiotelegrams are transmitted to the addressee as 

quickly as possible by telephone, teleprinter, or Telex 
networks. The necessary equipment is housed in the 
office adjacent to the receiver room. "Service" 
messages between one radio station and another are 
normally sent by Telex equipment. 

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT 
Under this heading comes the standby diesel

engined power plant which can be started from 
accumulators by a push-button located at the mains 
distribution board. When the standby supply is 
available, neon indicators in each phase are alight, and 
the changeover can be made from mains to stand by by a 
master switch. The interruption of service because of 
mains failure is therefore very short. Stopping the 
standby plant is a manual operation at the plant 
location. 

Also fitted near the distribution board are two 
rectifier units; one provides SOY d.c. to operate the 
relays, contactors and lamps already mentioned, while 
the other is a standby. Input power to these units 
comes from the mains (service, or standby plant). 

THE SERVICES 
Having learned something of the station and its 

equipment, one is in a position to appreciate the 
services provided. Summarised, they are-business 
correspondence, social correspondence, weather fore
casts, gale warnings, navigational hazard warnings, 
medical services, and distress messages. 

Unbroken coverage to provide these services in the 
sea areas around Great Britain and Eire is maintained 
by 12 stations in the former, two in the latter. The 
British stations are located at Wick, Stonehaven, Culler
coats, Humber, North Foreland, Niton, Land's End, 
llfracombe, Anglesey, Portpatrick, Oban and a large 
establishment at Burnham-on-Sea which handles long
distance traffic and also acts as a central source of 
information on shipping movements and allied matters 
for the others. In Eire, the two stations are at Malin 
Head and Valentia. 

Congestion in the frequency band allocated to the 
coast radio system is partly overcome by using a number 
of "working" channels shared between the stations. 
The channels are numbered I to 9; adjacent stations are 
allotted odd- and even-numbered channels. Ships 
calling any coast station, other than Oban Radio, use 
2,381 kcfs during the hours 9 a. m. to 5 p.m. Monday to 
Saturday inclusive, and 2, l82kc/s at all other times. 
Calls to these stations are always answered on 1, 792kc/s. 
Oban Radio maintains watch on 2, l82kc/s at all times 
and replies on 2, 182kc/s. 

After contact has been established, the coast station 
ascertains which channel the ship's operator will use for 
transmission and tells him on which channel the coast 
station will transmit. Since all ships carrying radio 
equipment also carry serial Notices to Ship Wireless 
Stations issued by the General Post Office, London, an 
operator intending to work with a particular station can 
find out beforehand its working channel,· thus the 
changeover from "calling" to "working" frequencies is 
very rapidly made. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
Business correspondence, whether by telephone or 

telegraph, occupies much of the station's time, and not 
wholly during shore office hours. It takes many forms, 
from straightforward direction of shipping movements 
to instructions from a managing director in the state
room of an Atlantic liner, to his staff "somewhere in 
London''-or anywhere else in the world where the 
international telephone service operates. 

Social correspondence also ranks high in importance. 
By radio link, a birthday bouquet can arrive literally 
"out of the blue'', a husband is kept informed of the 
progress of one seriously ill, a wife arranges a holiday 
with her husband in a port of call, and so on. 

Anyone renting a telephone can call a friend on board 
ship at any hour by asking his local exchange operator 
for "Ships' Telephone Service" giving, if he knows it, 
the name of the coast station through which-the ship can 
be contacted. Provided the ship is keeping radio 
watch, his call will be connected within a few minutes. 
All calls to ships are on a personal basis, 

The Ship's Letter Telegram service is also widely 
appreciated. By its means, a non-urgent message can 
be radioed to a coast station, whence it passes by 
ordinary post to the addressee. Since the charge for 
this service is very reasonable, the benefits to a ship's 
crew are obvious. 

V.H.F. RADIOTELEPHONY 
The growth of telephony traffic in recent years has 

brought about yet another step forward-the introduc
tion of v.h.f. systems. Several of the stations now use 
the system to communicate with shipping passing close 
by, and it is also much used by Harbour Authorities for 
port operations work. Its use for public correspond
ence has been slow to develop but remaining coast 
stations will be equipped as demand arises. 

WEATHER 
Information on deteriorating weather reaches the 

coast stations at any time, and from several sources, 
including tramp steamers, trawlers, and coasters on 
regular routes. On receipt, this miscellany is sent by 
Telex to the Meteorological Service at Bracknell, 
England, where it is correlated with other weather 
information and a resulting forecast then telegraphed 
to selected stations concerned. Here, after a pre
liminary call on 2, 182kc/s (R/T) and 500kc/s (W /T), it is 
transmitted on working frequencies to all ships at 
regular, scheduled hours. 

Fig. 6. Distress Frequency Receiver (RtT) 



Fig. 7. Radio Officer's Remote Control Console at Anglesey Radio Station 

Gale warnings are prefixed "Securite" on R/T and 
"TIT" on W/T. They are transmitted on the working 
frequency after a preliminary announcement on 2,182 
and 500kc/s, immediately after the next "Silence 
Period" and thereafter, repeated at scheduled intervals. 
("Silence Periods" are 3-minute intervals during which 
no transmissions should be made except distress 
messages, and on W /T commence at 15 and 45 minutes 
past each hour and on R/T, at 00 and 30 minutes past 
each hour.) 

HAZARDS 
Navigational hazards such as extinguished light 

buoys, partially sunken wrecks, icebergs, and similar 
dangers to shipping are the subjects of broadcasts, 
radiated, if requested, at the time of receipt of the 
information by the coast station, and at a number of 
regular intervals thereafter. The value of this service 
needs no emphasis. Here also, the initial call is given 
on 2,182kc/s, and the message on a "working" channel. 

MEDICO SERVICE 
An outstanding service is the ability of a ship's 

surgeon, doctor, or in some cases the captain, to ask 
medical advice or assistance to be passed to him through 
a coast station. The service is free and offered to ships 
of any nationality. It may be conducted by telephone 
directly with a doctor in a hospital or in his home, or 
may be relayed by the coast station to the nearest 
liaison hospital to the coast station. If the ship is 
nearby, a doctor may be flown there by helicopter 
(after arrangements made by the coast station), but 
when the ship is out of reach it may be that a minor 
operation must be carried out (perhaps by the captain) 
while he is guided by telephone instructions from a 
surgeon on shore. Transport for someone sick or 
injured is a very frequent demand made on the Medico 
Service. 

DISTRESS 
Perhaps the greatest service maintained by the coastal 

radio station is the unceasing watch for the sudden 
distress call from a ship in extreme danger. It may be 
fire, a lost propeller, a damaged rudder-or it may be a 
30-foot gash in a hold because of an unmarked wreck; 
no matter what, if the captain decides that immediate 
assistance is necessary to save life and property, a 
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coast station operator somewhere will hear in the small 
loudspeaker at his right hand, 12 automatically
keyed four-second dashes spaced by one-second breaks, 
or the two-tone warble. Auto-alarm equipments on 
board ships within range respond to the signals and 
alarm bells call the Radio Officers to their posts. On 
these ships and on shore, the operators, on hearing the 
signal, wait for the vital information concerning the 
ship, her position, and the cause of distress. 

Once the operators have the information, the shore
based W/T operator depresses the auto-alarm key at his 
console, thus starting the mechanism which keys 12 
accurately-spaced dashes for transmission on 500kc/s. 
The R/T operator simultaneously transmits the auto
alarm on 2, 182kc/s as explained earlier, and both, after 
a short pause, transmit the distress message on much 
greater power than may now be available at the 
distressed ship. At the same time, assistance from the 
nearest Coastguard, Rescue Co-ordinating Centre and 
RN establishment is summoned. 

All commercial working on 500kc/s and 2,182kc/s 
ceases for the duration of the distress while the work of 
rescue goes on-perhaps for minutes only, perhaps very 
much longer -with the Coastguard service co
ordinating the work and the coastal radio service 
co-ordinating communications between assisting ships 
and the main authorities. 

Whichever form the SOS takes, whether it be the 
telegraphed SOS, or the telephoned Mayday, one has 
only to remember such disasters as the ramming of the 
Italian liner, Andrea Doria, or, more recently, the 
burning Lakonia, and compare these with the tragedy of 
the Titanic, lost with I ,200 lives after striking an iceberg 
during her maiden voyage in 1912, to realise how far we 
have advanced in safety at sea because of the existence 
of the fifty-six-years-old Coastal Radio Service. 
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THIS receiver had to be small enough to fit inside the 
tray of a matchbox, together with its associated 

amplifier and relay. Needless to say it has only a 
single channel. The range is in excess of haif a mile, 
and has the ability to withstand almost all the hazards a 
model could offer; ease of adjustment, long-term 
reliability, and low cost, were among other design 
requirements. 

As a "front end" this unit will serve virtually all the 
basic control systems now in widespread use, catering 
for relay, relayless, reed, filter, and proportional 
systems, whilst responding to unmodulated signals if 
required. For this reason, its adaptability, the 
receiver would make a good starting point for those who 
have yet to investigate the extensive possibilities of 
control by radio. 

Where pencil size soldering irons are not available, or 
the challenge of packing the most into the least space is 
lacking, construction may follow slightly larger, more 
conventional lines. Each stage of assembly may be 
monitored with a pair of headphones, minimising the 
need for reconstruction if a component is found to be 
faulty. 

It was decided to furnish the receiver with its own 
independent power supply and let the amplifiers take 
their heavy demands from an alternative source. This 
avoids possible interaction through coupling along the 
supply line and does ensure freedom from variations of 
sensitivity due to a fast dying battery. In certain 
circumstances a common battery supply forms a 
highly efficient negative feedback loop, not always easy 
to identify, and can cause a serious loss of gain. 

Many consider that the super-regenerative receiver is 
inclined to be a little fussy in operation, needing 

frequent retrimming for best results. The prototype of 
this receiver was sprayed all over with paint, so that all 
the components were thoroughly glued together; the 
only possible adjustment then required is movement of 
the tuning screw in L2. 

Afterwards, the unit was totally immersed in water to 
see what would happen. Nothing did! It still 
continued to function reliably. 

Hence if used in a model boat subjected to submer
gence or bilge water, it should still function. 

COMMON BASE TUNER 
The "inverted" configuration of TR I in the circuit 

diagram Fig 1, is a convenient way of showing how 
this npn transistor feeds TR2 (which is pnp) by means of 
series load resistor R4. 

TRl operates in the common base mode and is 
tuned to the signal frequency by C4 and L2. The coil 
is often the biggest single component in a receiver of 
this sort so some effort was made to reduce its size. 
L2 was wound on a .;'.in former taken from a t.v. tuner. 
The brass screw inside such formers, which acts the 
opposite way to a dust core by increasing the frequency 
of operation when. screwed right in, has a fine thread 
allowing critical tuning to be carried out without undue 
ceremony. Two complete turns of the screw covers 
approximately 1 Mc/s. 

The lower quench frequency, in this case 40kc/s, is 
determined jointly by R3, C2, C3, and Cl. Here good 
quality capacitors are essential. Standard practice 
demands that the base of TR l be bypassed to a.c. by an 
electrolytic capacitor of about 2pF, but with the 
arrangement shown this was not found to be necessary, 
contributing nothing to either stability or performance. 
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Fig. I. Circuit diagram of the complete receiver 

Subminiature electrolytics tend to have rather unsatis
factory impedance characteristics at anything approach
ing high frequencies, as well as undesirable resonances 
due to self-inductance occurring at relatively low 
frequencies. The overall effect is sufficiently unpredict
able to discourage the use of such a component in this 
particular application. Any tendency towards low 
frequency instability can be adequately counteracted by 
wiring a subminiatwre electrolytic of a high value, say, 
lOOJLF, across the battery connector leads. Alterna
tively, one can use a power supply with a lower internal 
impedance than the normal dry battery, such as 
rechargeable nickel cadmium button-cell batteries. 

Capacitor C6, across the collector and emitter of 
TRl, represents the small value of preset capacitance, 
obtained from a pair of l!in 32 s.w.g. enamelled wires 
twisted together. This provides the required degree of 
positive feedback for correct super-regenerative action, 
without contributing materially to component density, 
as would be the case with a standard ceramic or air
spaced trimmer. 

An r.f. choke Ll is a wave-wound type on a small 
carbon resistor. If the winding terminations are 

secured to the pi winding with small spots of glue the 
resistor can be carefully removed, leaving the winding 
intact. Although the precise inductance value of the 
original is not known, the choke had a self-resonance of 
2Mc/s and was estimated to be slightly less than 1 in H. 

TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER 
The function of TR2 and TR3 is fairly straight

forward in that they merely amplify the low level output 
of TRl. No attempt was made to filter out the 
quench frequency by various resistance capacitance 
combinations in the early stages of amplification. In 
fact, low pass filters were studiously avoided so that a 
wider band of audio frequencies could be passed to 
permit the use of "carrier only" control and extra 
channels when tone filters are employed. To reduce 
quiescent current drain, resistors were not used to bias 
the base of TR3, such· bias being provided by the 
action of Dl. The bias for TR2 is automatically 
derived from the voltage drop across R4. The finalised 
circuit offered enough gain to obviate the use of a 
transformer. 

The total consumption of the receiver on 9 volts is 
slightly less than 3mA, depending on the setting of C6, 
rising to a higher value only when the receiver is in 
close proximity to a powerful transmitter. 

ONLY I INCH SQUARE 
Fig. 2 shows how the components are positioned on a 

Paxolin panellin square. The !.-in coil former for L2 
is close wound with 30 turns of 32 s.w.g. enamelled 
wire, secured in place with a layer of tape or wax. It 
can be wound on a former taken from a television 
tuner "biscuit", obtainable from television repair shops. 
After winding, the former may be cut down to an 
overall length of /rin. The exposed portion of the 
former is then inserted in a -&in hole drilled in the 
paxolin (Fig. 3) and glued firmly in place. 

Component leads are usually long enough and 
sufficiently rigid to prov.ide, in themselves, a major part 
of the under panel wiring. Thin insulating sleeving 
can be pushed over the leads where they cross. 
Portions of the circuit may also be linked by short 
lengths of tinned copper wire. It is possible, with this 
constructional method, to build this receiver in less than 
three quarters of an hour, but such haste would not 
normally be advised except in dire emergencies. 

Fig. 2a (left). Layout of com
ponents on the board shown 
double scale 
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Fig. 2b (right). Wiring under the 
board including the capacitor C6 
made by twisting two insulated 
wires together. Do not allow 
them to short 

Fig. 3 (below). The drilling 
positions of holes 1\in diameter. 
Scale of board-full size 
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COMPONENTS • • • 
Resistors 

RI Bkn 
R2 12k0 
Rl Hkn 
R4 2·2kn 

RS Hkn 
R6 Hkn 
R7 lkn 

All 10% 1
1,1 watt carbon 

Capacitors 
Cl 0·11-'F disc ceramic 2SV 
C2 0·0031-'F metallised paper 400V 
Cl 0·003~-<f metallised paper 400V 
C4 ISpF ± I pf ceramic 
CS 4pf mica or ceramic 

lnductors 
Ll R.F. choke (see text) 
L2 32 s.w.g. wire for coil (see text) 

Transistors 

TR2 ACY28 or OC71 (Mullard) 
TRI BSY27 } 

TR3 ACY28 or OC71 

Diode 
Dl OASI 

Battery 
BY I 9 volt (PPS or Deac) 

STAGE CHECK 

C6 See text 
C7 I 01-<F elect. 12V 
CS 2~-<F elect. ISV 
C9 ~F elect. ISV 

When the r.f. stage is wired, a pair of high resistance 
headphones may be substituted for R4 to check for 
oscillation and response to a transmitter. A hiss 
should be heard when a 9 volt battery is connected to 
the supply rails. The brass screw of L2 should be 
about half-way in. If no hiss is apparent, increase the 
capacitance of C6 by further twisting of the enamelled 

The 
miniature 
transmitter, 
amplifier, 
and 
receiver ~7 \ _,. 

~;, \ 1· *"~;?' 
... ......, / ""'--

wires. The circuit will be functioning correctly when 
full adjustment of L2 slug causes no marked variation 
in the hiss; a strong signal should be picked up from a 
nearby transmitter without an aerial on the receiver. 
When the next stage is added the headphones can be 
connected to the positive battery terminal and C8 
positive. Similarly check the final stage by connecting 
the headphones across the output. 

Crash proofing and waterproofing the finished unit, 
with several coats of paint from an aerosol spray, should 
be left until the very last, after the following amplifier has 
been tried out. The ends of C6 must not be snipped 
short and folded flat against the underside of the panel 
until final testing is completed. The value of C6 has 
some bearing on the amount of background noise, and 
hence the standing current of the amplifier, and requires 
setting before the first coat of paint is applied. 

IN OPERATION 
The self-quenching super-regenerative receiver may 

be regarded as having three states. In the absence of a 
signal, random noise triggers the quench giving rise to 
the characteristic hiss. With plain carrier received, the 
noise is swamped by the signal and the quench shifts to a 
slightly higher frequency, and what is termed "a hole" 
appears in the background noise of the receiver or, put 
another way-silence! If the carrier is modulated by a 
tone this will override both hole and hiss. Representa
tive waveforms, illustrating the three states, are shown 
in Fig.4. 

Noise occupies a very wide bandwidth, part of it may 
be selectively amplified and used to bias off a current 
amplifier feeding a relay. When plain carrier is 
received the hiss disappears and the relay operates. The 
sensitivity and range is somewhat inferior to tone 
reception but this is compensated, to some extent, by the 
higher radiated r.f. power of an unmodulated trans
mitter. 
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IF YOU wish · · · .. amuse young children during the 
Christmas fl$tlvities, then by all means build this 

device, but we guarantee its strident howls will have you 
reaching for yo\lr soldering irons by twelfth night. 

It features a'. beam projector and light operated 
electronic relay ~ich is designed to function when any 
intruding, acquisittve hand, intent on a prize, breaks 
the beam. An osCQlatory alarm, tripped by the relay, 
starts a rising caden~which is sufficiently startling for 
the hand to be withd 'Wn. 
With the retraction the hand, the sound produced 

begins to fall in pitch g\ving the overall effect of a siren. 
Apart from this simple, amusing application, the 
principle and circuitry involved will provide an excellent 
intruder alarm in many other applications. 

LIGHT BEAM D~tECTOR 
The light detector is a cadmium sulphide cell which 

provides a large ,resistance change inversely propor
tional to change)~ in light intensity falling upon it. On 
stand-by, that is with the beam directed at the cell, its 
resistance wjll be low in the order of 80--300 ohms. 
With the ¥itd breaking the beam and the light cut off, 
the resistance increases to about 10 megohms. 

The IJivision of supply voltage between the base 
resistortRl and the photocell Xl is related to the light 
~ntenspy, causing the pnp transistor TRl to be biased 
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off when the beam is shining on it, and switched hard on 
when the beam is broken (see Fig. 1). In the latter 
state, TRl stage functions as an emitter follower with 
the output to TR2 being taken from the emitter, thus 
switching the d.c. amplifier TR2 on. 

A 335 ohm relay makes up the load to this stage, it 
being shunted by a point contact diode to suppress any 
impulsive surges that could be applied to TR2 through 
back e.m.f. from the relay coil. 

With the relay energised and contacts RLAl con
sequently closed, the electrolytic capacitor Cl com
mences to charge by way of the potentiometer VRI. 
This applies an increasing positive bias voltage to the 
base of the npn transistor TR3. 

TR3 and TR4 are connected in complementary 
symmetry. When the base of the npn transistor goes 
positive, due to the 180 degree phase reversal in a 
common emitter configuration, the collector goes 
negative which causes TR4 to conduct, TR4 collector 
going positive. This step is communicated through 
C2 to the base of TR3,. producing a cumulative or 
regenerative effect. 

During the ensuing relaxation period, C2 charges by 
way of the relatively low base to emitter resistance of 
TR3, until the complementary pair are switched off. 
With the discharge of C2, the switching cycle is recom
menced. 



BSRUA70 
now with cueing device 

BSR add yet another plus feature to the remarkable UA70 
automatic/manual turntable unit by including an integral 
mechanical cueing device- and without increasing the price. 
This cueing device allows the pick-up arm to be raised or 
lowered at any selected point on a record during manual play. 
Raising the cueing lever lifts the pick-up arm which may then 
be positioned above the record at the chosen point. The 
stylus is lowered gently to the groove by returning the lever 
to the rest position. 
Now. more than ever, the UA 70, with its wealth of outstanding 
design features, fine engineering and high performance, 
provides the selective listener with a turntable unit of quality 
unsurpassed in this price range. 

£12. 18.3 retail, including P.T. without cartridge. 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF RECORD CHANGERS AND TAPE DECKS 

BSR LIMITED, MONARCH WORKS, OLD HILL, STAFFORDSHIRE 
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THE MOTORISTS' REV COUNTER 

e FULLY TRANSISTORISED 
Suits 4 or 6 cyl. engines. Would cost at least £8 to 
buy. · Kit contains moving coil movement and all 
parts including transistors, a circuit diagram and 
full instructions. Maximum reading 8,000 r.p.m. 
Send P.O. for 22/-, which includes 2/6 postage. 

CYLDON 
U.H.F. TUNER 

comprising 
· 1 chassis s~· 

' · :< 2!" X 1'. 
~~-··.,;,Double 

· wound 
' \': · mains 

complete with 
PC.88 and PC.86 
Valves. Full vari
able tuning. New 
and unused. Size 
4~-" X 5}" X 1~". 

Complete with 
circuit diagram. 
35/- plus 3/6 
P. & P. 

transformer, output transformer, 
volume itnd tone controls, re
sistors, condensers, etc. 6V6, 
ECCSI and metal rectifier. 
Circuit l/6 free with kit. 29/6 
plus 5/6 P. & P. The above Amp
lifier built and tested 10/6 extra. 

MULTIPLEX 
DECODER 

for receiving STEREO FM 
Built and tested. Input from FM tuner ranging £4 4 0 P. & P. 
from ·Sto 1·5 volts RMS. Amplification unity. • • 3/-

.. MUSETf}'" &·TRANSISTOR 
J SUPERHET 

PORTABLE RADIO 
* 21" Speaker. 
* 6 Transistors Superhet Output 

200mw. 
* Plastic Cabinet in red, size 41" 

x 3" x l g• and gold speaker 
louvre. 

* Horizontal Tuning Scale. 
* Ferrite Rod Internal Aerial. 
* IF 460 Kc/s. 
* All components Ferrite Rod 

and Tuning Assembly mount 
on printed board. 

* Operated from PPJ Battery. 
* Fully comprehensive instruc

tions and point-to-point wiring 
diagram. 

* Printed Circuit Board. 
* Tunable over medium and 

long waveband. 
* Car aerial and earpiece 

socket. 

TRANSISTORISED SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Size 5}" X 3!" X 1}", 
700 c/s frequency 
cies. Ideal for 
Built and tested. 

For IF and RF aHgnment and AF output, 
460 Kc/s to 2 Mc/s in switched frequen

to our Elegant Seven and Musette. 
P. 3/6. 

Combined Portable and Car Radio 
The Radio with the •• Star •• Features 

* 7-translstor auperhet. Output 
350mW. 

*Wooden cabinet, fitted 
hantlle with silver-coloured 
llttlnp, size 12! In. :< at in. :: 3-l in. 

* Horizontal tunlnr sealt, size 11! in. 
x 2t In. in silver with black lettering. 

* All stations cltariJ marked. 
* Ferrite-rod internal aerial. 
* Operated from PPB battery. 
* I.F. neutralisation on each stage Plus7/6Post&Packing 

460 kC/S. 
* D.C. coupled output stage with POWER SUPPLY KIT 

nparate A. C. negat1vt feed back. to purchasers of Elegant 
* All components, ferrite rod and tuning Seven parts, incorporat-

unmbl)' mount on printed board. 
* 

Full{ comprehensive instructions and ing mains transformer, 
etc. A:C. mains 200-

JIOin ·to-point wiring diacram. 250v. Output 9v. SOmA, 
* Printed circuit board, back-printed 7;6d extra 

with all component values. · · 
* Full)' tunable over medium and long waveband. 
* car aerial socket. * Full after-sales service. 
4111, SPEAKER. Parts list and circuit diagram 2/6. FREE with parts. 

Shop Hours 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Early Closing Wednesday 
All enquiries stamped addressed envelope 

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD. 
21D, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.l 
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TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE 
EX-RENTAL TELEVISIONS 

17 in. £11.10.0 
l star Guarantee 

*Tube *Valves *Components 
ILLUSTRATED FREE LIST 

Channels for all areas 
Demonstrations daily from Large 

Selection 
Personal collection OF Insured 

Carr. 30/-

T.V. TURRET TUNERS 116 
New Less Valves. Slim Models 5/-. 
Press Button Models 19/6. P. & P. 

llliiiiiiiii•llilll ~~LVES £1 per 100. Assorted 
TV and Radio. Surplus ex-rental 
dismantled receivers. Post -4{6. 
Send for list. 
RECORD PLAYER CABINETS 
49/6. Lat::est designed covered 
cabinets. Takes any modern Auto
chan1er. 
TRANSISTOR CASES 19/6. 
91"" X 61'" X 31'" P. & P. 2/6. 

RADIOGRAM CABINETS £9.10.0 
SuperbiJ made and st)'ltd in 
VenHred En&lish Walnut 
LIFT UP LID TO CHANGER 
AND RECORD STORAGE 

COMPARTMENT 
Post ion 8" X 5" Twin 

Speakers 
Diameter: 40 x 16-l x 1St 
Legs I gn. Carr. 30/-
0ther Models-Send for List 

DUKE 8t CO. (LONDON) LTD. 
6!11/3 Romf"ord Road, Manor Park, E.12 
Phone: ILFord 600-1-2-3. Stamp for Free List. 

D.I.Y. with 
GOOD MANS 
HIGH 
FIDELITY 
MANUAL 

A new, larger and more colourlul edition-revised and completely 
up-to-date. 11 contains articles of particular interest to the D.I.Y. 
enthusiast-including special beginners page, advice on stereo, 
stage-built systems and full cabinet drawings. Whether building or 
improving your own audio· set-up or choosing a complete speaker 
system, you'll find it useful and interesting as well as informative. 
Ask your Good mans dealer or send coupon for your FREE copy. 

r----------------, 1 Please send me a free copy of the Goodmans High I 
I Fidelity Manual I 
1 Name.. . ....................................................................................... . 

; Add re ss .............................................. ... . .. ...... .. .... . .... ~~~-·~·;·• 

L··~-:··~--~ .. =-------- -1 

GOD DMA·NS Axi~~E~E;~~~z*·i;:~:... 
A Division of Radio Renusec Producca Led. 



THE SQUEAL 
A characteristic of this oscillator is its initial rising 

tone effected by the time constant Cl, VRI. The 
setting of the latter control can provide a swift hand 
time handicap to beat the beam if little hands tire of the 
seemingly insuperable task the game presents. 

With the hand withdrawn, and relay contacts RLAl 
open with the circuit quiescent, Cl discharges, pro
ducing a falling wail. The pitch of the note can be 
changed by varying the capacitance of C2. An 
increase in capacitance lowers the pitch of the tone and 
a decrease raises it. 

The decay time of the siren tone can be lengthened by 
increasing the value of R5. It will be found that this is 
the most effective part of the siren circuit as the removal 
of the competitor's hand does not usually allow Cl to 
charge completely if VRl is set to the maximum 
resistance, Here, of course, the desired effects will be 
achieved by experimenting with circuit values as out
lined above. 

The choice of transistors in this stage is flexible as 
almost any type of npn switching transistor could be 
substituted for TR3 without much change of per
formance, However, in view of the low cost of the 
BSY 95A and its easy availability, this will hardly be 
necessary. 

D ... 
-r-evt 1 

.4-SV: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Tavz 1 

I 4-SY I •: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

LP2 

I 
!Sib--6---....1 

MAKING UP 

The layout of components on the Veroboard panel is 
not critical but a preference was made for a layout 
similar to that of the circuit diagram (see Fig. 2 on the 
blueprint). Notice the transistor connections vary; in 
the case of TR3 the locating lug on the case is between 
the collector and base wires; on TR4 the case acts as the 
collector connection, while base and emitter pins are 
offset from the centre. In Fig. 2a the pins are 
represented by the open circles while the connection 
positions on the board are filled in circles. 

Next make up the projector (LP2) and light detector 
(XI) assemblies (Figs. 4 and 5). The first is perfectly 
straightforward, but a choice can be made in the type of 
torch beam head used. 

More efficient lenses would reduce the light scatter 
and allow a much lower wattage bulb to be used. A 
less detectable infra-red beam could be achieved by 
inserting a piece of red transparent acetate sheet before 
or after the lens as desired. Another variation would 
be to use pieces of mirror so that the hand aperture 
could be laced with light. 

The light detector case is a cigar tube shortened to 
about 2in long (Fig. 4). This may be obtained from 
many large retail tobacconists free of charge. The 
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Fir. I. Circuit dlarram of the squealer 

In the case of the output transistor TR4 most audio 
power types could be experimentally substituted. 

Variation in volume is dependant on the dimensions 
of the loudspeaker used. A 3in unit was found to give 
a sufficiently strident note, but it is possible to place in 
series in the collector line of TR4, two 3 ohm loud
speakers or, alternatively, one Sin, 3 ohm unit. A larger 
size would prove a little disconcerting in the average 
living room. 

On stand-by, the current consumption from BY3 is 
about 10 milliamps rising to about 150 milliamps with 
the beam broken. Since the heavier drains are 
sporadic, a PP7 proved satisfactory in the protoype 
although two 4·5 volt flat pack batteries are to be 
preferred if they can be reasonably accommodated in 
the space provided. 

internal diameter must be large enough to encapsulate 
the cadmium sulphide cell, this being contained in a 
rubber grommet to provide a push fit in the tube. It is 
as well to keep the cell sufficiently recessed to obviate 
any interaction from any other light source. 
• As a further deterrent to stray light being reflected 

along the inside of the tube, the internal surface was · 
covered with a matt black paint. · 

It should be noted that the Terry clip retainer of this 
detector assembly is held slightly away from the case by 
a piece of wood. This enables a more precise alignment 
with the light beam to be achieved, compensating for the 
difference between the clip sizes for projector and 
receiver. Whatever mounting arrangements are used 
the light beam should be directed straight on to the 
photo-sensitive surface of the cell. 
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When the box is completed according to Fig. 6 on the 
blueprint, the wired sub-assemblies should be positioned 
and all things completed. Before the dividing panels 
are inserted, the projector and receiver beam alignment 

should be carried out. This is done by placing a piece 
of paper over the cigar tube aperture, switching on the 
lamp, and then positi,ming the beam so that it reflects 
centrally on the paper. This paper can then be 
removed and the panels inserted. The lid is finally 
fixed with glue or pins. 

The game of "Beat the Beam" can now be prepared. 
A prize suitable for the age of the contestants is placed 
in the box in full view of the hand aperture. The lamp 
switch SI should then be switched on so that LPJ 
provides illumination for the prize and also a degree of 
masking for the beam making it less apparent to the 
contestant. This light should not be allowed to 
interfere with the function of the cell. 

Switch on the "squealer" switch S2; quickly test that 
the unit functions properly by passing the hand through 
the light beam. The handicap control VR I can be 
adjusted as outlined earlier in this article. * 

-------------------
IN THIS feature we hope, from time to time, to be able to 

publish suggestions submitted by some of our readers on the 
possible improvement of projecu previously described in 
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS; short contributions on other subjects 
may be included. The aim is not to find fault or undermine the 
abilities or knowledge of our contributors. lt may well be that the 
original article is par exellence but it could be improved or adapted 
to suit individual requirements. The views expressed by readers 
are not necessarily those of the Editor. 

IMPROVED TRIGGER CIRCUIT 

THE trigger circuit for Solid State Ignition can be 
simplified as shown here in Fig. I. The operation 

of the circuit is as follows: 
l. Points open. Cl charges rapidly through R3, 

R2, Dl and RI. Voltage pulse developed across RI 
turns the thyristor on. 

2. Points closed. Cl discharges slowly through RI 
and R2, ready for the next cycle. 

Thus the very brief duration firing pulse ensures that 
h.t. ringing cannot occur, whilst the relatively long dis
charge time constant of Cl will overcome contact 
bounce effects. 

The circuit is simple, cheap and has the added bonus 
of a IOOmA standing current through the closed points. 
This represents about the optimum value for preventing 
their oxidation and subsequent malfunction; a problem 
encountered by previous workers in this field. Insula
tion of the normally "grounded" side of the points is 
very easy but is not necessary on negative "earth" 
systems. 

When the circuit was built and tested, the output 
pulse exceeded 4V at 200c/s; its duration was JOO,us. 
Fig. 2 shows the output waveform as seen on a 'scope 
conneCted across RI. 
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G. Beardmore, 
Cheltenham, 

Gloucestershire. 
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EFFICIENCY DIODE TO BOOST IGNITION 

Fig. I 

R9 
1801l 
~zw 

R10 
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hW 

+12Y 

I HAVE made a simple modification to the Solid State 
Ignition circuit which works well. In my circuit 

(Fig. 1), the unijunction transistor in the trigger circuit 
serves to reject the negative going pulse produced by the 
transformer (TV driver) and regulating the positive 
going pulses from the thyristor. 

A diode connected across the thyristor, as shown in 

SIMPLE TRANSISTOR IGNITION 

I HAVE used the circuit enclosed with considerable 
success and it may be further cheapened (cost about 

£8 6s) by eliminating the ballast resistor R3 and using a 
Lucas B 12 coil. Ideally the ballast resistor should be 
bypassed by a shorting relay during starting but I have 
not found this necessary myself. 

.1. T. Stockdale, A.M.I.Mech.E., 
Preston, 

Lancashire. 

High voltage transistors, such as the one quoted, are 
essential to off-set the back e.m.f. from the coil. Some 
manufacturers can supply ignition coils specially designed 
for this kind of application (e.g. Lucas and Wipac). 
Lutas state that such voltages can be as high as 400V; 
this should be taken into account while advice is sought 
on the type of coil and transistor used. 

THYRISTOR CONTROL 

HAVING built up the Thyristor Control Unit described 
in the May issue, I decided to experiment by taking 

out components; the original control circuit contained 
4 transistors, l3 resistors, 5 capacitors, 2 diodes and 
a Zener diode. You can imagine how surprised I was 
when I got to the stage of having only 2 diodes, 2 
resistors and one capacitor left and finding that the 
circuit was still working well. My final arrangement 
was as shown in attached sketch. Quite ingenious? 

Barry F. Pamplin, 
Sutton, 
Surrey. 
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TO DISTRIBUTOR 
H.T. INPUT 

Fig. 2, can act as an efficiency diode to boost the voltage 
across C4, thus enabling a lower supply voltage to be 
used or to increase the energy stored in C4. Of course, 
if the second benefit is used an alternative thyristor of 
higher rating is needed. P. J. Windo, 

BREAKER POINTS 

FULL 
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Bridgwater, 
Somerset. 
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An automatic exposure control unit for the photographic darkroom. Suitable for both black/white 

and colour enlargements and prints, as well as for a wide variety of other imaging processes 

commonly encountered. 

FACILITIES PROVIDED * STABILISED D.C. SUPPLY FOR ENLARGER LAMP * AUTOMATIC EXPOSURE TIME- CONTROL * MANUAL TIME PIE-SELECTION * GENERAL LIGHTING CONTROL FOR DARKROOM 

A ~ARGE number of initial failures in colour proc_ess
mg are due to exposure errors. We cannot go m to 

purely photographic subjects in too great detail, but the 
following discussion is essential to justify the consider
able trouble taken in the Lumostat design to provide a 
highly stabilised d.c. supply for the enlarger lamp. 

The colour balance of the light used for exposing any 
colour photographic material must be suited to the 
relative sensitivities of the emulsion layers responding 
to the respective primary colours red, green, blue. If, 
for example, a particular lamp U'>ed for the exposure 
over-accentuates the red components of the visible 
spectrum, emitting too little green and blue light (as 
happens when an ordinary tungsten lamp is run at a 
voltage much below nominal), then the red-sensitive 
emulsion layer will be over-exposed. 

7R8 

Now each emulsion layer in a colour material 
develops the complementary pigment colour with 
respect to the light it is sensitive to, in order to effect the 
negative-positive conversion in the usual manner for 
colour as well as for luminance. The red-sensitive 
emulsion layer thus develops a blue-green (cyan) 
pigment. The result of exposing the colour material 
with a "too-red" lamp is thus to produce a picture with a 
cyan "cast", which in severe cases may be so strong that 
the picture is just cyan-toned throughout, without any 
other colours evident at all. In milder cases, the 
picture will show a cold blue-green character with very 
weak reds and other colours falsified too. 

Conversely, if the lamp is driven with excess voltage 
it will be richer than normal in blue and green, so that 
the red emulsion layer is underexposed relative to the 



others. The picture as a whole thus develops too much 
yellow and magenta pigment, and thus obtains a red 
cast. 

True, colour casts are produced by a variety of other 
factors, such as inherent differences in the speed of the 
three emulsion layers due to manufacturing tolerances, 
or the inherent "nominal" differences in spectral content 
between daylight and incandescent light sources. 
However, all these factors are constant and stable under 
a given set of conditions and may be compensated by 
placing a suitable colour balancing filter (coloured 
gelatine in glass frame) into the optical system of the 
enlarger, between the lamp and the condenser. 

Changes of mains voltage of 20 or even 30 volts are 
by no means uncommon and would change the colour 
balance of a lamp by amounts comparable to the density 
of correction filters for the other effects. As a result, 
the pictures will show random and unreproducible 
colour discrepancies in the course of a working session, 
even if all other factors are kept very constant. 

If the hot water tank immersion heater just happens 
to go on or off during an exposure, or the wife switches 
the washing machine or some other high-consumption 
domestic appliance, that sheet of colour enlarging paper 
may be ruined, to the accompaniment of muttering 
curses from behind the darkroom door! 

There is another more subtle detrimental consequence 
of running an enlarger lamp intended (at times) for 
colour work on an unstabilised a.c. mains supply. The 
peak voltage is some I -4 times the r.m.s. value, and the 
thermal tag of a mains voltage filament is not very much 
longer than a mains cycle. The lamp filament is thus 
being momentarily overheated once per half cycle, and 
the injurious consequences are accentuated if the mains 
voltage happens to be on the high side. The latter is 
frequently the case in the late evening or at night, when 
many amateur photographic darkroom sessions take 
place. As a result, the lamp will gradually "age'' as the 
weeks and months go by, so that the picture produced 
with the same settings as used many weeks ago will not 
be identical to that former picture. 

This is a great disadvantage, since the determination 
of correct colour balance filters for a given picture 
according to the lighting conditions of the original shot, 
etc., may involve some skill and patience and it would 
therefore be of great benefit if one could keep a log book 
of the final settings and then know that if further prints 
are required at any later date, they can be produced at 
once with these same settings. 

STABILISED LAMP SUPPLY 
Experiments have shown that lamp ageing is 

negligible if the lamp is operated off a d.c. supply, so 
that there are no mains-frequency temperature pulsa
tions of the filament, and if this d.c. supply is stabilised 
to some 5 to 10 volts below the nominal rating of the 
lamp. The slight red-emphasis due to this under
voltage can be compensated in the colour balance 
filters. 

The stabilised d.c. supply must satisfy several 
requirements. It must be insensitive to even very large 
mains voltage fluctuations. Furthermore, it must not 
react adversely to the tremendous switch-on surges of 
filament lamps. The latter have only about a tenth of 
the running resistance when cold, so that the peak 
switch-on surge of a 75 watt enlarger lamp is some 750 
watts. The stabilised d.c. supply must be able to 
deliver such surges repeatedly without damage to its 
own components and without "creeping'' light-up of 
the lamp due to failure to maintain full output voltage 

under the demanded surge conditions, otherwise the 
mean colour balance of the lamp will deviate on the 
shorter exposures and very short exposures will not be 
possible at all. 

These requirements call for a stabilised power supply 
circuit using silicon rectifiers and television line output 
valves as regulators, since both these types of com
ponents have excellent surge ratings. 

The Lumostat incorporates a stabilised d.c. supply 
for the enlarger lamp which is designed along these 
lines and fully meets all the requirements explained 
above. This supply at the same time feeds the exposure 
timing sections, so that these too are exceptionally 
stable and unaffected by mains voltage changes. The 
performance of the exposure timing circuits is thus 
greatly enhanced compared to other electronic exposure 
timers serving only this function and thus not warrant
ing the expense of including a stabilised h.t. supply. 
Needless to say, the enlarger lamp must also be operated 
off the stabilised d.c. output when making black-and
white enlargements in between colour sessions, even if 
the !after are infrequent and most work is in black-and
white. Only thus can lamp ageing be prevented to a 
sufficient extent for accurate reproducibility of colour 
settings-and the lamp life is then longer anyway. 
When the lamp ultimately burns out, redetermine the 
colour filter correction for any previously recorded 
picture. The new difference will then logically apply as 
correction to all recorded filter values. 

A recommended procedure is to record the "lamp 
factor'' valid for the particular lamp in service separately 
in the colour log book. For the first lamp put in 
service with the Lumostat, take this lamp factor as 
"zero··. The difference (if any) for any subsequent 
lamp can then be determined and recorded. When 
making any reprints according to logged settings, add 
the lamp factor to the recorded filter factor for the 
particular colour negative, and place filters of the 
resulting total density into the enlarger, also correcting 
where necessary for other "loading factors" when a new 
packet of colour enlarging paper is started. Such 
paper loading factors are printed on the outside of each 
package of colour enlarging paper. 

EXPOSURE TIME CONTROL 
A means of determining the correct exposure 

electronically is of great value even for black-and-white 
work. A batch of pictures may then be exposed and 
processed together, and one can rely on them all being 
exposed correctly, i.e. none having to be repeated, and 
all will require the same time in the developer bath so 
that with some experience one can leave them there with 
a motor and cam system rocking the bath gently whilst 
one is exposing the next batch. 

For colour work, accurate exposure metering is more 
of a necessity than a mere welcome aid, for there is some 
interaction between exposure and colour balance 
filtering. At the best, it is not possible to judge a colour 
correction filter required for a picture of faulty colour if 
its density is also widely off the mark due to incorrect 
overall exposure. 

The ideal arrangement is a fully automatic exposure 
meter which switches the enlarger lamp off after the 
correct time, according to the integrated light "seen" by 
a photocell. This avoids the need to transfer a scale 
reading to a clock setting under feeble lighting con
ditions and it allows one to forget all about the 
luminance factors of colour balance filters. This 
opens the way to really reliable colour processing under 
amateur conditions. The Lumostat incorporates a 



fully automatic exposure circuit of this kind. A 
switch is set to the speed factor of the particular paper 
used and .a potentiometer is set to the area of the 
enlargement (picture size) to be made. These settings 
are both fixed for a run of similar pictures from a long 
filmstrip, so that for each individual exposure it is 
merely necessary to press a button to start the exposure 
which is then terminated automatically after the correct 
time. 

MANUALLY SELECTED TIMES 
For some types of work, on the other hand, It IS 

undesirable to operate with automatically computed 
exposure times in the manner described above, but 
rather to expose for a predetermined time which is 
manually preselected on a dial. This method of 
"exposure to time", which is the formerly conventional 
method of operating an enlarger, is appropriate when 
microfilming written documents for subsequent (usually 
reduced size) archive copy production through the 
enlarger, or when operating the enlarger for "film-to
film copying". 

A special feature of the Lumostat is that a toggle 
switch is provided with the two settings "AuTo" and 
"TIME". In the former setting, the exposure is auto
matic in the described manner, with the controls setting 
picture size and paper speed factor. In the time 
setting, the same two controls revert to coarse and fine 
time preselectors, and when the start button is pressed 
the lamp comes on for the selected time instead of for a 
period computed according to the input signal from the 
photocell. 

GENERAL LIGHTING CONTROL 
It is convenient to accommodate the on/off switches 

(or the various safe-lights on the exposure control unit, 
and the Lumostat is provided with this facility as well. 
Some commercial exposure control units are fitted with 
a contact switching the safelight off for the duration of 
an automatic .exposure, and on again at the conclusion 
thereof. This is intended to avoid excitation of the 
computer photocell from the safelight, which would 
lead to under exposure. However, it is very irritating 
to have the safelight going off and on in antiphase to the 
exposures and this hampers other work. 

A better method is to choose a photocell with the 
same spectral response as the enlarging paper, so that it 
.is insensitive to the safelight, and to mount the safe
lights such that the enlarger baseboard is in a shadow 
area. This app.roach has been adopted by the author 
in the Lumostat installation. In cases of extremely 
dense negatives needing upper-limit exposure times, the 
safelight can be switched off manually if necessary, 
since its control switch is on the Lumostat panel. 

Four safelights are fitted in the author's installation. 
All four control switches for these lights are mounted 
on the panel of the Lumostat. They are all well away 
from the exposure controls, so that they will not be 
actuated in error in the dark. The one for the subdued 
white light i!! separated from the other group of three. 
This gives a clear grouping enabling the correct switch 
to be found by touch even in the dark. 

STABILISED POWER SUPPLY 
The stabilised power supply section employs valves 

VI to V5. VI to V3 operate in parallel as series 
regulator tubes. A portion of the actual output 
voltage d~rived on the bleeder R9, RIO, RI!, VRI is 
compared with the running voltage of a neon reference 
tube V6. The discrepancy appears between grid and 
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cathode of V 4 which functions as a d.c. amplifier for 
this detected "error" in the output voltage, giving a 
greatly amplified error signal at its anode. This 
amplified control voltage is applied via respective grid 
stopper resistors (to suppress parasitic oscillation) to the 
grids of Vl to V3, in such a sense as to correct the 
original error. 

Suppose that the output voltage tries to increase; 
this will make V4 grid go more positive relative to the 
reference voltage from V6 at the cathode, so that V4 will 
draw more anode current and the anode voltage will 
fall, so that the grids of VI to V3 are driven in the 
direction of cut-off. The output voltage will con
sequently drop, counteracting the original attempted 
rise. 

The converse action takes place to cancel an 
attempted drop in output voltage. It is clear that it 
does not matter for what reason the output voltage 
attempted to change, whether due to mains input 
voltage fluctuations or due to output load changes. 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS 
Whilst the circuit principle is more or less con

ventional, the details involve some unusual features to 
meet special problems imposed by the particular 
application. These are largely twofold, in that on•the 
one hand the output current rating is unusually high as 
far as stabilised h.t. supplies for general electronics are 
concerned, and on the other hand a very high surge 
stability is called for in order to run-up a lamp filament 
in the shortest possible time without creep, overswing 
or injury to the circuit. Photographic enlargers 
commonly employ 75W to 150W lamps, requiring a 
normal running current of some 350mA or 790mA 
respectively at 200/240V mains voltages. The cold 
filaments have a resistance of about I 0 per cent of the 
hot value, so that the switch-on surge currents are some 
3·5A or 7A respectively. 

These figures show that it is not feasible to design a 
straightforward circuit with standard components for a 
150W lamp, but that an arrangement for a 75W lamp is 
possible without resorting to obscure components. 
The design rating is thus 350mA continuous/3·5A 
surge with frequent repetition, at an output voltage of 
185/245V adjustable to suit lamps for any local mains 
voltage. The optimum setting is with 220V output for a 
230V nominal rating lamp . 

A 75W lamp is adequate for most amateur enlargers 
in any case, at least for 35mm film work and for the 
various rollfilm sizes at moderate enlargement. 

A further problem is connected with the demand that 
the output voltage must definitely and reliably remain 
steady to within a fraction of a volt even in the face of 
severe mains input voltage changes. This calls for a 
high gain in the error amplifier stage V4, so that such 
small residual output errors will develop the necessary 
control voltage for the regulator tubes VI to V3. 
Without getting involved in the additional problems 
of a two-stage error amplifier, V4 thus had to be a 
pentode operating under true pentode conditions and 
selected for high slope. 

PENTODE ERROR AMPLIFIER 
Pentode operating conditions demand a strictly 

constant screen voltage relative to the cathode, which is 
under d.c. conditions achievable only by feeding the 
screen of V4 from a second neon tube V5. However, 
the introduction of V5 brings a second useful advantage 
to the circuit, for it can be arranged to pre-stabilise the 
input supply to the anode resistor of the reference neon 



Y6 for the actual error-comparison circuit. Under 
these conditions Y6 develops a particularly stable 
running voltage with high long-term constancy. The 
value of RI5 is chosen such that Y6 draws the specified 
current of 5·5mA quoted by the makers for optimum 
performance. The type 85A2 neon tube used for Y6 is 
specially recommended for stable reference voltage 
applications, whereas type 150CZ used for Y5 is 
intended primarily for power purposes where slight 
residual drifts are of no avail. An EF184 was finally 
selected for Y4 on account of its very high slope. 

HEATER CIRCUIT 
The aforementioned surge rating of the power 

supply called for valves with pulse cathodes for the 
series regulators Yl to V3. Numerous muustrial 
valves are available for this purpose with almost any 
heater ratings one might think of, yet among commonly 
available receiver valves one is virtually confined to 
television line outout valves. These have awkward 
heater voltages for· direct operation off a transformer 
instead of in a.c./d.c. heater chains of a television 
receiver. lt was finally decided to adopt valves of the 
common and very cheaply available type PL36, requiring 
a 25 volt heater supply. 

The EF184 requires a normal 6·3Y heater supply, as 
does the ECC82 in the exposure computer section. A 

COMPONENTS • • • 
Resistors 

RI 1000 lW 
R2 1000 lW 
R3 1000 lW 
R4 IOkO yW 
RS IOkO yW 
R6 IOkO yW 
R7 ISOkO lW 
RB 12k!l IOW ww 5/{, 
R9 3·9k0 IOW ww S'X, 
RIO lkn SW ww S% 
RII 2·7k0 IOW ww S'X, 
Rl2 IOOkO tW 
Rl3 27k!l tW 
Rl4 IOOk!l tW 

RIS 
Rl6 
Rl7 
RIB 
Rl9 
R20 
R21 
R22 
R23 
R24 
R25 
R26 
R27 

IOk!l 2W S% 
22!2 lW 
22!2 lW 
4·7k!l lW 
39kn lW 
IOOk!l !W 
IM!liW 
Hk!l2W 
IOM!l lW 
22M!l lW 
22MO lW 
IM!liW 
ISM!l lW 

All carbon, ± 10% unless otherwise stated 
Potentiometers 

VRI IOOk!l linear, carbon, preset 
VR2 Sk!l linear, carbon 2W 

Capacitors 
Cl 100 + IOOILF elect. 4SOV Cl2 
C2 I 00 + I OOILF elect. 4SOV C 13 
C3 BILF elect. 3SOV C 14 
C4 O·IILF paper 2SOV C IS 
CS 2/LF paper 2SOV Cl6 
C6 SOOILF elect. 3SV Cl7 
C7 100/LF elect. 3SV CIB 
CB 100/LF elect. 35V Cl9 
C9 O·IILF paper SOOV C20 
CIO ISnF Cll 33nf C21 

47nf 
6Bnf 
O·IILF 
0·1 SILF 
0·27/LF 
0·33/LF 
0·47/LF 
0·6BILF 
IILF 
lnf 

C22 
C23 
C24 
C25 
C26 
C27 
C2B 
C29 
C30 
C31 

NOTE: CIO to C31 inclusive are used in the timing 
bank. Values quoted above are nominal. See 
text for "trimming" procedure. 

Valves 
VI PL36 
V2 PL36 
V3 PL36 

Rectifiers 

V4 EFIB4 V7 ECCB2 
VS I SOC2 neon VB 90AV Photocell 
V6 BSA2 neon 

Dl-4 Silicon mains rectifiers !A, SA surge. Type 
OY5066 or similar (4 off) 

DS-8 Silicon l.t. rectifier !A, IOOV p.i.v. Type 
OYS96I or similar (4 off) 

I·Snf 
2·2nf 
3-Jnf 
4·7nf 
6·Bnf 
IOnF 
27nf 
47nf 
6Bnf 
IOOnF 

D9 Zener power diode IOOV SmA. Type ZLIOOor similar 

24Y d.c. supply is required for the relays, and the h.t. 
windings of the transformer(s) must deliver 350/400mA. 

A little consideration showed that some juggling 
with the interconnections provided all the required 
supplies from a pair of identical mains transformers 
each having a 250Y 200mA single h.t. winding and a 
pair of ordinary 6·3Y windings of any current rating as 
long as it is at least 2A per winding. 

All four 6·3Y windings connected in series give a 
nominally 25·2V supply which is just right for the three 
PL36 valves. Any one 6·3V winding alone will supply 
the heaters of Y4 and V7 correctly, whilst the remaining 
three 6·3 windings in series, when rectified, will peak up 
to the required 24V d.c. relay supply across the reservoir 
capacitor C6. The only remaining point which had to 
be settled was how and where to earth this heater 
circuit, i.e. how to provide a d.c. path to chassis 
without conflicting maximum heater/cathode voltage 
ratings of the valves. It is not permissible to operate 
valves with an entirely floating heater circuit having no 
definite d.c. path to chassis (to cathode, to be more 
exact). Makers generally stipulate maximum heater 
to cathode d.c. resistances of external circuitry in the 
region of 20 to I 00 kilohms. 

Suppose one side or the centre of the four series
connected 6·3V windings were connected directly to 
chassis. This would bring the cathodes of Y4 and V7 

Switches 
SI Double pole on{off, toggle 
52-S Single pole on{off, toggle (4 off) 
56 Double pole changeover, toggle 
57 G.P.O. type keys witch. Latch up; 2 change

avers. Non-latch down; I changeover (or I make) 
SB Double pole changeover, toggle 
59 Two pole 11-way ceramic wafer (Radiospares 

"Makaswitch ") 

Relays 
RLA Mains contact breaker. 24V d.c. coil. 

2SOV a.c.jd.c. SA double contact (see text) 
RLB 24V SOmA d.c. coil. Two changeover 

contacts. Siemens Trls IS2a TBV 63016f63d 
RLC ISki! IOOV d.c. coil. One make contact. 

Siemens Trls IS4c TBV 65403f93d 

Plugs 
PLI Three pole mains connector, panel mounting 
PL2 Six pole mains connector, panel mounting 

Bulgin SA601. Plug free socket SAI934 
PL3, 4 Coaxial plug, panel mounting (2 off) 

Sockets 
SKI Three pole mains connector, panel mounting 
SK2 Two pole mains connector, panel mounting 
SK3, 4 Coaxial sockets, free (2 off) 

Fuses 
FSI Mains fuse 2·5A 
FS2 H.T. fuse I A 

Transformers 
Tl, 2 Mains 

Secondaries: 
All current 
(2 off) 

Miscellaneous 

transformer. Tapped primary. 
0-2SOV 200mA; 6·3V 2A; 6·3V 2A. 
ratings are minimum permissible 

Three ceramic octal valve holders and three top 
caps. Two ceramic B9A valve holders. Three 
ceramic B7G valve holders. Two pointer knobs. 
Two panel mounting fuse holders. Material for 
chassis. 
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to small and tolerable positive voltages with respect to 
their heaters, but throw the full 220V output voltage 
between the heaters and cathodes of the PL36 valves, in 
addition to which would come the periodic a.c. peaks of 
the heater voltage itself. This would over-run the 
ratings for a PL36, which are 200V absolute maximum 
sum of a.c. peak and d.c. components between heater 
and cathode. Direct earthing of any point on the 
heater windings is thus not satisfactory. 

The satisfactory arrangement finally adopted was to 
connect the centre point of the four heater windings to 
the cathode of V4 which is held at about +85V with 
respect to chassis by virtue of the neon tube V6. This 
leaves no d.c. component between heater and cathode 
for V4, makes V7 cathodes slightly negative to the 
heater and places 135 volts d.c. between the heaters and 
cathodes of the PL36 with an additional a.c. peak of 
about 20V. The peak sum voltage between the PL36 
heaters and cathodes is thus 155 volts, which is well 
within the ratings. The 24V d.c. relay supply is there
with up above chassis potential by the cathode voltage 
of V4 plus a small a.c. component, but this is not in any 
way objectionable since there is no imperative need to 
establish any chassis connection on an alternative route 
in the relay energising circuitry and the displacement 
voltages with respect to chassis are tolerated by all 
switches and relay windings. The intermeshed circuit 
is therewith entirely satisfactory for the present purpose 
and obviates any call for separate windings for each 
function. 

RI4 was added to complete a d.c. path to chassis for 
the heater circuit upon switch-on before V6 has struck 
and to complete the discharge path for C3 and Cla 
upon switch-off. 

H.T. WINDINGS AND RECTIFIERS 
Silicon rectifiers are essential in this circuit to provide 

the necessary surge performance. Selenium rectifiers, 
other metal rectifiers, or valve rectifiers are not suitable 
as substitutes. If transformers are obtainable with 
only 25Q...Q-250 volt h.t. windings in place of a single 
winding for a bridge rectifier circuit, then use a con
ventional full-wave rectifier circuit. Connect the three 
points of the h.t. windings on the two transformers 
respectively in parallel and then use two silicon diodes 
in standard full-wave rectifier circuit, i.e. with the 
common centre tap of the transformer windings to 
chassis, the anode of one diode to each outer point and 
the two cathodes connected t9gether to Cia. 

Whilst standard silicon mains rectifiers of 0·5A 
continuous/SA surge rating are suitable in the bridge 
DI to D4 with a single-ended h.t. winding combination 
as published, the two siliCon diodes for a full-wave· 
circuit with 250-0-250V windings must be up-rated to 
give adequate voltage stability and surge performance. 

1 A continuous/ 1 OA surge types with I ,OOOV p.i. v. 
rating are required in tbe full-wave circuit. The 
additional expense of these, coupled with the higher 
price of transformers with full-wave windings, make it 
desirable to obtain simple transformers for the 
published circuit wherever possible. Electrically, how
ever, the two circuits are fully equivalent. 

It is not permissible to use transformers with 300V or 
350V windings in this circuit, although the 250V 
tappiRgs of universal types (either full-wave or single
ended) may certainly be used. The PL36 valves will be 
seriously overrun as regards anode dissipation if the a. c. 
input voltage from the transformer h.t. windings 
exceeds 250V. The maximum ratings are already 
exploited to the utmost at 250V input. Consider the 
voltage readings as measured on the pro1otype at the 
salient points. With the 75W enlarger lamp running, 
the current drain is (to use conveniently rounded 
figures) 360mA, i.e. 120mA per PL36. The anode 
voltage at the PL36 valves under these conditions was 
measured to be 325V and the cathodes rest at the 220V 
stabilised output level; the effective h. t. voltage for the 
PL36 valves is thus ll5V. At 120mA this represents 
13·8 watts combined anode and screen dissipation in 
each PL36. 

SMOOTHING ARRANGEMENTS 
The use of a smoothing choke or a smoothing 

resistor in this power supply is not possible in the 
conventional manner, since no standard components 
are available for the high current rating and the surge 
performance would be impaired thereby anyway. 
Neither is it permissible to use a very large reservoir 
capacitor for Cl a, since the surge ratings of the silicon 
rectifiers would thereby be overrun, leading to early 
destruction of these components. IOOpF is the 
maximum safe value for Cla and this leaves a high 
ripple at the anodes of the PL36 valves, at full load. 

To a certain extent the three PL36 valves behave as a 
smoothing resistor, which in conjunction with C1a and 
C2a,b constitutes a conventional smoothing circuit. 
But it is easy to see that this is very inefficient at full 
load, because the effective impedance of the three PL36 
valves at full load (360mA/approx. l20V drop) is only 
about 333 ohms. The impedance of C2a,b at IOOc/s 
(full-wave rectification gives ripple at double mains 
frequency, true for bridge circuit too) is about 8 ohms, 
so that the straightforward ripple reduction factor is 
some 40. This on its own would still leave a few volts 
of ripple on the output at full load. 

Now the large value of C2a,b has been chosen for a 
different reason, since there is a mueh simpler and more 
efficient way to reduce ripple in a series regulator circuit 
of the kind here used. C2a,b will store about 5 joules 
of energy, sufficient to provide a good contribution to 
the lamp-surge upon switch-on without undue voltage 
sag. Furthermore, this high capacitance value damps 
out any tendency to overswing or damped oscillation of 
the regulator circuit before settling down after a lamp 
switch-on surge. 

Ripple is reduced with the aid of C5. This feeds any 
resid~l ~ipple in the O';Jtput to the error amplifier grid, 
where 1t IS greatly amplified and applied as an antiphase 
signal to the regulator tube grids VI to V3. This has 
the same effect as placing a capacitor across the output 
equal to the actual value of C5 multiplied by the 
product of the dynamic slope of V4 and the combina
tion V I to V3. The resulting virtual smoothing 
capacitor across the output is thus some thousands of 
microfarads in the present circuit and it is easy to see 



that this reduces the output ripple to negligible propor
tions even with the effective smoothing resistance of 
only 330 ohms presented by VI to V3 at full load. The 
actual output ripple was measured to be 25mV with the 
lamp off and 50mV with the lamp on (full load). This 
does not change greatly if C2a,b are replaced by an 
ordinary Sp,F capacitor, proving the point that most of 
the effective output capacitance results by electronic 
multiplication of C5. 

EXPOSURE COMPUTER CIRCUIT 
The exposure computer circuit is a monostable multi

vibrator (flip-flop or univibrator as it is also variously 
called) built around an ECCS2 valve V7. Grid pin 2 is 
normally well below cathode potential, so that the first 
triode section rests cut-off and the other triode section 
conducts heavily holding RLC in the anode circuit 
energised and its contact closed. Each response pulse 
whenever grid pin 2 lifts above cut-on will make the 
roles of the two triodes swop over in the conventional 
manner-, by cumulative multivibrator feedback via C9. 
This response lasts for a time determined by the product 
of C9 and R21, which is about a tenth of a second. For 
this brief interval the second triode section is thus cut 
off and relay RLC drops off, opening its contact, 
whereafter it energises again when the circuit flops back 
to its former resting state. 

GRID CIRCUIT INTEGRATOR 
The grid circuit of V7a is a charge integrator 

arrangement, for the auto as well as the time functions. 
In other words, S9 and its associated bank of timebase 
capacitors places a definite selected capacitance between 
the grid and chassis and a response pulse can take place 
only when this capacitor has accumulated sufficient 
positive charge through a charging resistor. On the 
"auto" function, this charging resistor is a vacuum 
photocell VS; on the "time" function it is a network of 
high-value carbon resistors R23 to R27. 

Considering the "auto" function first of all, it is clear 
that this arrangement is equivalent to the manner in 
which correct exposure of a photographic film or paper 
is determined by the product of light intensity and time 
of exposure to this light. The intensity of illumination 
of a vacuum photocell determines the resulting photo
electric current in direct linear proportion and this 
current is used to charge the capacitor selected by S9. 
The voltage this capacitor has reached will be directly 
proportional to the time for which the charging current 
has been flowing. The rise of capacitor voltage, and 
thus of the voltage at grid pin 2 of V7, is linear with 
time, not exponential, because the anode current of a 
vacuum photocell under correct operating conditions is 
independent of the voltage between anode and cathode 
of the cell, being determined solely by the intensity of 
illumination. 

If the photocell VS is mounted in a suitable manner 
on the frame holding the enlarging paper, so that it can 
see the light reflected from the image projected onto the 
paper being exposed, and if the value of the capacitor 
selected with S9 is chosen to correspond to the speed of 
the paper, then it is evident that V7 grid pin 2 will reach 
cut-on at the exact moment when the paper has also 
integrated sufficient light corresponding to optimum 
exposure. V7 grid pin 2 cuts on at this moment, giving 
the already described univibrator response pulse making 
RLC momentarily break its contact. This causes the 
relay circuit to switch off the enlarger lamp. ' 

Part two of this article next month will complete the 
circuit description and commence constructional details. 
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equipment! 
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MODEL TRAIN CONTROLLER 
How to make a "constant current" control 
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shorts across the rails or overload. Gives even 
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THE ELECTRONIC ORGAN 
Starting in the December issue, the first of a 
new series dealing with this popular musical 
instrument now more and more widely used for 
home entertainment and concert performance. 
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USING THI liST Gill TRIO 
THE amateur constructor more often than not is 

unable to enjoy to the full the fruits of his labour. 
This in the main is due to the lack of testing arrangements 
that in the normal course of events are considered the 
perogative of a commercial establishment. Equipment 
is quite readily available upon the market to enable the 
required testing procedures to be carried out but usually 
this equipment is comparatively expensive. In order 
to relieve the economic burden and at the same time 
promote some working knowledge of test instruments 
the Test Gear Trio was published in the three previous 
issues of this magazine. 

These three articles described theoretical and 
constructional details of what many would consider to 
be the basic essentials, apart from a multi-range meter, 
that should grace the constructor's workbench. How
ever, to know when, where, and how to use such 
tools tends in itself to promote an altogether different 
problem. 

There are many different configurations that are 
contained under the term "electronics" so in the first 
instance let us, for example, consider the test procedure 
that would revolve around a 10 watt power amplifier, 
designed to use transistors and function in class B 
operation. 

SUPPLY .CURRENT 
There are two prime conditions. of supply current in 

class B operation, these being (a) during a quiescent 
period and (b) for maximum r.m.s. signal output. 

MULTIMETER 
(SET TO CURRENT RANGE) 

Fig. I. Quiescent current measurement 
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by R. HIRST 
Measurement of quiescent current requires neither 

the services of the signal generator nor the a.c. millivolt
meter and may be simply indicated by a d.c. current 
meter set to the highest range and then connected, in 
correct polarity, in the "non-earthy" lead from the 
power supply unit as shown in Fig. I. 

The d.c. current meter should be decoupled with a 
large value capacitor. Having supplied the unit under 
test with power, adjust the meter range switch to the 
appropriate range to indicate the current flowing. The 
quiescent current will vary between one circuit and 
another, but it is highly improbable that it will exceed 
about 20mA for a single class B amplifier. If it is 
much higher than this, switch off immediately and 
assume that the circuit is incorrectly wired up. 

The current for maximum r .rn.s. output on the other 
hand could be anything between 50mA and 1·5A 
depending on the load and the supply voltage. It will be 
greatest when the load is small and supply voltage low. 

In order to check this latter condition we should 
connect our test equipment as shown in Fig. 2. The 
input signal from the signal generator is increased until 
the output shown by the a.c. millivoltmeter is as 
specified by the manufacturer of the amplifier. 

If the output is specified in watts calculate the 
voltage reading required from V out = v' (power x load 
resistance). At this maximum r.m.s. signal output, the 

MULTI METER 
(SET TO CURRENT RANGEl 

Fig. 2. Current drain measurement for maximum r.m.s. 
output 



supply current is noted and checked with the specifica
tion. The check of quiescent current should always be 
the first test to be carried out when working with any 
amplifier capable of delivering high power. It will be 
seen from Fig. 2 that the output terminals must be 
terminated in the stipulated load; it is an advantage to 
have a small stock of 10 watt wirewound resistors to 
hand, useful values being 3 ohms, 7 ohms, and 15 ohms. 

SENSITIVITY 
In simple terms, the sensitivity of a unit implies that, 

for a certain maximum input voltage, the output should 
not be less than a stipulated figure. If the input 
voltage has to be raised above the specified figure to 
promote that value of output, then we must assume that 
the unit is faulty. 

There is, however, one most important point that 
must be understood if the input signal is to be measured 
correctly .. In normal circumstances, if the voltage of 
the signal that is being provided by the signal generator 
is measured, then the a.c. millivoltmeter is connected in 
the manner suggested in Fig. 3, set to the appropriate 
range and the appropriate reading taken. However, 
due to the normal relatively low input impedance 
characteristics of transistors, this reading would change 
if the same signal is fed into a low impedance input. 
It is usual in these circumstances for the manufacturer to 
qualify the input figure of the unit under test, in terms 
of source impedance. 

To see this more clearly, assume that the signal 
generator has an output impedance of 1,000 ohms and 
set the output voltage at 1 volt without any external 
load. Connect a 1,000 ohm resistor across the two 
terminals; the reading would reduce to half of its 
original value and now read ! volt. 

Therefore the correct source impedance must be met 
under all conditions to maintain accurate observation of 
the input signal. The simplest method is to place a 
resistor in series with the output lead of the signal 
generator as indicated in Fig. 4, the value of which may 
be calculated in the following manner. 

Taking the recommended value of source resistance 
to be 2,000 ohms, subtract from this value the output 
impedance of the generator. Therefore, if the genera
tor impedance is 100 ohms, then the series resistor 
(Rsource) will be 1,900 ohms. The a.c. millivoltmeter 
should then be placed at the millivoltmeter side of the 
series resistor. 

Another point with regard to the source impedance 
revolves around the quite possible shunting effect that a 
lower impedance source may have upon the circuit, 
reducing the feedback to such a degree that it will not 
only alter the sensitivity of the amplifier, but also change 
the frequency response and the distortion figures to a 
marked degree. , 

The set-up of Fig. 5 considers the procedure that one 
would adopt in order to measure the sensitivity of the 
10 watt amplifier, bearing in mind the previous pitfalls. 
Suppose the amplifier is powered from its own internal 
power pack so as to reproduce the actual working 
conditions. From the setting-up data we should be in a 
position to extract the required output voltage that 
should be present across the load. 

Next turn the amplifier volume control up to its 
maximum setting and ensure that the tone controls are 
set in the "fiat response" condition, that is to say, in 
the condition that promotes neither lift nor cut of any 
frequencies contained within the amplifier range. Then 
set the signal generator to a mid-frequency, something 
in the order of 1kc/s and advance the signal generator 

Fig. 3. Measurement of 
signal generator output
no load condition 

R sour et 

I 
A£. MILLIVOLTMETER MOVED FROM THE 
OUTPUT. TO CHECK INPUT VOLTAGE. 

R1 

Fig. 4. Simulating the 
correct source resistance 
for the amplifier to 
meosure the amplifier 
input voltage 

Fig. 5. General set-up for measuring sensitivity, frequency 
response, and signal-to-noise ratio 

I 
\ I 
'-" MAXIMUM NEARLY SQUARE 

OUTPUT WAVE OUTPUT 

SUPPLY 
VOLTAGE 

Fig. 6. The effect of boosting any frequency above specified 
maximum voltage causes distortion 

output voltage until the output from the amplifier under 
test reaches the specified limit, this being measured on 
the a.c. millivoltmeter. 

Having ascertained this output level, the millivolt
meter should be transferred to the input so that the 
input signal may be checked to see that it corresponds 
with that indicated in the setting-up procedure. 

At the microphone socket of such an amplifier the 
input reading should be somewhere in the order of 
l millivolt or so; at the radio or gramophone input 
socket this reading should approach about 250 milli
volts. Both these readings are only indicative of 
an average amplifier and quite obviously there could 
well be wide variations between different designs. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
By maintaining the layout as indicated in Fig. 5 the 

frequency response is measured without any further 
addition to the test equipment. The first operation will 
be to reduce the signal output of the generator by 10 
times (20dB) from that which was required to promote 
the full output from the power amplifier for sensitivity 
measurement. If this is not done the measured output 
would barely change when the treble or the bass controls 
are increased. This can be easily explained by reference 
to Fig. 6. 
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At full power output (Fig. 6a) the output voltage 
swing is almost at the maximum that could be extracted 
before distortion occurs. Increase this output ·level, at 
any frequency; the output would tend to take the shape 
of a square wave, clipping both top and bottom of the 
sine wave, giving a reading that bears no relation to the 
required output (Fig. 6b). 

Having reduced the signal generator by 20dB, it is 
usual to switch the signal generator to its lowest 
frequency range, then sweep through all the ranges 
taking note of the output at spot frequencies for 
various settings and combinations of the tone controls. 
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Table 1 is probably a good indication of the best 
choice of spot frequencies that would cover the 
frequency range of almost any type of audio amplifier. 
A graph may then be drawn of the results, plotting 
output voltage on the vertical scale against frequency on 
the horizontal logarithmic scale. It is usual to convert 
the voltages to decibels relative to the level at one 
particular frequency-1,000c/s. 

There are several ways of doing this: 
(a) calibrate the meter in decibels on a logarithmic 

scale; plot the graph with a vertical linear scale (Fig. 
7a). 

(b)calculateeach voltage reading in terms of decibels 
by using the formula 

V out 
20loglo-v. 

m 

and plot the graph with a vertical linear scale (Fig. 
7a). 

(c) Plot the voltages on a logarithmic vertical 
scale. Make the level at 1 kc/s equivalent to OdB and 
mark the remainder of the scale, as shown in Fig. 7b in 
decibels so that half the voltage at 1 kc/s is equivalent 
to -6dB and twice this voltage is equivalent to + 6dB. 
The rest of the decibel scale will be linear. 

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 
There are two ways of expressing signal-to

noise ratio that are in general use when referring to 
domestic equipment. One is a measurement in voltage 
and the other a measurement relating to power. 

In effect both methods of approach provide us with 
the same result but the confusion tends to exist when 
these values are referred to in terms of pure ratio rather 
than the more usual term, decibels. In this particular 
instance we will refer to the signal-to-noise ratio as a 
voltage measurement in order to obviate any need for 
calculation. 

For this operation the signal generator and the a.c. 
millivoltmeter are set up in the first instance to check 
for sensitivity. Fig. 5 indicates the method of con
nection and again it will be noted that the system is 
terminated in the correct value of working load. 

The volume control of the amplifier should be 
advanced to its maximum setting. The signal generator 
output should be increased until full power output is 
measured across the load of the power amplifier. If 
output voltage is not stipulated in the amplifier specifica
tion then this figure may be derived from Vout = v' 
(power x load resistance). 

For an amplifier with an output of 10 watts working 
into a 15 ohm load then the voltage across the output 
load will be y'(lO x 15) or about 12·25 volts. 

Once this has been established then the connection from 
the signal generator to the amplifier should be removed at 
the amplifier end and noise figure measured across the 
output load. This value is then divided into the output 
signal voltage that was measured under full power out
put conditions. Be careful to observe consistency in 
the units measured, i.e. the no'ise may be in millivolts, 
therefore should be divided by 1 ,000 to convert to volts 
if the signal is in volts. 

The resultant figure is the ratio of signal voltage to 
noise voltage. This ratio is then referred to decibel 
tables and converted into decibels, which is a more 
usual reference figure. 



Sometimes the signal-to-noise ratio is quoted for a 
certain value of input resistance; if this is the case for 
the unit under test then the appropriate value of resistor 
should be placed across the amplifier input terminals. 
This resistor should be well screened to prevent the true 
noise reading ·being obscured by any spurious hum 
pick-up. It is advisable to use a high stability resistor 
for this application. 

DISTORTION 
The distortion factor of an amplifier is obviously of 

prime importance but the accurate measurement of this 
parameter is difficult. Low distortion figures have been 
achieved but it is improbable that the same measure
ment can be reproduced on two consecutive occasions 
even in the most well equipped laboratory. 

L _________ _.J 

Fig. 8. Set-up for measuring distortion and stage gain 

However, it is reasonable to assume that if you can 
hear the distortion then the system is faulty, but if you 
cannot, why worry? In the majority of applications 
referred to in the popular domestic field the distortion 
factor is usually quoted as a total harmonic content of a 
given output signal. Almost the only time that this 
procedure is departed from is when reference is made to 
the bias oscillator contained in a tape recording system. 

The test procedures referred to above are of a general 
nature and whether the amplifier has a low or high 
power output, then the procedure remains the same. 
However, when some experimenting is in the offing then 
matters become a little confusing as we may quite well 
have built an audio circuit about which we know 
nothing. It is for these instances that the following 
exploratory test rigs are set up. 

Considering a very simple single stage transistor 
amplifier, our first concern will be centred around 
whether we have provided the system with the correct 
d.c. working conditions. 

The d.c. collector to emitter voltage should be three 
times the anticipated a.c. r.m.s. output voltage; the d.c. 
voltage across the collector load resistor should also be 
of this proportion. In more simple terms, referring to 
Fig. 8, the d.c. voltages are measured with a multimeter 
and the a.c. output signal voltage is measured by means 
of the a.c. millivoltmeter. 

This signalis derived from the signal generator, being of 
correct amplitude to promote the required output signal 
at the collector of the transistor. If the voltage gain 
of the stage was, say, 100 then the input signal would 
need to be in the order of IOmV to provide an output of 
1 volt at the collector of the transistor. 

STAGE GAIN 
By connecting the amplifying stage to the measuring 

equipment as shown in Fig. 8 the gain of the device can 
be measured. First of all set the stabilised power 
supply unit to provide the correct d.c. voltage, then 
connect into circuit the a.c. millivoltmeter, switching it 
to a range in excess of the anticipated output voltage. 

Now reduce the output of the signal generator to zero 
and connect the instrument to the input, not forgetting 
to ensure that the input capacitor is wired in the correct 
polarity. Switch the a.c. millivoltmeter to the range 
required and then slowly advance the output from the 
signal generator until the output measured on the a.c. 
millivoltmeter is of the required value. It is usual to 
make these measurements at a frequency somewhere in 
the region of I kc/s. 

r---------, 
I 
I 
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L---------
Fig. 9. Set-up for measuring input impedance 

Having made a note of the output voltage from the 
amplifier, transfer the a.c. millivoltmeter to the input of 
the amplifier as shown in Fig. 5 and reduce the range of 
the a.c. millivoltmeter until a reading is indicated. 
During the transfer of the millivoltmeter it is essential 
to make sure that the controls of the signal generator 
have not been disturbed at all otherwise the reading will 
have changed. 

The voltage gain may be calculated by dividing the 
output voltage noted in the first instance by the voltage 
measured at the input as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore in 
simple terms voltage gain = Vout! Vi n-

It must be remembered that this measurement has not 
taken into account any loading of the stage that would 
be occasioned by a following transistor or similar device. 
To obtain a reading of this nature it would be necessary 
to connect a resistor of the correct value in parallel with 
the output of the amplifier; this resistor is dotted in 
Fig. 8 and marked Rext· 

Another most important point is to make sure that the 
input is fed from the required value of source resistance. 
For instance, if we required the amplifier to be driven 
from a crystal cartridge, and we had made no arrange
ments to increase the input impedance of the amplifier 
proper, then we will have to insert a resistor in series 
with the input of the amplifier, the value being some
where in the region of 1 megohm. 

This value may be reduced or increased as desired, an 
increase in value improving the bass response and a 
reduction in value limiting the bass response. A usual 
value to be found in domestic equipment is somewhere 
in the order of 470 kilohms. 

continued on page 808 
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE CONTEMPORARY SCENE 

~ Nuclear Power Monitor 
ELLIOTT-AUTOMATION has developed, from an original concept 

by the U.K. Atomic Energy Authority, a device to monitor 
nuclear reactor power and to initiate the shut-down of the reactor 
if the preset limits are, or likely to be, exceeded. 

It is called the 8000 Series and is shown (left) with a sub
module hinged upwards for servicing whilst remaining opera
tional. 

• • 

• 

• 

! .. • 
.~ 

"Inspection" Servo Tester 
ALTHOUGH they are generally known for 

their precision gyro systems, Sperry 
develop a variety of ancillary equipment 
for aircraft. The instrument shown above 
is a general servo tester. It gives a quick 
and clear GO/NO GO indication and 
demonstrated at Farnborough how it can 
check guided missile control systems. 

Stereo Check 
AN engineer at the BBC Wrotham v.h.f. 

transmitting station is carrying out 
checks with a multiplex signal generator, 
developed by Radiometer of Copenhagen 
for basic multiplex stereo transmitter 
tests. This generator provides three push 
button frequencies 80c/s, lkc/s and 
Skcjs. This instrument (left of picture) is 
imported by Livingstone Laboratories. 

&oo 



I.L.S. for All Weathers 
OUR picture above shows an aerial array with a difference. 

It is the new S.T.C. STAN 37/38/39 instrument landing 
system array used for "all-weather" landings of aircraft. 
The electronics are completely solid state and the system is 
said to be for operational performance Category Ill 
laid down by the International Civil Aviation Organisation 
and known as a "low approach" system. 

Selective Calling System 
THIS new selective calling equipment, SELCAL, was 

shown for the first time at Farnborough by Marconi. 
The equipment is fully transistorised, and can contain 
either one or two selection units. The ground station 
transmits a two-pulse code to call up a given aircraft, and 
an aural or visual signal then warns the pilot that he is 
"wanted on the radio-telephone". In this way, SELCAL 
relieves the pilot of the task of continuously monitoring 
the radio channels for messages intended for him. 

Missile Destruction 
W REBUS Mk. 4 Receiver-the airborne component of the 

missile destruct system developed by the Weapons 
Research Establishment-was on display. Designed by 
Bush Murphy Electronics, this latest receiver initiates the 
destruction of a missile on receipt of a special coded radio 
command signal from a ground installation. 

The photograph below shows the ground installation 
and aerial arrays which trigger the airborne receiver in the 
missile. 

···~ U©UC,) 
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PART THREE-AS EASY AS PI 

ONE of the quantities most frequently encountered in 
electrical calculations is the fraction 1/(271). Now, 

1/(271) = 0·159, which is an awkward number. We can 
eliminate the decimal point by writing it as 159 x J0-3 • 

This is usually helpful in calculations, because I0-3 

can be merged with one of the other "powers of ten" 
which invariably creep in when one is dealing with 
kilocycles, miilihenries, and microfarads. Moreover, 
one can usually write 160 for 159 without serious loss of 
accuracy, since the error introduced is less than one 
per cent. 

By exercising a little common sense, one can often 
simplify calculations in another way. Here is an 
example: How can one ensure that the coupling 
between valves VI and V2 in the audio amplifier 
shown in Fig. 1 passes a wide range of audio fre
quencies? Now it is well known that, once Ra and Rg 
are fixed, the cut-off frequencies depend on the circuit 
capacitances. At low frequencies, the impedance of 
Cl becomes sufficiently large in comparison with Rg 
that a substantial amount of the output from V 1 is 
lost in Cl. 

LOW FREQUENCY CUT-OFF 
A convenient way of describing the performance of 

the coupling circuit is to state the frequency at which 
Cl causes a 3dB loss. This means that only about 
70 per cent of the voltage at V 1 anode reaches V2 grid. 
This cut-off frequency is given by f = I/(21TC1Rg), but we 
are interested in calculating the required value of Cl 
when Ru and fare fixed. Rearranging the formula gives: 

C1 = 1/(211/Ru) = (159 X J0-3)//Ru farads 
= (159 X 103)//Ru microfarads 

Now, the choice of /is usually fairly wide. The lower 
limit of audibility is about 15c/s, but is not definite. 
We are perfectly at liberty to take it as I 5·9c/s, and 
this makes the arithmetic much easier: 

159 X lOa = J0-2 = O·OI F 
15·9 X 106 p 

In many practical audio systems, the bass cut-off 
frequency is made higher than this. For example, the 
available loudspeaker may not be able to handle 
frequencies below 30c/s. In this case one can take the 
cut-off as 2 X 15·9c/s and C1 becomes 0·005pF. 

On the other hand, in a negative feedback amplifier 
one may wish to make the cut-off much lower and 
define the low-frequency limit elsewhere in the circuit. 
One can make it 1·59c/s (C1 = O·lpF) or 2 x 1·59c/s 
(C1 = 0·05pF), choosing the nearest multiple or sub
multiple of 1·59 which is appropriate. 
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HIGH FREQUENCY CUT-OFF 
The high frequency cut-off depends on the value of 

the anode load resistance RL (which is equal to Ra in 
parallel with Rg and the output resistance of Vl) 
and the stray capacitance c., which includes the output 
capacitance of Vl, input capacitance of V2, capacitance 
to earth of C1 , Ra, and Rg, plus wiring and valveholder 
capacitances. These capacitances can and should be 
very low. 

The formula for cut-off frequency is f = I/(21TCsRa, 
and if c. and/are fixed this determines Raat I/(21TCsf) or 
(159 x J0-3)/C.fwhere c. is in farads and fin cycles 
per second. Practical units to handle are often 
picofarads and kilocycles, so we multiply Cs by J0-12 

andfby 103
, and the formula as a whole becomes: 

159 x to-a 
Ra = Cs X J0-12 X f X wa ohms 

159 X 106 

Csf 

So all we have to do is choose I S·9kc/s as the upper 
limit of audible frequencies to make the arithmetic 
easy. A possible value for Cs is 50pF, in which case: 

R - 159 
X l0

6 
- 2 ]05 h - 200 k'J h a - IS·9 X 50 - x o ms - 1 o ms 

RESISTANCES IN PARALLEL 
This is a typical value for a pentode voltage amplifier. 

In practice, the cut-off frequency may be higher than 
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Fig. I. Coupling components between two audio amplifier 
stages 



16kc/s with the circuit values stated, because Ra. is 
shunted by R 9 and the output resistance of the pentode. 
Assuming these to be 1 megohm each, what is the net 
parallel resistance? A resistance of 200 kilohms is the 
same as five resistances of 1 megohm in parallel. R 9 
and the pentode's output resistance add another two 
1 megohm resistances in parallel, making seven in all, 
so the net resistance is 108 f7 ohms = 143 kilohms. 

In practice, the output resistance of the pentode is 
usually unknown and often considerably more than 
1 megohm. Assuming it to be infinite makes little 
difference. In our case, the net resistance is then 
108/6 ohms = 167 kilohms. What then, is the true 
cut-off frequency? There is clearly no serious error 
in taking the resistance to be 159 kilohms to make the 
arithmetic easier. Then, with our values, 

159 X 10-3 

I= 159 x 103 x 50 x 10 12 c/s 

= 20kc/s 

Suppose, however, that we wish to make Ra. as high as 
possible consistent with a cut-off frequency of about 
16kc/s. As we have seen, Rain parallel with R 9 must 
be 200 kilohms. Since this is the same as five 1 megohm 
resistance& in parallel, and Ru is one of them, Ra 
must be made up of the remaining four in parallel, so 
Ra = 250 kilohms. 

Note that in all these calculations we could have 
written 160 x 1Q-8 for 1/(27r) and taken frequencies such 
as 16c/s and 16kc/s, without introducing any error in the 
final result. All because we do not need to specify 
the cut-off frequency precisely. 

TUNED CIRCUIT 
The resonant frequency of an LC circuit is given by 

the formulafo = 1/(27r)y'(LC). However, one is usually 
interested in finding L or C when the frequency is 
fixed. In this case the first step is to square the 
formula: 

(/o)2 = 1/(27r)2LC cycles per second 

which gives 

L = 1/(41T2fo2C) henries 
and C = 1/(41T2fo2L) farads 

For rough estimates 41T2 is not much of an embarass
ment, since it is very nearly 40, a nice round number; 
so -i'rf = 0·025. But if we are to be precise, 1/(47r2) = 
0·02533 = 2533 x I0-5• This is awkward, but we 
can often make the arithmetic simpler by choosing 
values of L or C which cancel with 2533. 
Example. A 100kcfs crystal oscillator incorporates an 
LC circuit tuned to the same frequency. A dust-cored 
coil adjustable from 10-13mH is available, and the 
required tuning capacitance has to be calculated. To 
make arithmetic easy, we choose a value for L which 
divides exactly into 2533. In this case, the required 
value is 25·33/2 = 12·665mH, which is 1/200 of 2533. 

. 2533 X 10-5 

Hence C = 1010 x 12.665 x 10_3 farads 

= 200 X 10-5 X 103 X 10-10 farads 
= 200 X 10-s X 103 X 10-10 X 1012 pico

farads 
= 200pF 

This gives us an accurate pair of values for L and C. 

But is it the best pair? Clearly not, because the capaci
tor is subject to tolerance limits and will also be modi
fied by stray capacitance. To compensate for this 
variation we want to use a value for L which gives a 
good range of adjustment in either direction, high or 
low. 

Our assumed value, 12·665mH is too near the upper 
limit of 13mH. We need something near 11·5mH, 
which is the half-way mark. There is nothing sacro
sanct about 12·665mH. We used it merely to make 
calculation of a possible value of C easy and it can 
now be forgotten. The trick is to remember that 
tuning depends on L x C. If one is increased the 
other must be decreased by the same factor to keep 
the frequency constant. To be precise, for constant 
frequency the relation LC = mL x Cfm must be· 
satisfied, where m is the incremental factor. 

If we make m= 0·9 then 12·665mH becomes 
11-3985mH (which is almost ll·4) and 200pF becomes 
222pF. Now, 11·4mH is practically at the centre of 
the range of adjustment of L, which is satisfactory. 
The only remaining difficulty is stray capacitance. 
How big is it? Assuming a coil self-capacitance of 
15pF and valve and wiring capacitance of 7pF we have 
to make C = 200pF to get the total correct. We have 
about 10 per cent margin on L, so if C is a 5 per cent 
tolerance component this leaves another 5 per cent 
(lOpF) to compensate for errors in estimating stray 
capacitances. Unless our estimate is seriously out, a 
5 per cent tolerance 200pF capacitor will be satis
factory. We may, however, want to vary the tuning 
slightly so as to "pull" the crystal to exactly 100kc/s, in 
which case a closer tolerance would be desirable. 

Meetings ... 
THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL AND 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN ENGINEERS LTD 
LONDON 

Date: October 17 
Title: 

Tilfle: 

Technical Education in the Modern World 
Lord Bowden of Chesterfield, M.A., 
Ph.D., M.Sc.(Tech.), C.Eng., M.I.E.E. 

6p.m. 
Address: l.E.E. Lecture Theatre, Savoy Place, 

London, W.C.2. 

SOCIETY OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIO 
TECHNICIANS 
GLASGOW 

Date: October 18 
Visit to Honeywell Contmls Ltd., Airdrie 

Time: 7 p.m. 
Further information from 'fhe Secretary, 33 Bedford Street, 
London, W.C.2. 

JOINT MEETINGS 
Date: October 24 
Title: A Slow-motion Videotape Recorder 

P. Rainger 
Time: 5.30 p.m. 
Address: I.E. E., Savoy Place, London, W.C.2 . 

(ltponsored by the l.E.E., I.E.R.E., and the Television 
Society). 

Date: October 25-26 
Title: Euston Main-line Electrification 
Time: 5.30 p.m. 
Address: I.E.E., Savoy Place, London, W.C.2. 

This a joint conference sponsored by the I.E.E. and the 
l.Mech.E. Registration forms are available from Institu
tion of Mechanical Engineers, 1 Birdcage Walk, London, 
S.W.l. 
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A Commentary on sound Reproducing Equipment by Clement Brown 

IT is generally true that exhibitions, whether for the 
public or a comparatively limited trade audience, are 

often used as the occasion to unveil new products. 
Certainly this was so with the Television and Radio 
Show, to which can· be attributed the arrival of some 
interesting audio equipment. . 

Held in London at the end of August, this trade-only 
exhibition placed particular emphasis on colour 
television and mass-produced stereo radio, but some 
new ranges of high fidelity units (which would have 
been the focus of attention at any Audio Fair) had also 
been prepared for a first showing. Tape recorder 
manufacturers and importers have also been very 
active. Unlike earlier public Radio Shows, this year's 
event was international. 

Integrated tuner-amplifiers, presented as neat shelf 
units for use with separate speakers, have been growing 
in popularity and were evidently accepted in Continental 
and Scandinavian countries before making any real 
impact here at home. Now the extension of the 
BBC's stereo service in London and the South-East 
may well increase demand for such units. 

Numerous imported examples are equipped for 
stereo reception, and it is easily demonstrated that 
separate, compact speakers give better fidelity as well as 
more accurate stereo. New receivers of this type are by 
Arena, Telefunken, Grundig and Philips. Another is 
the Korting 400: this hybrid transistor-valve design 
offers stereo f.m., the s.w., m.w. and l.w. bands and 
10 watts per channel-all for 65 gn. 

DECODERS FOR TUNERS 
Enthusiasts who own f.m. tuners designed for 

conversion to stereo can in certain cases obtain decoders 
at moderate cost. Here, "designed for conversion" 
means the provision of the power supply for a decoder 
as well as facilities for deriving two channels from this 
extra unit. · 

For their tuners, Rogers are introducing a decoder in 
two versions. One is unpowered and for use with this 
firm's latest tuner only. An alternative version is 
mains-powered and suitable for other Rogers tuners. 
Prices have yet to be announced. A decoder was 
announced some time ago from Armstrong. 

Heathkit say that their transistor decoder will be 
available during November at £8 !Os in kit form. An 
assembled unit will cost £12 5s. Points from the 
specification are: output 250m V per channel; input 
400nW from the tuner discriminator stage; and 
frequency range 50-15,000cjs. 

HI·FI UNITS 
Sony, the Japanese manufacturer well known for 

tape recorders, now introduces several items of pro
fessional disc equipment. For example, there is a 
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most impressive two-speed turntable for which a wow 
and flutter figure of 0·05 per cent is quoted. Its most 
unusual feature is a servo-controlled d.c. motor, 
claimed to give vibrationless, low-noise operation. 

Then there is the VCSE stereo cartridge, a high
compliance model employing the moving-coil principle. 
Response range is quoted as I0-25,000c/s; the playing 
weight range is 0·5 grammes and an elliptical stylus is 
fitted. With such an advanced specification it is no 
surprise to learn that the price is to be about 26 gn. 
Two Sony pick-up arms with every conceivable refine
ment are also in the professional price range. 

Audio units from Philips-a dozen in all, made in 
Holland-are bound to attract considerable attention. 
The electronic units are up-to-the-minute in design and 
fitted in teak-veneered cases for shelf mounting. 
Stereo tuner-amplifier GH930, at 93 gn, is an all
transistor a.m./f.m. model rated at 7W sine-wave 
power per channel into 8 ohms. Switchable "silent 
tuning" eliminates interstation noise on f. m. 

Transistor amplifiers range from the GH925 (4W per 
channel, price 22 gn) to the GH919 (57 gn) which gives 
20W per channel and has every control facility the 
enthusiasts could desire as well as inpnts for magnetic 
and crystal pickups (but not ceramics, oddly enough), 
tuner, tape recorder and other equipment. 

Then there are the GH926, a simple f.m. tuner at 
23 gn, and a more elaborate a.m./f.m, model. Other 
items include speaker systems and a most attractive 
transcription player unit which, at 39 gn, incorporates 
the magnetodynamic stereo head. Specifications are 
available from Philips Electrical Ltd., Century House, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2. The prices 
mentioned here exclude the current purchase tax 
surcharge. 

FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR 
A remarkable array of components and audio units 

for the constructor and experimenter is offered by 
B. Adler and Sons (Radio) Ltd., 32a Coptic Street, 
London, W.C.l. The imported Eagle range, now 
considerably extended, includes a variety of small 
components for electronic projects as well as dual-cone 
speaker units and such items as mixers, cartridge pre
amplifiers and headphone junction boxes. 

Ready-made audio units, all at moderate prices, 
include the Eagle SMX52 stereo tuner-amplifier (49 gn), 

The Japanese "Neat" pick-up arm 



Phillips mono cassette 
tape recorder 

an a.m./f.m. tuner, and the SA lOO amplifier rated at SW 
per channel. There are also compact speakers and 
numerous microphones. 

Among the simpler examples of disc equipment is the 
Neat arm, now imported from Japan by Howland-West 
Ltd. Selling at a little over £10, this component has a 
high quality finish, adjustable counterweight and pivot 
pedestal, and a plug-in shell which accepts most makes 
of cartridge. Outputs are brought to a four-way 
socket in the pedestal base and cables are provided for 
connection to an amplifier. 

Another item in the low-cost category is the Sonic 10 
speaker system. This bookshelf speaker is distinctly 
unusual in that it incorporates a simple transistor 
amplifier rated at IOW as well as a 6! in bass unit and 
separate tweeter. It is intended for use with tape 
recorders and radios of limited output. Feeding their 
low-level outputs to the Sonic I 0 will give improved 
fidelity at, of course, a higher volume level. · This 
ingenious solution to a long-standing problem is priced 
at 19! gn and made by Van der Molen Ltd., 42 Mawney 
Road, Romford, Essex. 

TAPE RECORDERS 
The Beocord 2000 De Luxe is a new version of a 

Bang and Olufsen stereo tape recorder which was 
already familiar in the U.K. Mixing and control 
facilities are improved and it is possible to achieve 
variable echo effects and sound-on-sound recording. 
Also introduced are the Beocord 1000, a mono plinth
mounted machine, and the Beocord I500 De Luxe. 
The latter is a stereo tape unit without output stages, 
designed for use with hi fi systems and priced at I05 gn. 

An unusual head arrangement is used in the 2000 and 
I500 models. There are separate heads for half-track 
recording and playback, but an additional head is also 
fitted for quarter-track playback, In this way it is 
possible to reproduce commercial tape records and 
benefit from the technical superiority of half-track 
recording. Beocords have Perspex covers and rose
wood or teak plinths. 

New Sony recorders are twq s~o· models and the 
high quality TC800 mono portable ( I9s) which has 
two speeds and facilities for mains o ·battery opera
tion. Model·TC530 is a transistorised machine 

fagle SMX52 stereo tuner-amplifier 

Van der Molen Sonic 10 
speaker system 

for quarter-track recording. At £126 it is in the semi
professional class and features a wide-range speaker 
system, 5W per channel output and three speeds. 

A stereo tape unit, model TC350, is suitable for use 
with hi-fi equipment and is also recommended for 
experimental work and teaching. Priced at £78 15s, 
this all-transistor unit has the 7! and 3!injsec speeds, 
three heads and inputs for microphones, radio and 
record player. Features include sound-on-sound 
recording, track transfer and 0·17 per cent maximum 
flutter at top speed. Sony and Bang and Olufsen Sales 
Divisions are both at Mercia Road, Gloucester. 

CASSETTES 
Tape cassettes, which have become available in 

severa1 forms during the past few years, are enclosed 
containers of tape for use on specially designed 
recorders. The elimination of tape threading and 
manipulation is attractive to those who normally 
find recorders too "technical" or inconvenient. 

All one does is play the tape through (or record on it, 
as the case may be) and then turn the cassette over for 
the use of another track. The experimenter has no use 
for this, of course; he requires open spools so that he 
can edit his tapes. 

There is new activity in this field with the introduction 
of Musicassettes by Philips and E.M.I. These are tape 
records of popular music (classical issues follow later), 
equivalent to LP discs and available in stereo and mono 
at £2 each. Similar to the cassettes of unrecorded tape 
already popularised by Philips, the Musicassettes 
operate at I !in/sec and employ a quarter-track system 
on ~in wide tape. 

Philips have mains machines for playing stereo and 
mono Musicassettes and there is also a battery portable 
-the gramophone industry's answer to the transistor 
radio. Other firms, including Elizabethan, are also 
making cassette recorders. There are, however, other 
cassette systems, notably a Continental one using 
iin tape at 2in/sec. 

Bang and Olufsen Beocord 2000 tape recorder 
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Refinements and modifications to suit Negative "Earth" Systems by E. BARNm 

As a result of the great deal of interest, albeit some 
critical, shown in the Solid State Ignition system 

(September 1966 PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS) there follows 
a few circuit improvements and answers to some of the 
problems raised in the bulk of the correspondence. 

A popular request, was for a possible modification of 
the circuit to suit cars with negative "earth" systems. 
Such a conversion is treated here in detail and as such it 
allows us to make some amendments to the components 
list and Fig. 5b in the original article. Some readers 
were quick to spot some printing errors: C4 was 
incorrectly terminated in Fig. 5b and some of the 
resistors showed inconsistent ratings on Fig. 3 and the 
components list. These inconsistencies an: resolved in 
Figs. 2a and 2b and the components list (given in this 
article), which has been enlarged to include some extra 
components. The inclusion of these will be explained, 
and the addresses of the suppliers of the transformer and 
invertor transistors have also been added. 

NEGATIVE EARTH CONVERSION 
Few alterations are required to the electronic ignition 

system to enable it to be fitted to a negative "earth" 
system. The changes are mainly confined to the trigger 
circuit and installation details. The only changes in 
circuit components occur in the trigger circuit. Fig. 1 
in this article shows the modified trigger circuit only. 
TR3 and R6 have been removed since they are no longer 
necessary (the earthy side of the contact breaker is 
negative). Capacitor C6 has been added to retain the 
small delay (approx. 500ps) necessary to overcome 
contact breaker point bounce. Also added are 
capacitor C7 and diode D5. A full explanation of the 
latter two components is given later. New com
ponents C7 and D5 are required for both positive and 
negative systems. 

The circuit operation is similar to the positive 
"earth" system. When the points open the potential 
at the TR4 emitter rises to its intrinsic value (approxi
mately 6 to 8 volts) at which point the emitter-base 1 
(bl)junction of the unijunction transistor TR4 conducts, 
producing a short pulse across RI 0 and causing the 
thyristor to fire. 
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TO RZ 
TO IGNITION SWITCH 
(+12 VOLTS) 

COMMON NEGATIVE LINE 
FOR CAPACITOR DISCHARGE CIRCUIT 

S.W. TERMINAL 
ON IGNITION 
COIL 

Fig. l. Amended circuit of the trigger for negative "earth" 
systems 

It has been decided to add D5 and C7 for these 
reasons. After the points have opened and the 
thyristor has fired, a small residual voltage remains 
across R 10 while the points are open. The time for 
which the points are open is longer than the spark time 
and hence the voltage (although no greater than 1 V at 
maximum) could possibly cause the thyristor to fire 
irregularly and increase heat dissipation in the convertor 
transistors and transformer T 1. So C7 has been 
included (for both positive and negative "earth" 
systems) to block any residual d.c. voltage across RIO 
while passing the initial firing pulse. Diode D5 
prevents the thyristor gate from going negative which 
could occur due to the presence of C7. It is advisable 
for any reader contemplating building this system to 
include the above addition. · 

Fig. 2a shows the complete wiring and component 
layout of the modified unit for negative "earth" 
systems. 
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Fig. 2a (rlghtJ. Modified wiring and layout for negative 
"earth" systems 

Fig. 2b (above). Underside view of the component assembly 
board after modification 

INSTALLATION FOR NEGATIVE EARTH 
The following instructions for negative systems are to 

be carried out with reference to Figs. 5a and 5b on page 
632: 
(I) Remove the earth wire from present connection at 

position L2 on the Veroboard and reconnect it to 
position G3. 

(2) Remove the wire from present connection at 
position Gl6 on the Veroboard and reconnect it to 
position L2. 

(3) Remove the wire from present connection at 
position JIO on Veroboard and reconnect it to 
position K9. 

In the original article the installation instructions 
were given in three paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) on page 
632. 

Of these instructions only (a) and (b) ate still to be 
followed for negative earth installation. Paragraph (c) 
should be amended to read as follows for negative 
systems: 

COMPONENTS • • • 
Resistors 

RI 3·30 3W wirewound 
R2 5600 2W carbon 
R3 3·30 3W wirewound 
R4 3·30 3W wirewound 
RS 100 JW wirewound 

*R6 4·3k0 
R7 4700 
R8 220k0 
R9 1800 
RIO 1000 
RII 1·2k0 2W 

All resistors, 10%, !W carbon except where otherwise 
quoted 
Capacitors 

C I 2Sp.F elect. 2SV 
C2 2Sp.F elect. 2SV 
C3 0·25p.F paper I SOY 
C4 I·Op.F polyester 400V 

Transformer 
TJ Repanco Type TTSI (Repanco Ltd., 203 Foleshill 

Road, Coventry.) 

WIRES 
IGNITION 
SWITCH 

Semiconductors 

TO POINTS 
LT. TERMINAL 

TRJ OC20 (Mullard) }(Radio Crosland, Ltd., 
TR2 OC20 (Mullard) 24 Foley Street, Loridon, 

*TRJ OC201 (Mullard) W. 1.) 
TR4 2N 2160 (International Rectifier, Hurst Green, 

Oxted, Surrey) 
SCRI 2NIS99 (Davis and Whitworth Ltd., 

220--4 West Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.) 
Dl-04 BYJOO (4 off) tDS OA202 (Mullard) 

Miscellaneous 
Chassis 6in X 4in X 2in with cover plate 
Veroboard, 2in X 2!-in, 0·15 hole matrix 
Heat sink compound (International Rectifier) 
Terminal block strip, bushes and mica insulators 
Solder tags and wire 

• Denotes components deleted for negative 11eOrth" system 
t Denotes component additions for positive and ne1otive "earth" 

systems 
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Mount the unit away from heat source snd In the direct 
path of air flow to keep it cool 

(c) Remove any wires connected to SW terminal on 
ignition coil and join them to the lead from terminal 
block position 1 of the ignition system. Next, 
connect the SW terminal of the ignition coil to the 
car chassis (i.e. battery negative). 

OTHER POINTS RAISED 
The opportunity has been taken in this text to answer 

some general queries raised in letters to the Editor about 
the original article. 

Some readers were concerned that in the article no 
mention was made of the capacitor (usually O·l,uF) 
normally found across the points of most cars. It was 
intended that the capacitor should remain in situ. In 
fact with R6 in the circuit diagram (Fig. 3 page 630) it 
provides approximately 500,us delay necessary to over
come point bounce which was mentioned earlier in the 
article. 

Another query raised the fact that in the circuit 
diagram there was no apparent method of connecting 
the ignition system to the negative side of the car 
battery supply. On page 632 sub-paragraph (c), it was 
mentioned that a wire from the ignition unit was 
attached to the SW terminal of the coil; Fig. 5b shows 
this wire attached to terminal block position 1. Since 
no mention was made of removing any wires connected 
to the coil SW terminal, it was to be assumed that the 
wire from the ignition unit would join those already 
attached to the SW terminal. In fact, Fig. 1 does show 
the negative line of the unit connected to the SW 
terminal. 

Many of our more technically minded readers pro
vided criticism of the rating of Rll. The author does 
admit that this is underrated for six cylinder cars and 
should be increased to 5 watts in this application
however, for four cylinder engines, the mean power 
dissipated in this resistor will find an adequate rating in 
the 2 watts specified. 

Finally, in reply to the motor cycle enthusiast, the 
system is NOT suitable for 6 volt operation without 
considerable circuit re-design. * 
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USING THE TEST GEAR TRIO 
continued from page 799 

This resistor is also shown in Fig. 8 and is marked 
Rsour'ce. 

If the input is provided by a moving coil microphone 
then the series resistor Rsoeurce should be of a value 
indicated by the manufacturers of the microphone. 
This value varies considerably but in the absence of any 
information in this regard then a resistor of 220 ohms 
should prove to be near enough to indicate the value of 
stage gain. 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 
The measurement of input impedance is the most 

difficult parameter to arrive at without resorting to a 
considerable amount of calculation. Therefore in 
Fig. 9 a relatively simple approach to the problem is 
given that will still produce quite workable results. 

Connect up the instruments as indicated, then 
increase the output of the signal generator until an 
output is measured with the millivoltmeter, that is 
within the collector swing capabilities of the stage under 
test, with VR1 set at zero resistance. Now increase the 
value of VR1 until the output measured by the milli
voltmeter has reduced by half. That is to say, if the 
initial reading was 1 volt r.m.s. then the reading after 
adjusting VRl should be 0·5 volt. 

The next step is to remove VR1 carefully from 
circuit ensuring that the spindle is not turned inadvert
ently and then measure its set resistance. This value of 
resistance is a good indication of the input impedance of 
that stage. 

It must be appreciated however that this measure
ment has been made with a source resistance that has 
varied as the input condition has .been changed and that 
the final value of set resistance indicated by VR1 in 
effect becomes the, source resistance if the generator 
output impedance is comparatively low. 

This is a most difficult measurement, being tied up 
with source resistance, feedback over the stage itself and 
also the values of the bias stabilising resistors; however a 
reasonable indication may be obtained in this manner. 
As in the case of stage gain measurement the external 
load presented to the collector of the transistor can 
have a considerable effect upon the input impedance. 

Quite obviously we have only ventured some small way 
into testing procedures but all types of test programmes 
follow in a similar manner and practical experience in 
one aspect soon leads to more enquiry and efficiency in 
an altogether different field. * 
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IGHT Ll 

THIS simple and amusing me (not to be taken tog> 
1 seriously) employs the pri ciple of"~ resista.nQC'' 

to operate a relay and ind· ator }artlp. The control 
knob is set to determine wh d~j(ee of body resistance 
is required to bring the la p 'n. The scale is purely 
arbitrary, hence the somew t humorous effort ratings. 

It is emphasised that this is a competitive game 
between two or more persons to see who may have the 
"strongest" grip. The word strongest in this context is 
used in a relative sense. 

SIMPLE CIRCUIT 
The circuit is very simple, the whole unit can be made 

for less than £1. 
The circuit diagram in Fig. 1 shows a pair of copper 

tubes as the hand grip conductors which, when shorted 
out present a very low current path through the two 
potentiometers to the base of the transistor TRI. This 
causes the collector current to rise from about 40pA to 
15mA due to the collector voltage falling. The voltage 
across the relay rises to almost full battery potential. 
These figures are quoted for conditions whereby VR1 
and VR2 are set to zero resistance. 

If the base resistance is increased by adjusting one or 
both of these potentiometers, the collector current will 
not rise to such a high current. They can be set to a 
value which gives a collector current rise just sufficient 
to operate the relay; this is in the region of 1 OmA for a 
base resistance of about 45 kilohms. 

If we remove the 'short between the hand grip 
terminals and use human body resistance by holding the 
tubes in the hands, a variable element is introduced to 
the base circuit. The potentiometers are then adjusted 
to· supplement the body resistance and provide the 
required operating conditions. VR2 is a course 
control to take up a large part of the supplementary 
resistance while VR 1, being a relatively low value, acts as 
a fine control, which can be scaled as shown in the 
photograph and blueprint drawing. 

The diode D1 across the relay coil damps any 
transient peaks from back e.m.f. in the coil, and so 
avoids the possibility of damaging the transistor. 

The rest of the circuit is straightforward; the relay 
closes contacts RLA1 to connect the lamp across one of 
the 6 volt battery packs. This gives an indication of 
the relay operating current which is inversely propor
tional to the body resistance. 

Since the base current is good contact 
between the grip tubes, the hands be in 
good contact with them. Therefore; grip 
on the tube the lower will be tile resistance. 
Moisture or perspiration on the hands will act as a good 
conductor and improve physical contact. 

One word of assurance to anyone who is afraid of 
harm resulting from current being passbd through the 
body; the current here is extremely: low. No ill 
effects or sensations will be experien<*l~ Even a baby 
can play this game, and indeed has done so. 

COMPONENT NOTES 
All details for the construction work are shown on the 

blueprint and should not present ariy difficulty. This 
project, in fact, is ideally suited to 11- schoolboy or a 
beginner. , , , 

Most of the components and ma,erials are easily 
obtainable but one or two notes may be helpful to the 
constructor (see blueprint). n 

Both potentiometers are panel mouflting types; VRI 
is fitted with a pointer knob, VR2 willjrequire a "screw
driver slot" cut in the end of the sp\niilc using a hack
saw. When doing this operation, grip the spindle in a 
vice to avoid damaging the component. 

The transistor is quoted as an M because these 
are obtainable quite cheaply of our 
advertisers. An OC81 or OC81D as well. 

The batteries (eight HP7's in held in 
two plastics holders, obtainable 
including Home Radio and G. W. 

Copper tube might turn out to blelti:llJpeilshre 
moment but brass may be used as a .... ,, .... ,.u ...... 

is preferred because of its high COJ1(1p~ti1Vity 
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Fir. I. Circuit dlarram of 
the Ml1ht LIJht game. 
This Is also shown with all 
other drawlnrs on the 
bluefJrlnt 

CONSTRUCTION AND WIRING 
Start the construction work by drilling a 

hole in the Veroboard (position E7) to 
take the mounting screws for the relay 
(Fig. 2). Fit the relay with its diode D1 

WandlrPII!ts 
and Sockets 

across the coil tags. The transistor is wired onto the 
board with p.v.c. sleeving over the wires. The collector 
is the wire nearest a white stripe or dot on the side of the 
encapsulation. The base is the centre wire. 

Connect stiff p.v.c. coveted wire between the contact 
tags (furthest away from the coil tags) and hole 15. 
Similarly do likewise between the relay coil tags and 
holes D4 and A5. The rest of the wiring can be done 
with flexible wire. Solder 6in lengths onto the centre 
tags of the relay contacts and holes B1, F1, 11 and B2. 
Leave one end of each of these hanging until the box is 
made and other components mounted. 

Fig. 3 shows the dimensioned details of the box, 
which is made from tin plywood with a triangular 
section wood trim round the front. A iin diameter 
hole is bored in the centre of the top to take VRl. 
Another is bored in the back plate for VR2. Do not 
fix this rear panel until VR2 is wired up. 

The grip tube connection details are self explanatory 
(Fig. 4); the knot and stopper idea is to take the strain 
off the soldered connection. The tubes should be 
cleaned and polished for maximum efficiency. 

Sheet aluminium 18 s.w.g. is cut and drilled according 
to Fig. 5 then polished with steel wool and oil. 

Once the box is made and finished to look attractive, 
the rest of the wiring can be done (Fig. 2). The battery 
connectors should be connected to the flying leads from 
holes B1 (BY1 negative) and 11 (BY2 positive). Note 
that another wire is taken from the lampholders to the. 
joining link between BY1 positive and BY2 negative. 

The flying lead from hole F1 is taken through to VR2 
on the back panel. The wiper and the outer tag of VR2 
goes to VRl. The wiper and other outer tag of VRl 

RLA 
1 700 

Df 

+ OAst 
-.-m: 

6V I 
I ... 

---.--
8YZ I 

6V J. 

are connected to one of the wander plug terminals. 
Connect the flying lead from hole B2 to the other 
terminal. 

All that remains now is to connect the relay contact 
centre tags to the lampholder, fit the bulb and batteries 
-observing polarity very" carefully-then try it out. 

If desired a scale of some kind can be fitted on top of 
the box; a suggestion is shown in Fig. 6 full size. 

The potentiometer should be mounted so that the 
non-operational arc of knob rotation coincides with the 
blank space on the scale. 

PLAY THE GAME 
To check that the circuit is working, rotate both 

potentiometer spindles fully counter-clockwise and 
short-circuit the two terminals. The relay should 
operate and lamp light. Now plug in the grip tube 
leads after removing the shorting link, and let one tube 
touch the other. The lamp should come on again. 

·Separate the tubes, turn VR2 fully clockwise and VRl 
to about mid-scale. Grip one tube in one hand and the 
other tube in the other hand. Then ask a friend to turn 
VR2 very slowly until the lamp just comes on. 

This setting is used as your reference point. Turn 
VR1 fully clockwise then Jet go of the tubes and ask 
someone else to grip them. If the light does not come 
on rotate VR1 back until it does; this point will be his 
"effort rating" in comparison to yours. 

Remember that VRl should be fully clockwise 
(maximum resistance) before each competitor has a try. 
It may be necessary to adjust VR2 occasionally so that 
competitors' ratings can be accommodated within the 
scale ofVRI. 

Certain conditions can influence the ratings, so 
practice in the discrete use of VR2 can cause some 
amusement. 

During a trial run this device was tried by males and 
females of a wide variety of ages. Young children 
were found to operate the light much easier than adults. 
Ode lady was hardly able to operate it at all within the 
same range as her competitors. 

It will probably be found that it is more difficult to 
operate when the tubes are cold. After a little use the 
tubes will warm up from the heat of the hands and make 
it easier. Perspiration naturally aids conductivity so to 
be fair all competitors should start with clean dry hands. 

. The relay will have a certain degree of residual 
) magnetism so the competitor should release his grip for 

· each try otherwise misleading results may occur. * 



6'EAKSOUND WHAT EVERY 
CONSTRUCTOR, 
EXPERIMENTER 
ANQ DESIGNER 
SHOULD HAVE 

THE NEW WONDER CIRCUIT SYSTEM 
for making your own 
INSTANT circuits 
DO ALL YOU WANT FROM A PRINTED CIRCUIT 

Think what it means to be able to have just ONE printed circuit 
to the design you want and you will see immediately just how 
wonderfully CIR·KIT more than fills that long felt need. 
CIR-KIT is quick- you simply lay the self-adhesive strip on 
the board, drill holes for the components and you are ready to 
solder them in at once. CIR·KIT is clean-there are no 
chemicals, acids or etching processes involved. CIR-KIT is 
adaptable-you can amend a circuit again and again quickly 
and easily. Ideal for experimenters, this CIR·KIT is economical 
-the No. 3 Constructors' Kit advertised here contains enough 
material to make up about 10 circuits, and components may be 
closely mounted if desired. You can also repair damaged con
ventional printed circuits; you can experiment quickly and 
cheaply. In fact, CIR·KIT is the most revolutionary advance 
in circuit techniques since the printed circuit itself was 
invented and is already being used by many of the most 
famous houses in electronics. 

NO CHEMICALS, ETCHING 
HEAT, SPECIAL TOOLS OR 
RESTRICTIONS to LAY-OUT 

Enough for about ten 
Clll-KIT KIT No. l contains high quality mountine: board 
(Bakelice laminate E.IO) size 6" x 12", <4" x 6" CIR-KIT special 
adhesive copper sheet and 15ft. of l" CIR-KIT special adhesive 
copper strip. land areas and special shapes are cut from the 
CIR·KIT sheet. The heat-resistant adhesive used will last 
indefinitely with normal use even if you strip and remount 
your CIR-KIT. With full instructions. 

circuits 

15/-

PEAK SOUND (HARROW) L TO. 
10 ASHER DRIVE, ASCOT, BERKSHIRE 

Phone: WINKFIELD ROW 3217, STD Code OEH47 
Distributors to the Wholesale and Retail Radio Trade in the U.K. 

TECHNICAL SUPPLIERS LTD. 
13 80LDHAWK ROAD, LONDON, W.12 

Phone 603-2581 : 603·4794 

Th1s is K,t No. 3 complete with instructions, board 
and material in sealed polythene pock ready for 
immediate use. Price 15/-

Lay the strip and land 
areas, drill holes for 
the components and your 
cirt:uit is ready for the 
components. 
Nothing could be simpler, 
yet the result is 100~:. 
professional. 

Please quote Dept. PE. II if you prefer not to cut coupon out. 

r -------------~---, To PEAK SOUND !HARROW) LTD., 10 Asher Dr;ve, Ascol, Berks. 

Please send 

NAME. 

ADDRESS .... 

CIR·KIT(s) for whkh I enclose ... 

L.!O!!;!!T~ ~~--------- !!;li_J 
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EXPERIMENTS in 
LOGIC DESIGN 
by S. T. ANDREWS 

IT is only fair to admit at the start that division is not at 
all easy. In many·commercial computers, division, 

and also multiplication, is carried out not by a lot of 
extra electronics but by a special programme which is 
held permanently in part of the storage area of the 
machine. This programme is called into use whenever 
a division is required and issues instructions to the 
adding and subtracting circuits in the same way as an 
ordinary programme supplied by a programmer. 

These "built-in" programmes have to be kept in the 
machine's store all the time and are usually responsible 
for many of the more advanced functions; they are 
collectively referred to as software while the actual 
electronics is called the hardware. Division is com
monly handled by software but for the sake of complete
ness we will consider just the basis of a hardware 
system to do it. It will be necessary to make several 
detours from the main subject while doing so. 

THEORY OF DIVISION 
When discussing multiplication we saw that there 

were two ways of multiplying x by y. One method was 
to add x to itself y times, and the other was standard 
long multiplication involving the formation of partial 
products; it was this latter method we used. There 
are, naturally, other ways such as logarithms, but these 
are beyond the scope of our equipment. 

In division there are again several methods available 
for dividing x by y. It would be possible to subtract 
y from x repeatedly until an answer of zero was 
obtained. This would be extremely tedious. Alter
natively long division may be used and it is this tech
nique which is to be discussed here. 

In our usual fashion we shall consider a decimal 
example first, say 120633 7 237. In the standard 
decimal method the calculation proceeds as follows: an 
attempt is made to subtract 237 fcom the left-hand three 
digits of 120633 but this turns out to be impossible 
since it involves (120-237) and for the moment we are 
not concerned with negative numbers. Thus 237 is 
moved to the right one place and it can now be sub
tracted 5 times: 

5 
237)120633 

1185 
0021 

next, the left-hand 3 in 120633 is brought down and 
added to the right of the remainder of the subtraction, 
an attempt is made to subtract 237 from this but again 
this is impossible and so the last 3 is brought down. 
The resulting number, 2133, is exactly divisible by 237, 
nine times, so the calculation ends: 

812 

509 
237)120633 

1185 
0021 
00213 
002133 

237 X 9 = 002133 
000000 

In the binary system this process is simplified since 
there are only two possible numbers. Consider 110110 
7 1001 and, when working this out, we shall make all 
numbers up to six bits by adding O's where necessary. 

110 
1001)110110 

100100 
010010 
010010 
000000 
001001 

negative result here-ignored 

In this, and all future discussion on division, it is 
necessary to assume that x/y equals a whole number. 
In the simple arrangement to be discussed here any 
remainders will be lost and if x/y is not an integer then 
the result obtained will be the next lowest whole 
number. The type of division where the answer is 
approximated to the nearest whole number is called 
"rounded division". What we have here is not strictly 
rounded division since all answers are rounded down to 
the nearest whole number below. 

The example worked out above gives the beginning 
of a flow diagram for the division of xfy. First it is 
necessary to shift y to the left until its most-significant 1 
is in the same digit position as the most-significant I of x 
(i.e. it is necessary to ensure that these two 1 's are above 
each other as in the example above). It is possible to 
arrange for this to happen but this is difficult, a simpler 
arrangement simply goes on shifting y left until a I is 
found as the most-significant bit. 

Once this has been done the division loop can be 
entered for the first time. The actual loop is somewhat 
similar to the one used for multiplication but with a 
subtraction instead of an addition. The shifted value 
of y is subtracted from x and, to begin with, only the 
sign of the number produced is considered. If it is 
positive, or if the result is zero, then a I is written into 
the answer as the most-significant bit. If the result was 
negative then the shifted value of y was greater than the 
value of x, in this case y is shifted logically down one 
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a new 4-way method of mastering 
ELECTRONICS 
by doing - and 

BUILD 
and USE 

• see1ng . • 

READ and 
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• 

OWN and 
HANDLE a 

complete range of present
day ELECTRONIC PARTS 
and COMPONENTS 

a modern and profes
sional CATHODE RAY 

U N DE R S._T AND 
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

OSCILLOSCO 

CARRY OUT OVER 40 EXPERIMENTS ON BASIC ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUITS AND SEE HOW THEY WORK .•• INCLUDING 

• VALVE EXPERIMENTS • PHOTO ELECTRIC CIRCUIT • A.C. EXPERIMENTS 
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PRECISION SOLDERING EQUIPMENT 

Instant-heat Soldering Gun 
Solders in seconds ... heats immediately ... cools quickly. Long reach ... built-in 
spot-light. Perfectly balanced, lightweight, comfortable to use. Two position 
trigger for dual-heat control. 
EXPERT Dual-Heat Gun. 82000 57/6. 
EXPERT Soldering Kit. 82000-PK 72/6. 
Kit contains: Expert Gun; resin-cored solder; cleaning brush; soldering aid 
tool; spanner; 2 spare bits. In fully fitted polypropylene carrying case. 

The MARKSMAN Soldering Iron 
Compact, lightweight, highly efficient, gives full 25 w. heat at tip. 
Screw-in tips and long reach for tight space working. Handle always 
cool. 
MARKSMAN Soldering iron SP25D 25w. 240v. 29/-. 
MARKSMAN Soldering Kit SP25D-K. 38/-. Kit contains: Marksman 
Iron; resin"cored solder; soldering aid; 2 spare tips. 
Manufactured by the world's largest makers of quality soldeting tools. 

WJJ.u,_ ELECTRIC CORPORATION . HORS HAM • SUSSEX • TEL: HORS HAM 60807 

SUPPLIERS OF 
ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT 
TO ••• 

* UNIVERSITIES 
* COLLEGES OF TECHNOLOGY 
* COLLEGES OF FURTHER 

EDUCATION&; SCHOOLS 
* ALL ENTHUSIASTS 

OFFICIAL SUPPLIERS TO MANY 
EDUCATION AUTHORITIES 
Usual Educational Discounts 

OUR NEW 1966/67 
illustrated catalogue 

NOW AVAILABLE 
(send 1/- in stamps 

for your copy) 

INCLUDES 
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ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO. 

814 

103 Leeds Terrace 
Wintoun Street, Leeds 7 

Telephone 25187 

N£W £DITION 

RADIO VALVE 
DATA 

CHARACTERISTICS OF 7,000 VALVES 
TRANSISTORS • SEMICONDUCTOR 
DIODES 1r RECTIFIERS • CATHODE 

RAY TUBES 
Compiled "WW" 8th edition. 9/6 

Postage I/-

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ELEC· 
TRONICS, by C. Brown. 8/6. Postage 9d. 

TRANSISTORS FOR TECHNICAL 
COLLEGES, by L. Barnes. 25/-. Postace 1/-. 

TEST INSTRUMENTS FOR ELEC· 
TRONICS, ed. by M. Clifford. 21/·. 
Postage I I-. 
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS TRANSIS. 
TORS, by C. Brown, 8/6. Postace 9d. 

ELECTRONIC ORGAN HAND· 
BOOK, by H. E. Anderson.' 35/·· Post· 
a1e If·· 
IH6 WORLD RADIO TV HAND· 
BOOK. 28/·· Postage If-. 
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HAND
BOOK, by {A.R.R.L. 1966 ed. 40/·. 
Postage 'l/6. 

THE MODERN BOOK CO. 
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS 

British and American Technical Books 

19-21 PRAED STREET 
LONDON, W.l 
Phone: I'ADdingcon 4185 
Closed Saturday I p.m. 
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place and the process repeated, and in this case the most
significant bit of the answer would be a 0. In the case 
of a positive result y must also be shifted down after the 
calculation so the overall flow diagram so far is that 
shown in Fig. 6.1. 

NEGATIVE NUMBERS 
In building up this loop we have made reference for 

the first time to negative numbers in the machine; this is 
an entirely new concept as we have avoided them until 
now. It is essential to have some means of representing 
negative numbers; complements could be used but 
these would be no good by themselves since there would 
still be no way of telling if a given group of I 's and o·s 
represented a positive number or the complement of a 
negative one. To overcome this problem let us say that 
in any given binary number used as an operand in the 
machine all but one of the bits is a number digit but the 
one other bit is a sign bit and shows if the number is 
negative or positive. To avoid splitting the number the 
sign bit must be at one end of the number and, for 
reason to be explained shortly, the convention to be 
used here will make the extreme left-hand bit into the 
sign bit. A I in this position indicates a positive 
number and a 0 shows a negative one. 

WriUi 

tn ail!)l"oprt&tt poStttOn of cm-

Flf. 6. I. Basis of a flow diarrom for division operation 

When discussing subtraction we saw that in the 
subtraction (x - y) when x > y the (positive) ·result 
was a binary number with up to the same number of 
digits as the operands, but with an apparantly erroneous 
I in the digit position above. Now let us reverse the 
numbers used in the subtraction example and try to do: 
(14- 33), i.e. 001110- 100001; using the subtraction 
techniques as before we get the logical negative of 
100001, 011110 add one to give the complement 
011111 and then add this to the other operand, 
011111 + 001110 which is (0)101101. The result is 
surprising, mainly because it appears to be wrong; the 
answer is -19 not +45 as apparently seen above, also 
it is. seen that the sign bit, i.e. the bit to the left of the 
number-bits, has changed to a 0 and is not the I usually 
found in the result of a subtraction. 

If we re-complement 10110 I, the apparently wrong 
answer, we get 19 and since the sign bit is a 0 the 
number, by our convention, is negative, so the result is 
-19 which is correct. What we said before about 
subtraction is still true but it can now be modified. 
After performing a standard subtraction the sign bit is 
tested; if it is a I then the remainder of the answer is the 
direct numerical result and is positive; if the sign bit is a 
0 then the number is negative and must be com
plemented to give the correct numerical result. In 
division, negative numbers do occur sometimes but it is 
not necessary to re-complement the result since the only 
important point is the polarity of the number; the 
numerical value is irrelevant. 

DIVISION, SPECIFICATION 
In the multiplication circuits they operand had to be 

written into a separate register, Q, unlike all previous 
functions where both operands were sent straight to the 
adder. In division this is taken a stage further and 
both operands have to be sent to special registers. This 
is inevitable because the whole adder is required when a 
subtraction is being performed and both input registers 
are occupied. When we come to construct the final 
machine we shall see that this is not really a dis-

Subtraet eircut,\S u before 

A & 

S"Jnifteont Bit of rnult of Mlblrotlton 
Mtsctllont ous control SI fiG I• 
to tllift etreui ts etc. 

'DIVIDE' COIITROL 
UNIT 

Output Register-mull 1 
is put '" hlrt one 8it at 
Q tillt 

Fig. 6.2. The special reristers C tmd D are required to 
hold both operands durinr the division process 

advantage but for the moment we shall simply define 
two new registers, C and D, in which the operands are 
held during division. These two registers must have 
rapid access to the adder input; the overall set-up is 
shown in Fig. 6.2. 

Fig. 6.1 was the beginning of the divide flow diagram, 
the complete flow chart is given in Fig. 6.3 and the mode 
of operation is as follows. First, y is written into the 
adder B register and shifted up until its most-significant 
bit is a I. Then the main loop is entered, the sub
traction (x - y) is performed after which y is shifted 
down one place by the shift-down circuits attached to 
register D. The sign bit of the subtraction result is 
tested; if it is a 0 then the subtraction has produced a 
negative result and a 0 is written into the output 
register in the appropriate position. All the adder 
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take your 
pi~k! 

::::SI£ 

from :I:R 
semiconductor centers 
Over 100 IR semiconductor devices are avail
able from your dealer, many with free 
instruction manuals and project and experiment 
details. 
Look for the floor-standing ' Semiconductor 
Center,' or the counter-top ' Minicenter.' 

EXPERIMENTER SEMICONDUCTOR KITS 
MOUNTINI KITS AND HEAT SINKS 
SILICON BRIDlE RECTIFIERS 
UNIJUNCnON TRANSISTORS 
SELENIUM PHOTO CELLS 
INSTRUMENT RECTIFIERS 
AUTOMOnVE RECnFIERS 
SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
SILICON RECTIFIERS 
IERMANIUM DIODES 
THYRISTORS (S.C.R.) 
ZENER DIODU 
TRANSISTORS 
SELENIUM STACKS 

Write for the free Illustrated catalogue 
and price-list, also the name and address 
of your nearest IR SEMICONDUCTOR CENTER 

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER 
HURST GREEN • OXTED • SURREY • Tel.: OXTED 3215 

Dealers-write for details of how you can start your own 
IR SEMICONDUCTOR CENTER. 

8!m semiconductor centers 

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS 

227M MONO TUNER-AMPLIFIER 
(illustrated) 

127 STEREO TUNER-AMPLIFIER 
127M MONO TUNER-AMPLIFIER 
OPTIONAL CASE, teak and vinyl hide 

£40. 1.6 
£40. 1.6 
£29.18.9 
£3.10.0 

Three tuner-amplifiers, identical in size and similar 
in styling, each with the same high performance 
AM-FM Tuner incorporated. The 227M provides 
10 watts power output whilst the 127M, with 5 watts 
output, is designed for those whose power re
quirements are more modest. The 127 is the stereo 
version of 127M, having two amplifiers, each of 
5 watts output. All three have similar facilities; 
pickup and tape inputs, tape recording output, 
bass and treble tone controls. 
M5 Stereo Radio Decoder £14.10.0 
Enabling any of our current stereo tuner-amplifiers 
and tuners to receive the BBC's new stereo 
broadcasts. 
For full details and technical specifications of all 
models, plus list of stockists, post coupon or write 
mentioning 11 PE&&. 

ARMSTRONG AUDIO L TO. 
WARLTERS ROAD, N.7 
Telephone: North 3213 

Name ______________ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

11PE86 
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T .R.S. BARGAINS IN KITS, COMPONENTS AND EQUIPMENT 
+ * * T.R.S. F. M. STEREO DECODER 
. Based on Xullard design and produced by T.R.B. 
Bullt·ln atereo indicator, 6-traDtietor model, readily 
adaptable for use with valve tunen ae well. For 
9-16 v, operation. Complete kit with clrcnlt and 
lllltructiono M/18/1 (piuo p/p 2/6). 

WE ARE SINCLAIR SPECIALISTS 
We CtJrf'N full 1toclt• o.fiAtle world·famou• aU·Briti•h de•ignr 
n1 flllvnU•«< nn4 gi~ prompt dellt'tf'J, 
IIJOB,()..8 Six 1tage vest-pocket revr. (Kit) .... 
MICilO·PM 7 traosistor FM tuner-revr. (Kit) .. 
Z.ll combined 12 w. amp and pre-amp. built .. 
8TBIUW 16 de luxe pre-ampjcontrol unit built 

61/8 
111.18.8 

llfl/8 
llfl.18.8 

"CIR·KIT" FOR INSTANT CIRCUIT MAKING 
Indispenaable for contructors. Enables you 

151 to produce "printed circuita" quickly and 
cleanly. Kit No. 3 inc. baaeboard, pro· • 
ceaaed copper and strip aheet Bl advertlaed. 

6 VALVE AM/FM TUNER UNIT 
Med. 190 m., 500 m., 
V.H.F.-86 Mc/o·l03 
Mc/8., 6 valves and 
metal rectifier. Belf- ~ 
contained power unit. 
llagtc..eye, 3 puah .. 
button controls, on/off, 
lled., VHF. Diodes 

"' ~ -w ~~s ~ -1~-- , 

~ ·~~- ~ 
and high output socket. with gain control. Illuminated 
2·oolour perspex dial Ill x 4in. cbauia alze. lllln x 4in. x 
6fin. Strongly recommended for uae ~th Mullard ampliflen 
below. For A.C. mains 200/260v. Unbeatable niDI. Complete 
klt,inc. Power Pack a&llluatrated,lliiii.Carr. 7/6. Ditto lea~ 
Power Pack 10 gns. Carr. 7/6. Circuit and Const. details 4/1. 
Free with kit. 

POSTAL AND PACKING CHARGES 
Tei"'M: C.W 0. or C.O.D., poll cm4pae.tlng jib. 1/-, 
116. 1/9, 311>. 3/·. 616. 3/9, 816. 4/6, .... 

TRANSFORMER MANUFACTURING 
SERVICE 

We maaalulun alllnot Balllo ......, '!'nul. olaoku, 

~~i!'-~"'.ttoa::.t..~e:,.:~tqt,!';!=:; 
retam. 

TWO FAMOUS MULLARD AMPLIFIERS 
Mullard design and T.R.S. kits assure 

quality and value. 
•VLLABD "84" 8-valve Hi-rt KULLAB.D ua-10" 

qaaiiiJ alrtaoD&blo ooal. Baullooll :.zu;:o .}!..w ~.~~ 
aaa TrebJeooatroll, t.uaU&,.JeC&ional put Mullatd'• lam· 
aalpallr&llllormor (8 and 16 obmt) oat clrcall wllb 
40 c/t-111 kc/1±1 dB. lOO m V. for ben)" dal,. allr&· 
aw ,lea than 1% 41Rortion. Bronze linear quality out... 
eooalchoon paael. Complolo Kil oalr ==:m· ::.;~~'f/,~: 
17.10.0 Carr. 7/8. Wired aad leolod carr. 7/8. Boadr 
18.10.0. I bullllll rno. 
11-VALVE PRE·AIIP. UIIIT. Baled on Kailar4't lamoao 
11-nl .. (ldll'88) clrcall wllb faH eqaalltallon wllb •olame. 
ban. lroblo. aad 6-JOI. ooleelor twllch. lllzo 81a. x 81n. x l!in. 
Complelo ldl 8 rno. Boad.Y baHII7/18/8. Carr. 3/8. 

7 VALVE AM/FM R.G. CHASSIS 
3 wave-band, L/M/FK. Permeability tuning on F.M. LargE', 
clear dial A.V.C., good neg. feedback. Magic eye, 3 w. output. 
A.C. 200/260 v. Circuit diagram a.va.ilable. Aligned, tested 
and ready for use 118/18/8 (Carr. and ilUI. 7/6). S.A.E. bringe 
full detaill. 

TRANSISTOR. COMPONENTS 
MJ.dget I.F.'a-466 Kcj1. -,\in. dlam. drat, eecond or 
third, ea ..................................... . 

~'d~~~:f;e~ ;;~.ti:ni:::::::::::::::::::::: 
Midget Output Trana. ltUIIh Pull-3 ohms ....... . 
ELBO. COIIDBliiBRB. Midget 1 mfd.·60 mid. ea. -. 
l.Omfd ..................................... . 
OOXDUSBBS. 160 working: .01 mfd., .02 mfd., 
.03 mfd., .04 ndd. Id.; .06 mfd., .1 mfd.1/·; 25 mfd. 
1/3: .6 mfd.1/8 etc. 
IIIDGBT TUIIDICI COIIDIUIIIBRB. JIIDCIBT VOLU•E 
COnBOLS. IIPBAKBRB. 

6/8 
6/· 
8/-
8/· 
118 
1/· 

MISCELLANEOUS 
E.AIIELLED COPPU WIKB-2 oz. reelo 14 g.-20 g. 8/·: 
22 g.·28 •· 3/8: 30 0.·34 •· 4/8: 36 •.• as 1 . t/8: ao 1.·40 1 . 
6/- etc. 
Tlll!fBD COPPER WJBE. 16·22 g. 4/- 2oz. 
BOIIDACOUST Speaker Calllael Acoatllc Watl41n« (lin. 
thick approx.) 18in wide, any length cut, 8/· yd. 
VBB.OBOA.B.D-Alllia• JnClludin« 2l x 6in., 8/8; 2 ~ x 3fin., 
8/•: 3f X Gin .• 6/1: 3f X 3fin., 3/8; 3j X 17in .• 11/8. All 
accessories and tools in stock. 
VOLUIIE COnBOLS. LOG and LINEAR-6K·2. 0 3in 
Rpindles Morganite Midget Type llin. diam. Gua.r. 1 year. 
LOG or LIN ratloa leae sw., 1/1. DP. Sw. If•. Twin Stereo 
leas Sw., 7/8. D.P. Sw., 8/8 (lOOk to 2 Meg only). 
BIISIBTORB-Kodem ralln«o faH range 10 ob1n1 lo 10 
JDei'OhDli,IO% l·l w, 34. ea., ditto 1 w. Id. ea., 2 w. H. ea., 
10% i-~· 'V· 4d. ea., 6% Hi-Stab., i·i w. la. ea. (below 100 
ohms and over 1 meg. Id. ea). 1% Hi-stab., ~ w. 1!8 ea. 
(below lOO ohms. 2/· ea.). 
B88Jll KULTICOB.B SOLDER, 60/40 4d. per yard. Cartons 
Id., 1/•, 1/8 ~tc. 
WIKBWOUIID BESUTORB 25 ohm to 10 K. 6 w. 1/8. 
10 w. 1/8. 16 w. 8/·. COIIDEIISBRB. su .. r Jlica. AD nl-
8 pi. lo 1,000 pi. Id. ••• Dillo ......... 84. Tab. -. 
T.C.C. elc., .001 mid. lo .01 84. and .1/860 •· 104. .08 liP 
1o 0.1 liP. 600 v. 1/· •• ll& T.C.C. 1/8 •• 5 T.C.C. 1/8. 
CLOSE TOL. 8/IIICAB. 10% 6 pi. 500'pl. 84. 600-6.000 pl. 
1/-. 1% 2 pf. 100 pf. 84. qOO pf. 84., 100 pf. 500 pf. 114. 
676 pi. 6.000 pf. 1/8. 
ALLJIDf. CHABSI8. 18g. Plain Undrilled folded 4 aides 
2in. deep, 61n.x4in., 4/8; 8inx6in., 6/8: 10in.x7in. 
8/8: 121n. x 61n., 7/1; 12in. x Sin., 8/· etc. 
ALUMJlf. SREBT. 18g. 6in. x 6in. 1/·: 6in. x 9in., 1/1: 
fUn. x 12in. 1/·; Uln. x 12in., 4/8 each. 
TYGAKPB.BT (Contem. pat.) 12in. x 12in., 2/~; 12in. x !Sin., 
81·: 12ln. x 241n .• 4/· etc. 
BEND 3d. FOR VALUABLE MONEY·SAVING LISTS
PACKED FULL OF INFORMATION. 

Established 1949 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 
70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON 

HEATH, SURREY 
(A (ew doors from Thornton Heath Station, Southern Railway) 
Telephone: THO 2188. Hours: 9a.m.-6 p.m. ·dally.t p.m. Wed. 

The New'Picture·Book'wayof learning 

BASIC ELECTRICITY(5VOLS.) 
ELECTRONICS (6voLS.) 

You'll find it easy to learn with this outstand
ingly successful new pictorial method-the 
essential facts are explained in the simplest 
language, one at a time; and each is Illustrated 
by an accurate, cartoon-type drawing. 

The books are based on the latest research into 
simplified learning techniques. This has proved 
that the Pictorial Approach to learning is the 
quickest and soundest way of gaining mastery 
over these subjects. 

~-------······················ 
The series will be of 
exceptional value in 
training mechanics and 

technicians in Electricity, 
Radio and Electronics. 

WHAT THIS MONTH'S 
ENTHUSIASTIC READERS SAY 

.... they are certainly very well written in an easy to 
understand styl<' .. . " M. G., HELSTON. 

" •.. I must say they are excellent books and after getting 
through this series, I'll seriously consider the purchase of the 
remaining manuals . .. " L. C., RENFREWSHIRE . 

A TECH-PRESS PUBLICATION 
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• • • • • • • • • • • 

To Selray Book Co. 
60 Hayes Hill, Hayes, Bromley, Kent 

Please send me Without Obligation to Purchase, Basic Electricity/Basic 
Electronics on 7 Days' Free Trial. I will either return set, carriaae paid, 
in good condition within 8 days or send down payment of 15/- (Basic 
Electricity) followed by 6 fortnightly payments of 10/·. Down payment 
of 15/· (Basic Electronics) followed by 6 fortnightly payments of ll/6 . 
Alternatively, I will send 68/· (Basic Electricity-S parts). 81/· (Basic 
Electronics-6 parts) post free. This offer applies to United Kingdom 
only . 
Tick against set required (only one set allowed on free trial). 
BASIC ELECTRICITY [] BASIC ELECTRONICS [] 

Sicuature ............................................................................................................................................... . 
(If under 21, signature of parent or guardian) 

Name .............................................................................................................................................. . 
BLOCK LE1TERS BI:LOW 

FULL POSTAL P.E.ll 
Address ....................................................................................................................................... . 



registers are cleared and the loop is re-entered using the 
shifted-down value of y. 

If the result of a subtraction is a positive number then 
C is cleared and the result of the subtraction is written 
into it. Also, a 1 ·is written into the appropriate place 
of the answer register, then all the adder registers are 
cleared as before and the subtraction is repeated using 
the shifted-down value of y in D and the result of the 
last subtraction in C. 

It is not proposed to give a full logical system for 
division. The shift-down circuits around register D are 
similar to the shift-up circuits used in multiplication 
except that they start at the bottom and work up. A 
"last-character" signal must also be used; again this is 
similar to the multiplication system in its operation. 
Similarly, in the multiplication circuits, the Q register 
was arranged so that whenever a "test-Q" pulse was 
applied the content of the next bit of the register was 
read out on a common output wire. A similar arrange
ment can be used to write digits into the separate bits 
of the answer register of division. 

Fig. 6.4 gives the overall logical system without 
showing details of the shift-down or write-answer-digit 
circuits. It must be realised that this division system is 
included mainly for academic interest only, and such 
arrangements, being very cumbersome, are not often 
found in practice. 

THE COMPLETE MACHINE 
The discussion of the division circuitry brings to a 

close the description of the individual calculating 
circuits. What we now have is a number of dis
connected circuits each. capable of doing one kind of 
function and to complete the story we will consider how 
to make this into a practical design. 

The ideal system of operation would be one where 
calculations were performed by the operator typing the 
problem onto a keyboard and then operating some sort 
of "start" switch which would then cause the calculation 
to be performed and the result typed back. We shall 
assume that this is the actual requirement and that, to 
add two numbers,. the operator would simply type: 
10722 + 936 followed by a start symbol. This could well 
be the = sign, so that after the operands were typed,and 
the = key pressed, the result would appear to the right 
of the = giving the final format: 10722 + 936 = 11658 
which would be very satisfactory. The only other 
requirement is that there must be provision for prevent
ing numbers from being read in while a calculation is 
already in progress. Thus before the operator can type 
a problem he must operate an overall START control 
which interrogates the machine to see if it is free. If it 
is then a light comes on indicating "You may start". If 
the machine is already busy with a pr-oblem then a 
"wait" lamp comes on and remains on till the end of the 
calculation, then the "You may start" lamp is lit and the 
calculation can be begun. Finally, the circuits must be 
self-clearing, i.e. everything must be re-set to zero after 
each calculation.. These then are the design require
ments needed to convert the machine from a laboratory 
toy to something approaching a useful machine. We 
shall now consider the extra equipment needed to do 
this. 

Since the numbers (operands) are fed into the machine 
one after the other, they must be held in a small store 
until needed. Similarly, the function, addition, etc. 
must be retained because at a later time it will determine 
which part of the machine is to be used. Fig. 6.5 shows 
the beginning of the numerical input circuits. Assuming 
that the bistable is initially unset then the first number 

typed on the keyboard will be converted to binary and 
stored in the x input register. Pressing the space bar 
(called SP) on the keyboard at least once sets the 
bistable so that the second number typed will enter the 
y input register. The function is stored, in any suitable 
coded fashion, in the F input register. This arrange
ment, incidentally, gives a remarkable latitude as far as 
the input format is concerned. The only real rule is that 
the two operands must be typed in the sequence: x, at 
least one SP, y. Thus x + y; + xy xy + will all result in 
the same digits being stored in the input registers. 
When the = key is pressed a gate is opened allowing the 
stored function to enter the decoder. This is merely 
a system of gates working on the function digits; it 
triggers one or other of the function inputs. 

This, and the rest of the circuit, is shown in Fig. 6.7. 
The digit input circuits are as in Fig. 6.5 and the = gate 
output is seen to open the gate output from the F 
register. Each function calls in the operands x and y 
whenever it wants them, this being done by the "write 
x" and "write y" wires which are part of each function 
and which open appropriate gates. The "end" or 
"calculation finished" pulse of the functions opens a 
gate allowing the result in R or elsewhere to pass 
through a binary-to-decimal converter and then pass to 
the keyboard for printing. After a short delay the 
"end" pulse clears all registers and passes up to the 
input side, unsetting bistable C on the operand input. 

OPERATOR INPUT SECTION 
The lasf section is the operator input section. When 

the operator wishes to start a calculation he presses the 
Start switch. This sends a pulse through an OR gate to 
the "machine free?" circuits which are simply a com
bination of a bistable and two gates as in Fig. 6.6. If 
the machine is free a "you may start" lamp is lighted, 
gate B is opened and bistable C is set; this sends 
"machine busy" signals to the above unit until the 
calculation is finished. Gate B, now being open, 
allows the operands to be typed on the keyboard and 
fed to the input registers. When the calculation ends 
the various events already listed take place and also the 
"end" pulse unsets C thus indicating that the machine is 
now free. 

If an attempt is made to use the machine while it is 
already engaged then the input Start pulse will leave the 
"machine free?" unit on the "no" line. In this case it 
will set bistable D so the "wait" lamp lights; also gate E 
is opened. Consequently when the "end" pulse 
appears it has yet another function; it goes through gate 
E and unsets D, extinguishing the "wait" lamp. After a 
short delay it is applied to the Start input through the OR 
gate and since the machine must now be free it will 
light the "you may start" lamp as before. The two 
extra registers required in division, C and D, can be 
made equal to the x and y input registers; this is quite 
reasonable. 

FINAL COMMENTS 
It must be realised that the machine described in this 

series of articles is not a computer in any sense of the 
word. What has. been described here is, at the best, 
only the basis for a simple electronic calculator. A 
computer would have a vastly greater number of 
possible functions and would almost certainly use soft
ware to handle division and multiplication. Computers 
have the ability to store operands and instructions and 
then carry these out in a predetermined sequence. Our 
machine is only capable of performing one very simple 
step at a time. 
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Keyboard 

NUMERALS 

SPACE BAR 
(SP) 

FUNCTIONS 

Print a.nswer 

Fig. 6.7. Complete logic 
diagram for the electronic 
calculating machine 

Gate ap~n wllon 8rsl4blt is Set 

Gate open when 8istablt is Unset 

ARITHMETICAL UNIT
ALL FUNCTIONS 

The circuitry discussed here is only one of the very 
many variations which can be used. Perhaps the most 
obvious feature of this sort of system is that the numbers 
in the machine are used in a "parallel" arrangement, all 
the bits of a given number passing simultaneously on 
separate wires. Another system called the "series" 
type represents numbers by trains of pulses following 
one another on a single wire; !his increases the time 
taken to transfer a number from one part of the machine 
to another, but greatly reduces the amount of electronics 
required. Serial number systems are, in many ways, 
better than parallel ones and although the overall 
principles are the same, the detailed logic is somewhat 
different. 
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'END' 
R Output 
rcQistcr 

One last point must be made. Despite the com
parative simplicity of the individual logic elements, the 
overall machine described in this series is extremely 
complex. Construction of the maehine should be 
attempted only by those readers with a reasonable 
knowledge of electronic fundamentals. Although the 
logic diagrams published are accurate, adjustments will 
undoubtedly have to be made in some of the finer points 
of circuitry before the circuits will work to full efficiency. 
These adjustments cannot be performed without a 
complete understanding of all the principles involved. 
For those who succeed in an undertaking of this 
magnitude, however, the sense of achievement is 
considerable. * 



'-llpaed Playe!l 11-tone 
Cabiuell 17x15x81iD. Bleb 
lu loudopeater aud Bleb 
Quanty Ampllftero ready 
bullt. QuaHIJ onlpnt. Volume 
and Bus contrail. All items 
ltlogelher parlectly. 
Special inriructiona 
enable auembly ID 
30 mlnuteo, only 5 
wfre1 to join. 
12 months' 
guarantee. 

TO BUILD 
YOURSELF 

PORTABLE CABIRET 
Aa illuatrated. To ftt 

:~::::h:::::. 69/6 
RCS 3 WATT Alii
PLIFIER Ready made and 
teated with UCL82 triode 

::~~::d::~~~er. 59/6 
SIRGLE PLAY URITS 
BSR lunior £3. 9.8 
B8R GU7 14.19.8 
Oarrard SRP12 14.19.8 
Gorral'll SP25 !10.19.8 
Garrard A70 !19.19.8 
Oarrard LAB80 124.19.8 
Garrard 401 129.19.8 

SUPERIOR AliiPLI
FIER. Ready made and 
tested. Guaranteed better 
sound! Fully isolated AC 
Mains Trauformer 4 waU 
output. ECL88 triode 
pentode vain. Volume 
and tone controls with 

~~:~~~k~!~y 89/6 
AUTOCHARGE UIIITS 
BSR SuperoHm 14.19.8 
Oarrard 1000 15. 9.8 
Garrard 2000 18.19.8 
Garrard 8000 !8. 9.8 
Garrard AT80 with 
diecaat turntable 110.19.8 

Q MAX CHASSIS CUTTER 
Complete: a die, a punch, an Alien screw and key 

fin. 14/6 1.,\in. 18,'- liin. 12/6 
fin. 14/9 liin. 18/- 2in. 34/3 
!in. 15/6 l!in. 18/6 2/,in. 37/9 
iin. 15/9 lfin. 10/- 2fin. 44/3 
lin. 18/· liin. 10/6 lin.sq. 31/6 

BARGAIN XTAL PICK-UP ARlll Complete with 
ACOS LP-78 Turnover Head aud Stylii 20/-; Stereo 30/-. 

SPEAKER FRET Tygan various colours, 62in. wide, from 
10/-11.: 28in. wide from 5/-11. SAMPLES S.A.E. 
EXPARDED liiETAL Gold or Silver 12 X 12 in. 8/-. 
IIEW GARRARD GRAlll liiOTORS 100-13Dv. A.C. 151-
p&ir for 200/250v. (in series), or 10/- each Post Free. 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS: 
2, 8 or 12 v. outputs, U amp., 8/9; 2 a.ll/3; 4 a .. 17/8. 
CHARGER TRARSFORliiERS. Tapped input 200/250 v. 
for charging at 2. 6 or 12 v.,l} amps., 15/8; 2 ampl., 17/8; 
4 amp., 25h Circuit included. Amp meter 5 amp, 10/8. 

liiOVIRG COIL liiULTlliiETER TK 25. 
0-l,OOOv. A.C.!D.C., ohms 0 to lOOk. etc., 
liiOVIRO COIL liiULTlliiETER EPlOK. 
0-l,OOOv. A.C./D.C., ohms 0 to 3 meg. etc., 
IIIOVIRG COIL liiULTlliiETER EP20K. 

47/6 
79j6 

~h~:"~· P/l~~ oh~• :l~r~~!; 0;1i~r'ic!i~." 99/6 

NEW MULLARD TRANSISTORS I 
OC71 8/-: OC72 7/6; OC81D 7/8: OC81 7/8: AF115 10/8: 
AF114 11/-; OC44 8/-: OC45 8/-; 00171 9/-; OC170 8/8: 
AF117 9/8. OC28 12/8: Tranoislor Holders 1/3. 

VALVE HOLDERS. EA60 8d. liiOULDED lot. Oct. 8d. 
llazda Oct. 8d.; 870, BBA, B8G, B9A, 9d.; B7G with eau 
l/8. B9A with can 1/9. Ceramic OCTAL, EP50, B7G, 
B9A, 1/- Valve baae plugo B7G, B9A, 1nl. Oct., 2/3. 

TRANSISTOR MAl NS ELIMINATORS 19 6 
PPl-8 voltJ PP9-9 volt (All same sizes as batteries) 80 mA. 
DOUBLES 42/6. PPl+PPl, PP9+PP9, PP11-4] +4]. 
POWER PACK 9v. 300 mA. Full wave. Fully amoothed. 45/·. 

WEYRAD PSO Transistor Coils 

:~'!'ar6 a~~iarecr~ff.~.-~~~~~ I :fJ:!r ~o:::~:-LF'riT"4 ::::::te 
Olo. P60/1AC ............... 5/4 1 PrintedCircuit,PCA1. 9/8 
I.F.P50/2CC 470 kc/s ... 5/7 l.B. Tuning Gang ...... 10/8 
3rd I.F. P50/3CC ......... 8/- 1 Booklet.. . ............ 2/-

Volume Controls 80 ohm Coax 6d yd. 
Long spindles. Midget Size Semi-air spaced Cable 

NEW ELECTROLYTICS FAMOUS MAKES 
TUBULAR 

2/3110 v. 2/3 
4/3110 v. 2/3 
8/460 v. 2/3 
18/450 v. 3/-
32/450 V. 3/9 
25/25 v. 1/9 
60/50 v. 2/-

TUBULAR I CAR TYPES 
100/25 V. . . 2/- 8/800 V. • . • • 9/8 
260/25 v. 2/8 18/800 v. . . . . 12/6 
600/16 v. 3/- 18+18/800 v. 7/8 
8+8{450 v. 3/8 32+32/460 v. 8/-
8+18/460 v. 3/9 60+60/3110 v. 7/-
18+16/450 v. 4/3 80+100/360 v. 11/8 
32+32/350 v. 4/8 100+200/275 v.12/8 

PAPER TUBULARS 
360v.-0.19d., 0.61/9; 1 mid. 3/-: 2 m!d.160v. 3/-. 
600v.-0.001 to 0.05 80: 0.11/-; 0.251/8; 0.6 3/·. 
1,000v.-0.001, 0.0022,0.0047, 0.01,0.02,1/8: 0.047,0.1 2/8. 
E.H.T. CORDEirSERS. O.OOlmld., 7kV., 8/8: SOkV., 10/8. 

SUB-MlR. ELECTROLYTICS. 1, 2, 4,5,8,18,25,80,50,100, 
260 mld.l&v. 2/8:800,1000 mld.lh. 8/8: 2000mld. 25w. 7/-. 
CERAMIC. 600 •· 1 pP. to 0.01 mid., 80. PULSE CERAMICS 
10 pP. to180 pF., 12 kV., 2/8. 
SILVER MICA. Close tolerance {pl01 or minus ~ pi'.), ft to 
47 pF.,l/-: ditto 1 •; 50 to 800pF. 1/-:1,000 to 6,000 pP., 2/-. 
TWill GARG. "0-0" 208 pF.+178 pF.,l0/8: 3311 pP., minll· 
lure 10/-; 500 pF. standard witb trimmers, 9/-; 500pF. 
midget le&& trimJD.ers, 7/8; 500 pF. slow motion, standard 9/-; 
small a.gang 500 pF. 18/8. Single "0" 866 pF. 7/8. 
SHORT WAVE. Single 10 pF., 26 pF., 50 pP., 76 pF., 
100 pF .• 180 pF .• 5/8 each. Can be ganged. Couplers 9d. each. 
TUIIING. Soliddielecloic. 100pF.,300pF .• 500pF.,3/8each. 
TRIMMERS. Comprellion ceramic 30. 50, 70 pP .• 9d.; 
100 pF., 160 pF., 1/3; 260 pP., 1/8: 800 pF., 760 pP., 1/9. 

BEST BRITISH PVC RECORDING TAPES 
L.P. 7in. 180011. ...... 19/8 D.P. 7iu. 240011 ....... 29/8 
L.P. 5jin. l2001t. .. 14/8 D.P. 5Jin. 180011 ....... 24/8 
L.P. 5in. 80011. ...... 11/8 D.P. 6iu. 120011... .... 18/8 
Spare Spools 2/8. Tape Splicer 5/·. Leader Tape 4/8. 
Tape Heads: CoUaro 2 track 88/8 pair, B.S.R. 4 track 70/·. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 2~-"!~,h 
260-0-260, 80 mA. 8.3 v. 3.5 a. Rectifter 8.3 v. 25/-: 1 a. 
or 5 v. 2 a: Ditto 3110.0-360, 29/8. 
lilT. 510/300-0-300 v. 120 mA., 8.3 v. 4 a. . . 29/8 
lii!RIATURE 200 v. 20 mA., 8.8 v. 1 a. 10/8 
lii!DGET 1!110 v. 45 mA., 8.3 v. 2 a. . . . . . . 16/8 
SliiALL, 300-0-300 v. 70 mA., 8.3 v. 4 a. . . . . 19/8 
HEATER TRAilS. 8.3 v. ll a., 7/6: 8,3 v. 4 a. . . 10/8 
Ditto tapped sec. 1.4 v .• 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.3 v. 1} amp. . . 10/8 
GERERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLTAGE. Outputs 3, 4, 5, 
8, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 24 and 30 v. al2 a. . . . . . . . . 25/
Dillo, 1 amp., 6, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 311. 40, 65, 80. . 29/8 
Su)).JIIin. Mains to 9 v. 80 mA. 1 X 11 X 1lin.... .. . 7/8 
AUTO TRARSFORliiERS 0-115-230 v. Input/Output, 
BOw. 18/8: 160w. 25/-; 500w. 82/8 

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERTS 
1~ :< Hn. 6/6; 811113 1 X Un. 7/8; ACOS 1 t ;< Hn. 8/8 
TARROY CARBOII lii!KE with Switch 5/8 
liiOVIRG COIL HEADPHOIIES 100 ohms.. . 12/8 

<SlightiJJOiled hut guaranteed) 

£10.10 

Three Wavebands: F1ve Valves: ECH81. 
Long., Med., Short. EF89, EBC81, EL84, EZSO, 
12-month guarantef!. A.C. 200-250 v. Ferrite Aerial 
5 watts 3 ohm. CbaSJis 13 ~in. X ?in. X tiin. dial size 

lt~n~ :!lib~d:a~~!:.U::ia~:;:!r!0!'&iu £I 0.1 0 
HIGH GAIR TV. PRE-AliiPLIFIER BARD I B.B.C. 
Tunable channels 1 to 5. Gain 18 dB. ECC84 valve. 
Kit price 32/8 or 65/· with power pack, Details 8d. 
BAWD Ill I.T.A.-same prices. Tunable channels 7 to 13. 
Band I or Ill. Coils and circuit only, 9/8. Cbauis 4/9, 
B.B.C. 2 SUPER BOOSTER lranliotor model. Ready built75/-. 

BLARK ALUliiiRIUlll CHASSIS. 18 o.w.g. 2~in. 1ides. 
7x4in., 6/6; 9x 7in .. 8/8; llx3in. 8/8; llx7in. 7/8; 
13 x 9in. 9/8: 14 x llin. 12/8: 15 x 14in., 15/•. 
ALUllllllll!lll PARELS 18 o.w.r. 12xll!ln. 5/8; 14x9iu. 
4/8; 12 x Sin. 3/8: 10 x 7in; 2!9; 8 x 81D. 2/-: 8 x 41n. 1/8. 

BAKER 12 in. STALWART 
An inexf>ensl~e loudsf>e<llcer for 

Hlrh fidelity. 3 ohm or 15 ohm models 
Maz. Power . . ... 15 waUa 
Baao Reo. . . . . . . . 40/50 cpa. 
Plux . . . . . . . . 12,000 rauu. 
Voioe CoiL . . . . . . . . . . . 1! ID. 
Response . . . . 45-13,000 cpo. 
CbusiiSolid Aluminium 

g::::u ~~tb ......... :::: .~2i ::: 
PRicES GNs. ~~Esl 

(Stote 3 or 15 ohm) 
PLAYS ASD CATALOGUE 
FREE/ 

GROUP liiODELS FOR VOCALS 
BASS, LEAD aod RHYTHM GUITARS 
:JO.lO,OOO cps. Voice Coils 15 ohm1. Heavr dub 

•Group 25' •Group 35' •Group 50' 
::: Sgns. ~~: 8!gns. ~: 18gns. 

LOUDSPEAKERS P.lll. 8 OHliiS. 21iu., 3iu., 4iu., 61D., 
7tn. x 4in., 15/8 each: Sin. 28/8: 8Hn. 18/8; lOin. 30/.; 
12in. 30/·: <15 ohmo 351-l: 10 X 8iu. 22/8; 8 X 5iu. 21/·; 
E.ll.l. Double Cone 13tx Sin .• 3 or 16ohm modell, 46/·. 
W.B.10in.HF1012, 25.10.0.: 8iu. HF812,14.10.0.Crouo•er 
86/-. Hom Tweeters3-18Xc/o.10w 29/8: SOw 20 Kc/1. 99/1. 
lACK SOCKETS Sld. open-circuli 2/8, clooe-oireuil 4/1. 
Chrome Lead Socket 7/8. DIR 3-piu 1/3: Lead 3/8. 
Phono Plugs 1/-. Socket 1/·. Banana Plut~1/-. Sockelo 1/-. 

{:i~i.~:~~:~As~i~~~i:~h~';~3~o=~~~M;~~''· 
2 p. 2·way. or 2 p, e..way. or 3 p. 4-waJ' or 1 p. 12-WIJ'; ea. 3/1 
4 p, 2·W&y. or 4 p, 3-way. 3/8; 8 p. 4-way, 2 "aru, ...... 8/8 
Wavechange" IIAKITS '' 1 p.l2•W&J',Ip. 8-way,3 p. 4-way, 
4 p. 3-way, 8 p. 2-way. Prices include cUck spindle1. 
adjustable stops, spaces, etc., 1 wafer, 10/8; 2 wafer, 15/·: 
3waler, 19/8: 4wafer, 24/-; 5wafer, 28/8: n:trawafers, 4/1. 
TOGGLE SWITCHES, o.p., 2/-; d.p., 3/8; d.p.d,l,, 4/-. 
SPEAKER·FRET. Tygan various colours, 52in. wide from 
10/-lt.; 28in. wide from 5/· ft. Samples, large, S.A.E. 
EXPARDED liiETAL. Gold or Silyer 12 x ll!lu. 8/-. 

3 WATT QUALITY AMPLIFIER. 4 TranJiolor 75/ 
Push-Pull Ready built, with volume control • 

REW liiARUPACTUBERS SURPLUS UHF BBC 2 AERIALS. 
BBC 2 Double Gold Ring Set Top ........................... 22/8 
BBC 2 Five Element Loft ModeL ........................... 32/8 
BBC 2 Five Element Outdoor Wall Mounting 42/1 

* RADIO BOOXB * (Postage 9d. l 
Radio, T.V. Valves, Diodes. Tr&Diiator equivalents ...... 1018 
High Fidelity Speaker Enclosure~ and Plans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . li/-
Tran•istor Superbet Commereial Receivers .............. 7/8 
llullard Audio Amplifler Manual . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 8/8 
Radio Valve Guide. Boolu 1, 2, 3, 4. or 5 . . . eaeh 6/· 
Practical Radio lnlide Out . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . 4/8 
Trallliltor Audio Amplifler llanual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fl/· 
Shortwave Transistor Receiver•.. .. . . . ......... li/-
Tramistor Communication Set• . . . . . . . . . . 8/· 
International Radio BlalioDI Lill . . .. . . . . . . . ......... 2/8 
Modern Trllllistor Circuit1 for Beginners . . . . ...... 7/8 
Sub·lliniature Transistor Receivers ....................... 5/· 
Witele!ls World Radio Valve Data . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/8 
At a glance valve equivalent• . . . . . . . . . . 8/· 

RESISTORS. Preferred values. 10 ohms to 10 mec. 
i w •• ~ w.,1 w .• 20°0 4d.; ll w. Bd.; 2 w.1/·:} w.lO% 8d. 
HIGH STABILITY. } w. 1 ~0 2/·. Preferred value1. 
10 ohma to 10 meg, Ditto 6~~. 10 ohms to 22 mer., 9d. 
5 wall 'I 0.5to 8.2 ohm 8 w. { 1/8 .. 

10 wall J<.. WIKE-WOURD RESISTORS 1/9 
15 watt 10 ohmo to 8,800 ohms 2/-
10X,l6K, 20X, 25X, lOW. 3/-
liiAIRS DROPPERS. lllldgel. With olidero. 0.3 a., 1K .. 
0.2 a., 1.2 X., 0.15 a., 1.5 X .. 0.1 a., 2 X .. 8/- each. 
LIRE CORD 100 ohmo lt. twin 101 resistance. 1/· 11. 

ALL PURPOSE TRARSlSTOR PRE-AKPLIFIER 
14 db raiD. 250.. or 9v. input. ReadJ built wilb IIIo lllelal 

ra:::c:,::~oci~:~lt0!u~~t~d.Pi;~:~·e~~nen. IS I-5X.ohmsto2Meg.L0Gor 40 yd. 17/8. 80 yd. 25/-. STELLA RECORD PLAYER AMPLIFIER 

~l!oo t't~ t6is. ~l: l:le: r!~~::l1?!,LOSS l/6,d. :~~~~-~~~· t~!~~ ~~:'.;t.~e~::,d,/'!c:x ~~~8:~~:: ::s~·W:::~ur:·W~~V~ \ :~:n'f:~R~IZ:·"!::. 
COAXIAL PLUG 1/-. PAREL SOCKETS 1/·. LIRE SOCK- Gold/Walnut knobs. Volum• and Tone conlrolt on oeparale ValueolO ohmoto 30 K.,'3/3, LORG SPIRDLE VALUES 

=~1·cE8ui'~~i :3:Jl:iJ~~~~~-~ 8~Ror'~gg~h~:: ~~\'!~~ ::::.l'!~·~!~:.:iR ~~rc'kn~~ ;~\/8. 78/6 carbon ao K. to 2 mor .. 3/-. 60 OBJIS to 100 x .• 718. 
TELESCOPIC CHROME AERIALS. ll!ln. utendoto 33in. ADD-ON BABY ALARM UNIT XiDEiTE TRAiBi8TORITBAii8fOiil~ OCSl n,. 
8/8 each. CAR AERIAL PLUGS 1/8. Socket• 1/3. All Transistor. For anr make of T.V. or Radio. Only three g:=: Uf~ i ~.J.~..t"iu\r ~~=·~~~rocn,'ocsl :: 11/· 
TV REMOTE CONTRO. connecliono. lllade by K.B., R.G.D. and Rerentone. Circuit D8058, 11.5: 1 Oulpulto 3 ohm& !or 0072, OC81... . . • 11/-

prorided and inatruclioDI for uae with all makes. Ko 

r:fA.'~~!9TG1Wt,• . . . •·· ·. =~r::.~:~e. ~:~~';1 :~cfE'~;:!e~ee. 30/- lor he~i!'Jai.!~2!T!~Ae:~~~~.E!~ 50~; 
23TG111A, 113A, 121A, booat, 200/260v. AC Input. Slate tub .. oltace 15{6 

~~·4af~~. ST1D33A, . T:':Lk"~~'p~T reg1if~AorbaFaw· iluXLitY 
=fol',~rl~aiflA, .. AI ERASER AND EXTENSION LOUDSPEAKER 

Phlllpa Price 3 IJUI. RECORDING HEAD !.'\111to=:_l:.F..,/~".,t.:~:Or 
~u1.cre 12/6 FProeset DEMAGNETISER &DJ lralllillor ndio, iutercum, 

mabu racUo, &alMI noord.er, etc. 
Brand New. lncludeo 1111. 7-way cable, Leallet S.A.E. 1 35/ 3 to 11 ohm malchiDc 3 0' Post 
Kallal'll OA81 a poll., a IWilohu, 6 relislon 200/260 V. A.C. 1" • lbe: 71' X 51' X a· - Fr .. 

RfTURN OF POST DfSPATCH Minimum P.P. Chorre 1/6 per order unless otherwise stated. Full List 1/-, c.o.D. 2/6 extr11. CALLeRS WfLCOMf· 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 337WHITEHORSEROAD, WEST CROYDON 
Written cuarantee with every purchue. (Export: Send remittance 11nd extrG I>Ostare, no C.O.D.) Buses 133, 68 Pllss door. S.R. Stn. S~lhunt. Tll.: THO 1HI 
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Take advanta~re of this incredible Ru .. ian radio offer! To promote trade and I(Oodwill this 
fantastic radio is offered to the Britilh public at the amazinl( cash price of only tl0.19.6, box 
and po1t 4/6, or 1end t3 dep., balance 18 fortni~rhtly payments of 11/11 (total credit sale price 

274/6) + post. The impossible has' been done! The Russians have triumphed in producinc this fantastic 
8 wave band Radio that YOU can have for hardly more than the cost of an ordinary single wave cheap 

Transistor! Another proof of the fantastic ability of Russia in the field of electronics! • H & G' Br"i~in's great 

.~~c~:ad~ ~~~s~~e~·youu~;Ta fHfse AMA~~N~1SEa-te~~g~hU~·~;- lhP~feeiT'~AT,.jB~~ks ~()~ELA;~~~ "TO 
ITS TRUE VALUE! Yes, 8 separate wave bands, including Standard Long, Medium and Short to cover 

the entire world. Unique side control wave band selection unit give• incredible ease of station 
tuninal Hurry and test for yourself-thousands of stations and different transmissions at your fingertips 14 hours a day, even including amateur 'Hams.' 
'Pirate' radio stations, ships, etc.-nuly nothing is secret! The Radio enthusiast can have the world in the palm Of his hand! You must hear it for yourself to 
believe it! Liscen to the superb sweet tone! Control it from a whisper to a roar thi\t will fill a hall! Runs economically on standard batteries-take it anywhere. 
Perfect also for use in your car-any speed, any direction! SIZE IO~""X71"X 3~"". Made to give years of pedect service. Beautifully designed. Attrar.tive 
contrastin4 colours. Com~lete with internal ferrite rod aerial and 'built~in' telescopic aerial extending to full 38~ length, Also coloured Radio manual, 
includinc Simple operatincmstructions, and circuit

1
diagram. Can also be used as extension amplifier for record player, radiogram, tape recorder or public 

address. 11 months' guarantee. (Dept. PE/10), 196-100 Coldharbour Lane, Loughboro. June., London, S.E.S. 
(Wed. 1). 37 Hi. Holbom (Thu,..l), 167 Oxford St. (Wed. I, Thurs. 8, Fri. 6). 166 North 
End, Croydon (Wed. 1), 149 High St . .' Guildford (Thurs. 7), 121 High St .• Colchester 
(Thurs. 1). 93 Hi1h St., Bromley, 66 South St., Rom(ord (Thurs. 1.). Stores 6 p.m. 
Sat., Fri. 7 

Headquarter & General Supplies 

NEW RANGE U.H.F. AERIALS FOR 
BBC 2 (825) line transmissions 
All U.H.F. aerials now fitted with tilting bracket 
and 4 element grid reflectors. 
J .. oft !\Iounttn~t Arra~:!ii, '7 element. 3.'i/~. 
11 element, .tt/G. H element, ;iO/~. 18 flement, 
57/6. "'all :Mounting with ('J•ankt>d Arm, 
7 element, 00/~. 11 element, &iJ-. 14 element, 
75/-. 18 element. 82/6. :t\la!!it 1\lounttng wUh 
2tn. clamp. 7 element, .t2/8; 11 element, 55/-; 
14 element, 6'!/-: 18 element, 70/-. Chimney 
l\lnuntlnK A•••·a)·s, Comtllt•te, 7 element, 
7:!/6; 11 element, 1!10/-; 14 element, 87/&: 18 element, 
95/-. Completf" assembly Instructions with every 
unit. Low I.-os~ ('abh•, 1/6 yd. U.II.F Pre
amps from 75-/. State clearly channel number 
required on an orders. 

BBC · ITV • F.M. AERIALS 
BBC (Band 1). Telescopic 
:oft, 21/-. External S/D, 30/-. 
""H", £2.10.0. 
ITV <Band 3). 3 element loft 
array, 25-/. 5 element, 35/-. 
Wall mounting, 3 element, 35/·. 
5 element, 4o/-. 
Combined BBC/ITV. Loft 
1 +3, 41/3; 1+5. 48/9; wan 
mounting 1 +3. SC/3; 1 +5,8.1/t; 
Chimney 1 + 3, 63/9; 1 + S, 71/3. 
VHF transistor pre-amps from 
7d/-. 

F.ll. (Band 2). Loft S/D, 12/6, '"H"', 38/-. 3 
element, 52/&. External units available. eo .. ax. 
cable, lkl. yd. Co-ax. plugs, l/3. OUtlet boxes, 4/6. 
Dlplexer Crossover Boxes,lt/8. C.W.O. or C.O.D. 
P. & P. 4/6. Send 6<1. stamps for Illustrated lists. 
Quotations for •peclal arrau a.-allable 

on request 

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.E.) 
27 Central Parade, New Addin~rton 

Surrey 
LOD 2266 
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TRANSISTOR 
POCKET BOOK 

By Hibberd. 26/· 

Radio Valve Data, new Bth ed., by 
Wireless World. 10/3 

ABC'a of Silicon Controlled Rec.tifiers, 
by Lytel. 17/· 

Practical Oscillo1cope Handbook, by 
Rufus Turner. 26/· 

Tran1i1tor Specifications and Sublti• 
tution Handbook, new ed .• by Techpress. 
23/6 

Radio and Audio Servicinl( Handbook, 
by Kin1. 31/6 

Tran1i1ton in Lo~rical Circuits, by Altes. 
17/• 

Circuits for Audio and Tape Recordin11, 
by judd. 8/6 

ABC'o of Electronic Orpns, by Crow
hunt. 17/· 

How to build Proximity Detectors 
and Metal Locators, by Shields. 21/· 

Pick Ups, the Key to Hi-FI, by Walton. 
10/9 

All prices include U.K. postare 
Where pouible 24-hour service ruaranteed 

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO. 
12 LITTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON. W.C.2 

(Leicester Square Tube Station) 

DAVIS & WHITWORTH LTD. 
THE FIRST IN GREAT BRITAIN WITH 
'PACKAGED DEAL' SEMICONDUCTORS 

Pack No. POUND PACKS 10/-
A. I. 6-silicon rectifiers BY 100 type. 
A. 2. ID-Relays, Mixed types and voltages all new. 
A. -4. 2-lN601 Germ. power 30 volt 10 Mc/s. 
A. 5. S-Top hat silicon recs. 100--400 P.I.V. 
A. 6. 1-Power plus high freq. 10 Watts 100 Mc/s 

BUY I I. 
A. 7. 
A. 8. 
A. 9. 
A.IO. 

1-500 Mc/s Epitaxial Mesa, PNP. 2N700. 
6-Subminiature zeners 3.3 volt tc 13.5 vott. 
I-2NI74 Real power. 80 volts, ISO watts. 
8-Gold bonded diodes, mixed. 

TEN SHILLING PACKS 101-
B. I. SG-Mixed. unmarked and untested transistors. 
B. 2. .of-Solar cells inc. book of instructions. 
B. 3. 4-0AS Gold bonded diodes. Mullard. 
B. 4. 16-Germ. diodes. 50 PIV. 20mA. -40 Mc/s. 
B. 5. 6-Matched set I OC-44 2 OC45 I OCSID, 

2 OC81. 

:: :: ·~::~t.::~t~~!j~;o~; O~~t; OC26'~;:~t.ed. 
::,~·. li:,~~~~j:~:!~~~,~~~ ~~~1. 2P~r.iatest type. 
B. I I. 2-NPN. PNP, comp. pair. ACI28, AC176. 

ANOTHER FIRST FROM DAVIS & WHITWORTH 
LTD., THE 'TACHO BLOCK." 

This encapsulated block will turn any 0-lmA meter 
into a perfectly linear and accurate rev. counter for 
any car. State .of or 6 cyl. Cost 10/-. 

FIRST EVER LOGIC KITS 
Learn for yourself how computers work, even make 
one for yourself. Full inst .. uctions for a ncughts and 
crosses mach1ne. binary counters, timers, etc. L.l. 
5 Kna. L.l. 10 an1. No need to purchase both kits, 
£>0eT.:iL"s Fe:~. with l.l. which incorporates L.l. 

OTHER BARGAINS 
Unijunction transistors 2N2160 15/- each. 
NKT Audio Set 3AN2 -4 trans. 15/·. 
BSY95A transistors 10/- each. 
Silicon controlled rectifiers IOOPIV 7~amp 10/6, 
-400PIV 7-amp JO/-, 600PIV 7·amp 45/-, -400PIV l·amp 

m-PIJ~~~~P1:0i.::'Eoo~~· ri.~,:~v55/~~-amp JO/•, 

:~~~~;e~£4 .~~R~E~~ of ycur own choice on 

Por -plelo lilla aad sUIIII&Iioa oharls- 1!- ID 
.....,,., sdtl 11· JGSI aa4 ..-, ,.. onler. 

11118/t WBI'1' ROAD, WBI'fCLII'R.Oif.QA, J:IIBX 
'l'ei.:Boallleatlteltt 



TRANSISTORS FOR A SONG ? 

The development of plastics is one 
of the key factors in modern life. 
So often the word is thought of as 
being synonymous with .. cheap"-in 
not merely the economic sense, but as 
a term of disparagement. On the 
other hand a good example of plastics 
lowering the price of the commodity 
while at the same time enhancing its 
quality is to be found in transistor 
manufacture. 

The familiar metal canned transis
tors seem likely to be superseded by 
plastic-capped types within a few 
years, according to a report issued by 
the General Electric Company of the 
U.S.A. It is stated that new processes 
enable micro-miniature high per
formance plastic-encapsulated tran
sistors to be mass produced at low 
cost. 

Apart from the cost aspect, it 
appears that the plastic encapsulation 
permits semiconductors to withstand 
pressures strong enough to crush 
conventional metal transistors. This 
feature is likely to be extremely useful 
in deep sea equipment and other 
arduous applications. 

The low price will encourage the 
further use of electronic systems for 
such domestic appliances as washing 
machines, and of course one can 
expect the price of radio and audio 
equipment to be appreciably affected 
once these cheaper transistors get in 
circulation. As for the amateur 
constructor-well the price of an 
individual transistor may eventually 
be no more than that of a resistor! 

This new trend in transistor 
fabrication is an interesting example 
of how the physical construction of 
many devices tends to become 
simpler and more basic as the state of 
the art progresses. 

An almost parallel case exists in 
the development of the vacuum 
valve. The earlier types had glass 
envelopes of generous volume with 
substantial bases moulded on to carry 
the pins. As manufacturing tech
niques advanced and became more 
precise, electrode assemblies became 
more compact, the envelope reduced 
drastically in size, and the moulded 
base, eliminated altogether. 

The latter was discarded not 
principally for cost reasons but to 
improve performance at high fre
quencies by reducing to the minimum 
the capacitance losses between pins. 

By such evolutionary processes the 
electronics industry has proved itself 
an extremely economic consumer of 
raw materials-even as its products 
themselves increase spectacularly in 
performance and efficiency. 

EASING THE TRAFFIC FLOW 

The new Severn Bridge is equipped 
with what is claimed to be the first 
computer based toll registration 
system operating in Europe. Vehicles 
using the bridge are classified accord
ing to the number of axles, and these 
are counted by .sensing devices in the 
road surface. Apart from recording 
the tolls paid by vehicles, the com
puter, an ARCH 1000, will keep an 
hourly log of the temperatures of the 
road surface. This data will be more 
grist to the mill for road designers and 
engineers as they plan more of 
Britain's new roads and motorways. 

Another interesting application of 
electronics found on the Severn 
Bridge is a long-range fog warning 
device. A beam of modulated infra
red light is transmitted from a unit 
installed on one of the piers below the 
superstructure of the bridge, and is 
picked up by a· receiver on another 
pier some 3,250ft distant. Fog of 
sufficient concentration will interrupt 
the beam and so trigger off warning 
devices. An internal process timer is 

included in the system to allow for 
breaking of the beam by ships passing 
under the bridge. 

The increasing use of computers 
for road planning is further illustrated 
by Birmingham's new Five Ways 
Underpass Scheme. Detailed plans 
for this complex project have been 
calculated to one hundredth of an 
inch with the aid of a KDF9 com
puter. The more time consuming 
alternative would have been the 
employment of a team of mathe
maticians sweating it out over a vast 
number of simultaneous quadratic 
equations. 

RADAR TRAP 

Can't seem to get off the road this 
month. A news item concerning 
the prosecution of several people for 
betraying the presence of a police 
radar speed trap to approaching 
motorists reminds me of a rather 
wonderful story of the engineer 
"being hoist with his own petard". 

The central figure in this case was 
none other than the Father of radar 
himself, Sir Robert Watson-Watt. 
While motoring in Canada some 
years ago, Sir Robert was stopped by 
the police and charged with exceeding 
the speed limit in a controlled area. 
A little mystified by this sudden 
appearance of the "law", he enquired 
if radar was responsible for his 
detection. "No", categorically 
asserted the police officer "-it was 
not radar, it was an electronic speed 
meter". Sir Robert's wife, who was 
accompanying him at the time, 
volunteered the information that her 
husband had been knighted for 
inventing radar. The officer 
remained strangely unmoved, and 
Sir Robert had to pay up! 

IT'S THE TREND 

The miniaturisation trend is not 
exclusive to electronics as anyone who 
takes the slightest heed of female 
fashions will confirm. After the 
reign of the mini skirt, w~>. are 
promised the micro skirt. With the 
adoption of this terminology I am 
curious to know what follows-the 
lla/lo or perhaps the pico skirt? 
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~~~~ooruJit = 
A SELECTION FROM OUR POSTBAG· 

That car banery system 
Sir-I was very pleased to note the 
appearance recently of several 
electronic projects which were 
designed for fitting to motor cars. 
Unfortunately, there is a certain 
lack of standardisation among 
motor manufacturers about battery 
voltage and polarity. 

The six volt system has been 
almost completely superseded by 
the twelve volt system for private 
cars, twenty four volts being more 
normal with commercial vehicles. 

The position with regard to 
polarity is somewhat more con
fused. The majority of British 
manufacturers have standardised, 
since before the war, on a positive 
earth system. One of the reasons 
for the adoption of this prac;tice 
was the possibility of reduced 
contact breaker wear. 

Now, however, the pattern is 
changing. The introduction of tran
sistorised ignition equipment has 
called for very strict standardisation 
to prevent possible damage to 
expensive equipment. The negative 
earth system was adopted as from 
August 1965 and about 50 per cent 
of present vehicle production agrees 
with this. As new models are intro
duced they will automatically be 
fitted with the negative earth 
system. 

Perhaps this variety will empha
size the need for alternative circuit 
details to be published whenever 
possible. 

P. Harris, 
The Volkswagen Owners' Club 

(Great Britain), 
Toddington, 

Beds. 

Correspondence please! 
Sir-I would like to correspond 
with any of your readers who have 
or are at the moment constructing 
a radio telescope and/or auxilliary 
equipment. 
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G. D. Wilson, M.I.S.T. 
17 Wensley Drive, 

Withington, 
Manchester, 20. 

CAN YOU HELP? 
Letters for inclusion under this beading should 
be as brief as possible. Replies should be 
made direct to the readers concerned. 

Sir-1 would be very grateful if any 
reader could sell or loan me the 
September 1965 issue containing 
details of the Echo Unit design. 
R. G. Palmer, 78, Wakefords Way, 
Westleigh, Havant, Hants. 

Sir-1 am told that 5mA meters are 
available with 270 degree dials, 
which are very nice for visual display. 
If anyone knows where these can be 
obtained I would be very pleased to 
know. 
H. A. Cook, 30, Wickfield Avenue, 
Christchurch, Hants. 

Back num~rs ore usually \'Cry quickly ex
hausted. We strongly advise all our _readers 
that a standina order be placed with the.r news· 
aaent to A\'Oid any future disappointment. 

Clne/tape sync 
Sir-May I suggest a practical 
problem which one of your readers 
or contributors might be able to 
solve. Namely, how to run a cine 
·projector at constant speed? Many 
readers, like myself, have cine 
projectors and tape recorders. The 
tape recorders run at a remarkably 
constant speed. The Smm cine 
projectors however do not run at 
anything even remotely approach
ing constant speed. 

There are devices on the market 
for coupling the projector and tape 
recorder together but none of them, 
in my opinion, work very wc:H. I 
achieved best results by usmg a 
stroboscope and holding the speed 
at 16! frames per second. Although 
the nominal speed is 16 f.p.s. the 
slightly higher speed reduces flicker 
and as the shaft of the mechanism 
runs at three revolutions per frame 
change, i.e. 3 x 16i = 50 r.p.s. 
running it at this speed requires a 
stroboscope disc of very simple 
pattern. 

However, to keep the speed 
constant by these means requires 
constant hunting with the speed 
control of the projector and 
requires an assistant durin~ reco~d
ing. Perhaps an electromc device 
c::mld be constructed to make the 

adjustments automatically. I 
imagine that devices for keeping 
the speed of an electric motor 
constant under slight variation of 
loading probably already exist but 
are not well known. 

I am certain that a solution to 
this problem exists, but where? 

B. R. Aach, 
B.~c., A.M.I.C.E., 

London, N.2. 

High I "bootstrap" 
~ir-Regarding the A.C. Milli
voltmeter published in the August 
issue. I note that Mr. Hirst 
claims the input impedance (with
out the external probe) of this 
circuit is better than five megohms. 

However, it will be easily seen 
from the circuit diagram on page 
571, that the input impedance 
cannot be greater than the com
bined impedance of Cl, R2, and 
R3, i.e. not greater than 700 
kilohms. 

I conclude that there is a printing 
error in the circuit published? As 
I am interested in this circuit I 
would be glad to know what it is. 

P. M. Smith, 
Carnforth, 

Lancs. 

You moy notice in the text thot the term 
"bootstropping" is the operative word 
when describing the input impedance of 
the unit. This effect is too complex to be 
able to describe the action in this reply 
but, in fact, the feedback capacitor Cl 
promotes this condition in conjunction 
with Rl and for a.c. considerations the 
biasing may to all intents and pur~ses 
not be in circuit. Therefore the mput 
impedance becomes a function of the 
combined collector resistonces of the first 
two transistors and could, in on ideal 
condition, be something in the order of 10 
megohms.-R.H. 

Tacho for &-volt "twin" 
Sir-Could you please tell me what 
alterations are needed to convert 
the tachometer shown in the May 
1966 issue so that it will fit a 6-volt 
supply on a twin cylinder engine. 

P. J. Bush, 
Cheshunt, 

Herts. 

To convert the tachometer for motorcycle 
use it is only necessary to delete RIO and 
substitute OCI40 or OCI39's for the 
OC71's. The transistor changes ore 
necessary because of the polarity inversion 
of most motorcycle battery supplies. 



KEDOCO Adarns-Norken 

YES, THE ADAMS-NORKEN SYSTEM PROVIDES YOU WITH THE MOST UNIQUE AND UP-TO-DATE METHOD OF DE818NIN8 YOUR OWN 
INDIVIDUAL TAPE AND HI-FI lET-UP. FROM A RAN8E OF SEPARATE IIIIODULEI YOU CAN SELECT THOSE WHICH MEET YOUR OWN 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS. SHOULD YOU, LATER, WISH TO CHAN8E OR EXTEND YOUR SYSTEM THEN IT 18 SIMPLE TO REDE818N 
AROUND THE MODULES YOU ALREAQY HAVE AND ADD FURTHER ONES. A BASIC ALL TRANSISTOR TAPE RECORDER FOR 
EXAMPLE CAN BE ASSEMBLED FOR AS LITTLE AI 113.11.8 FROM FOUR MODULES. COMPLETE AND COMPREHENSIVE WIRIN8 
INSTRUCTIONS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EVERY PURCHASE. 

LEADERSHIP IN SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS 
ILLUSTRATED IS THE POWER OSCILLATOR MODULE. THE HEART OF ANY PROFESSIONAL TAPE RECORDER. IT 
PROVIDES 55 Kc/s RECORDING BIAS, ADEQUATE ERASE POWER AND 75 VOLTS SMOOTH D.C. AT 1 mA FOR A 
RECORDING AMPLIFIER. PRICE 69/- ASSEMBLED. 

SEND 9d. TO COVER 
ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE 

COST OF POSTAGE 
DESCRIBING THE 

PRODUCTS TO: TRANSISTORISED 

AND PACKING FOR 
WHOLE RANGE OF 

KEDOCO ELECTRONICS, DEPT. PE, 
SUBSIDIARY OF ADAM5-NORKEN LTD. 

SALES AND MAIL ORDER DEPT. 
76 VICTORIA ROAD, SWINDON, WILTS 

TEL: SWINDON (OSWl) 27660 
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME 

9.0 a.m.-6.30 p.m. Sats. Included. Weds. early closing 

GUARANTEE 

ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE GUARANTEED AND 
SHOULD YOU NOT BE SATISFIED WITH YOUR 
PURCHASE YOUR MONEY WILL BE RE
FUNDED WITHOUT QUESTION. 
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Practical Electronics Classlfted Advenlsements 
The pre-paid rate for classified advertisements is 1/- per word (minimum order 12/-), box number 
1/6 extra. Semi-displayed setting £3. 5. 0 per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, 
etc., to be made payable to PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." 
Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance, 
should be sent to the Advertisement Manager, PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS, George Newnes 
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, WC2, for insertion in the next available issue. 

TAPE RECORDERS, TAPES, ETC. 

TAPEI TO DIIC-using finest professional 
equipment-45 r.p.m. 11/·. S.A.E. leaflet. 
DEROY, High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth, 
Lancs. 

SERVICE SHEETS 

IERVICE IHEETI for all makes Radio, TfV, 
Tape.Recorders, 1925-1966. Prices from 1/•. 
Catalogue 6,000 models, 1/1. Free fault
finding guide with all sheets. Please send 
stamped addressed envelope with all orders/ 
enquiries. HAMILTON RADIO, Western Rd., 
St. Leonards, Sussex. 

CIRCUIT, COMP., VALUEI, Avo model 7. 1/1 
plus S.A.E. T EL RAY, Maudland Bank, 
Pre•ton. 

E• N.E.V., C.C.T.Y. Camera and Monitor 
Circuit Diagrams. S.A.E. for list. LOWE, 62 
Browns wood Road, London, N .4. 

SERVICE SHEETS 
4/- each, plus postage. 

We have the largest supply of Ser
vice Sheets for all makes and types 
of Radios and Televisions, etc. in the 
country. Speedy Service. 
To obtain the Service Sheet you 
require, please complete the at
tached coupon: 
From: 

Name: ........................................ .. 

Address: ..................................... .. 

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS 
30 Baker Street, London, ·W.t 

Please supply Service Sheets (or the 
following: 
Make: ......................................... . 

Model No.: ................. Radio/TV 
Make: ......................................... . 

ModefNo.: ................. Radlo/TV 
Make: ........................................ .. 

Model No.: ..... ............. Radio/TV 
I also require the new 1966 list of 
Service Sheets at 1/6 plus postage. 
(please delete items not applicable) 

I enclose remittance o( ................... .. 
which includes postqe 

MAIL ORDERS ONLY Nov.PE 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

CONVERT ANY TV lET into an Osellioscope. 
Diagrams and Instructions, 11/1. REDMOND, 
42 Dean Close, Portslade, Sussex. 

lOO, Printed Circuit Boards, and Paxolln Sheets, 
in various sizes. Also large quantity of Extend· 
able Telephone Leads. No reasonable offer 
refused. MAN SON, 24 Stephen St., Coventry. 

BERNIEIOUND fAUDIO EN81NEERit 
Deslgn-Bui d-Repair-Modlfy 

All t~s e~~~!~~~~:Jt~~~~ment 
Mr. Brown, 1 Eftle Place, London, S.W.6. 

"PRACTICAL ELECTRONICI" Wien Bridge. 
Oscillator. Tuned Amplifier (1kc/s) Push-Pull 
200mW Amplifier. Beam Switehing Unit, and 
all constructional projects going back to Issue 1. 
Send s.a.e. for your choice of itemised price 
lists. AJAX ELECTRONICS, 18A Rumbold 
Road, Fulham, London, S.W.6. 

WANTED 

VALVE St::OOP 
EX-EQUIPMENT VALVES TESTED AND 

GUARANTEED 
VHF : QQV03·20A - 10/·d, 

QV04·7 - 2/6d. 
TT-15 - 7/6d. 
2C39A - E1 

MOBILE: SB254M- 7/6d. 
SB255M - 4/•d. 
2E26- 7/6d. 

SPECIAL OFFER: 4XI50D VALVES 17/6 
Re9ret no walwe bises available 

POSTAGE 1/· PER VAlVE EXTRA-5 OR MORE POST FREE 
112 GROBY ROAD, GLENFIELD, LEICESTER 

FOR SALE 

fOR IALE. Oscilloscopes- Galvanometers
Evershed & Vlgnolies Meggers. Also other 
Items and components. Free list. Stamp 
please. R. & E. MART, Box 9, G.P.O., 
Tunbridge Wells, Kent. 

HAMMERITE ==~:rm~~ NNRS, METAlWORK 
J/6 TIN e JUST BIIUSH ON e 

WITHSTANDS ISO•c, OIL, WATEII, Etc. 
lt oz. tins 3/6 I aallon 35/-• 
l pint 7/6 I 1allon 58/-0 

I pint ISf.. (* sent by road) 

;:~~ii&i:. 299.de'Co'i!u~:5~iu':;sir:.~~ ~?~·k1 '!; 
Bronze. Return of post service, Monday to Friday. 
From your component s~ or direct from the 

manufacturer: 
FINNIGAN SPECIALITY PAINTS (PE) 

Mickley Square, Stocksfield, Northumberland 
Tel. Stocksfleld 2280 

ADHESIVE ITRIP LABEU. t• embossed 
GlOBBy, P.V.C. varlo'_lB colours. lid. letter. 
C.W.O. and S.A.E. to.-Mr. BROWN, 1 Eftle 
Place, London, S.W.6. 

FOR SALE 
(continued} 

RELAYI. 8 assorted 12-24 volt Ex-Equip· 
ment, 10/-. p. & p, 4/·. We can supply most 
relays as recommended In this journal. 
80VERNMENT IURPLUI. Electrical and 
Radio Equipment. Our new catalogue No. 16 
now ready, 2/1 Post Free, cost refunded on 
purchase of goods over £2. ARTHUR IALLII, 
Radio Control Ltd., 93, North Road, Brighton. 

C. Core Transformers 
Mains Prim; Tapped 200/2.o40V. Sec.; 
80, l.oiO, or Ser.220 volts. 100 Milli
amps, 6.3V, I.SA, 6.3V, lA Terminal 
Tags, Mu-Metal Screened. 
Size ; 3 x 3 X 3t ins. 
14/6 post paid. 
A.E.I. Semi-Conductor Rectifiers 
Type GJSM. PVI 300 volts, 500 m.a. 
at l/6 each, post paid. 

Cash with order (no C.O.D.) 
(SEND S.A.E. FOR LISTS) 

JACK PORTER LTD. 
(Eslabllshed 1928) 

30/31 College Street, Worcaater 

FIVE-TON FACTOJlY CLEARANCE: Radio. 
TV Electrical- Components in mixed parcels. 
Example: 22lb. mixed parcel 11, p.p. 7/6. 
Speakers, grilles, valvf"s, bases, i. f.s. covers, 
condensers, etc. Hundrect other items. S.A.E. 
list and postal orders to P. XEWTON, 16 
Shalcross Crescent, Hatfleld, Herts. 

ELECTRIC 
SOLDERING IRON 

(&: 
FANTASTIC 

BARGAIN OFFER 
ONLY 

LI•htweiKht Pistol 1 0/ 
Grip handle. ..0 • 
watt. l-40 - lSOv. 

~~;die d f~~~~h ~:v~~ POST fREE 
for iron when not in use. With 
4tft. Safety J.core flex. lndis· 
pennble for every home handy
man. A boon to model makers and 
o necessity (or every electronics 
enthu1iast. Offered to you at this 
new otrKJzinl price. 

C. H. SIIIVICE (Dept. PE) 
Lu1ted Hall Lane, Tatsfteld, Kent. 

CRACKLE PAINT. Black or Grey, t pint tins 
4/-, post 6d. from the component specialist&. 
SERVIO RADIO, 156-8 Merton Road, 
Wimbledon, London, S.W.19. 



FOR SALE 

( conlinuecl) 

YENNER TIME IWITCHEI. Reconditioned, 
14 day clock, once on once off every 24 hours. 
Jewelled movement, fully guaranteed, 15 amp. 
37/1. P. & P. 2/6. A. R. BATCHELOR, 
(KM. Dept.) 4 ]'ark Road, Bromley, Kent. 

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS 

SURPLUS HANDBOOKS 
If Ht Circuit and Notes . . . . . . 4/6 P.P. 6d 
1155 set Circuit and Notes . . . . 4/6 P.P. 6d 
H.R.O. Technical Instructions.. ]/6 P.P. 6d 
llset Technical Instructions.... l/6 P.P. 6d 
46 set Working Instructions . . ]/6 P.P. 6d 
11 set Technical Instructions.... 5/- P.P. 6d 
BC. 221 Circuit and Notes . . . . . . l/6 P.P. 6d 
WavemeterCius DTech.lnstr. ]/6 P.P. 6d 
11 set Circuit and Notes . . . . . . l/6 P.P. 6d 
BC.IOOO (ll set) Circuit & Notes l/6 P.P. 6d 
CR.IOO/B.21 Circuit and Notes 8/6 P.P. 9d 
R.I07 Circuit and Notes........ 5/- P.P. 6d 
A.R.IID. Instruction Manual .. 15/- P.P. 1/6 
62 set Circuit and Notes 4/6 P.P. 6d 
Circuit Dia1rams l/- each post free. 
R.III6/A, R.I224/A, R.l355, R.F. 24, 25, & 26, 
A.l134, T.ll54 (all models) BC.342. BC.312. 
BC.348.J.E.M.P. BC.624. 22 set. 52 Rec. & 
Sender 6/-. 
Resistor colour code indicator 1/6 P.P. 6d. 
S.A.E. with all enquiries please. 
Postage· rates apply to U.K. only. 

Mail order only eo: 
Instructional Handbook Supplies 
Dept. P.E., Talbot House, 28 Talbot Gardens 
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EDUCATIONAL 

B.lc.(EN8.), A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.R.E., City 
& Guilds, etc., on "Satisfaction or Refund of 
Fee" terms. Wide range of expert Home 
Study Courses in Electronics, Computers, 
Radio, T.V., etc. 132-page Guide-FREE. 
Please state subject of interest. BRITISH 
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECH
NOLOGY (Dept. 124k), Aldermaston Court, 
Aldermaston,_ Bl"rks. 

TELEVISION SERVICING 
RADIOTELEGRAPHY RADAR 

MAINTENANCE 
Full and Part-time Training Courses 

A,.,:-Dinctw, British kMel ., ,....,.,..,, 
10 ,_,..,.. R0811, lull Court, LontiOII, I.W.I 

ITUDY RADIO, TELEYIIION AND ELEC· 
TRONICI with the world's largest home 
study organisation. I.E.R.K, CU.y & Guilds, 
R.T.E.D., etc. Also Practical Courses with 
equipment. Ail books supplied. Write for 
FREE Prospectus stating subject to l.C.S. 
(Dept. 577), lntertcxt House, Parkgnte Road, 
London, S.W.ll. 

HOME ITUD¥ COURIEI in Practical EleQ· 
tronics. Free Brochure without obligation 
from: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO 
SCHOOL, Reading, Derb. 

A.M.I.MICh.E., A.M.I.E.R.E., City & Guilds, 
G.C.E., etc. Become a Technician or Techno
logist for high pay and security. Thousands of 
passes. For details of Exams and Courses 
in ail branches of Engineering, Building, 
Electronics, etc., write for 132-page handbook 
-FREE. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 125k), Aidermaston 
Court, Aldermaston, Berks. 

TRANSFORMERS 

TELEVISION:! 

Famous R trans
forms 12 or 24v. supply to mains Power 
for TV, t" drills, etc. NOW £5 1 ()..() 
C.O.D. 2/6 extra. ONLY • 
VIBRATOR POWER-PAK. Step 12v. up 
to MAINS output. For Universal AC/DC 
razors, small fluorescent fittings, 32,6 
':g~y-~~c. lioTAiiv"'T'iiAN~~'RME 1. 
6v. input, 250v.output. 12v. input, 25t-
490v. output. 32 watts. 
8ENERATIN8 IETI. Brand New. Tl Y 
TIM. 12v. 300 watts. In racking case. 

~~i~! ~~~~RTIN8Pr~~r£!,!;v:;~J £3$ 
Send NOW-Deliverr b11 rtturN 

JAMES WALKER, ElECTRONICS DIVISION 
lchool Hou11, Wood Walton, Huntinpon 
Pbono Allllob Rlpton 311. 9 am. to 10 pm. 

SITUATIONS WANTED 

EN81NEER with 30 years' experience in all 
branches of electronics, manufacturing and 
retail, seeks servicing or installation post in 
N.W. London or Herts. Jlox 6. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

SITUATIONS VACANT (continued) 

RADIO TECHNICIANS 
A number of suitably qualified 
candidates will be required for training, 
leading to permanent and pensionable 
employment. (In various parts of the U.K. 
including London, but primarily Chelten· 
ham. Al~o opportunities for service abroad.) 

Applicants must be 19 or over and be 
familiar with the use of Test Gear and 
have had Radio f Electronic workshop 
experience. They must offer at leasl "0" 
level GCE passes in English language, 
Maths and I or Physics, or hold the City 
and Guilds Telecommunications Technician 
Intermediate Certificate or equivalent 
technical qualifications. 

Pay according to age-, e.g. at 19 £747, 
al 25 £96:2 (highest age pay on entry) 
rising by lour annual increments to £1,104. 

Prospects of promotion to grades· in 
salary range £1,032-£1,691. There are a 
few posts carrying higher salaries. 

Annual Leave allowance of 3 weeks 
3 days, rising to 4 weeks 2 days. 

Normal Civil Service sick leave regulations 
apply. 

Apply 

Recruitment Officer (RT/54) 
Government Communications Headquarters 
Oakley 
Priors Road 
CHELTENHAM, Glos. 

TECHNICAL by 
IN RADIO, TELEVISION AND 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 

TRAINING 

I• c si 
First-class opportunities in Radio and Electronics await the I CS trained man. 
Let I C S train YOU for a well-paid post in this expanding field. 
I CS courses offer the keen, ambitious man the opportunity to acquire, quickly and 
easily, the specialized-training so essential to success. Diploma courses in Radio/ 
TV Engineering and Servicing, Electronics, Computers, etc. Expert coaching for: 
• INSTITUTION OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIO ENGINEERS 
• C. A G. TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS' CERTS. 
• C. A G. SUPPLEMENTARY STUDIES. 

R.T.E.B. RADIO AND TV SERVICING CERTIFICATE. 
RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION. 

• P.M.G. CERTIFICATES IN RADIOTELEGRAPHY. 
Examination Students Coached until Successful. 
NEW SELF-BUILD RADIO COURSES. . 
Build your own S-valve receiver, transistor portable, signal generator and multi· 
test meter-all under expert tuition. 
POST THIS COUPON TODAY and find out how I C S can help YOU in your 
career. Full details of I CS courses in Radio, Television and Electronics will be 
sent to you by return mail. 
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGES. 

INTERNATIONAL 

CORRESPONDENCE 

SCHOOLS 

A WHOLE WORLD 
OF KNOWLEDGE 

AWAITS YOU I 

r----------------~-~---~ 
I International Correspondence Schools ] 
J (Dept. 152), lntertext House, Parkcate Road, 1

1 I London, S.W.II. 

I NAME ....................................... I t ai~~k·c~P'i~i~ ;;·i~e I 
I I 
I ADDRESS ......................... ........................... ................................. I 
I I I .................................................................................. I 

I ............................................................................................................................. 11.66 I 

L----------~--~~---~~~-1 
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 

TRANSISTORS AND COMPONENTS 
OC71, OC72, OC+4, OC45, OC81, OC810, 
3/- each (post paid). OC83, 6/- + 4d. p.p. 
Any quantity. AFII6, AFII7, OCI70, 3/6 
(post paid). AFI 14, AFII5, 4/- (post paid). 
SILICON RECTIFIERS 
BYIOO 800 P.I.V. 550 m/a 5/- each + 4d. 
p.p. any quantity. 
BYZI3 200 P.I.V. 6 amps. 5/4 (post paid). 
BTZI5200P.I.V.40amps. £2.17.0 (post paid). 
800 P.I.V. 5 amps. 6/6 each (p.p.) 
100 P.I.V. 500 m/a 2/6 each 4d. any quantity, 
800 P.I.V. 400 m/a 4/- each 4d. p.p. any 
quantity. 
TEXAS TRANSISTORS 
2NI302 = ASY28 6/6. 
2G302=GET872 7/6. 
2G301 = GET873 6/6. 
2NI304 = ASY29. 
2G339A = ACI27 2/6. 
2G3H = OC75 2/4. 
GM290 cut of freq. 700 Mc/s 19/6. 
MULLARD TRANSISTORS 
ASZ21 19/6. ASY28 8/6. ACI26 8/-. 
OC75 8/-. AF 186 cut of freq. 800 Mc/s 27/6. 
MULLARD THYRISTORS 
BTY-79-400R, 400 P.I.V., 4·7 amps., 
£1.16.9. Other types available on request. 
S.T.C. TRANSISTORS 
BSY95A 10/6 + 4d. p.p. any quantity. 
NEWMARKET TRANSISTORS 
NKT271 8/-. NKT773 10/-. 
NKT278 6/6. NKT275 6/6. NKT224 6/6. 
NKT214 6/6. NKT279A (diode) 3/6. 
M.A.T. TRANSISTORS 
MATIOO 7/9. MATI20 7/9. MATIOI 8/6. 
MATI21 8/6. 
Acos Record Player Cartridge Replacements 
for Collaro, Garrard, B.S.R. with needles 
12/6 + 6d r.p. 
Mazda ECC85 valves 4/6 + 4d. any quantity. 
MULLARD ZENER DIODES 
OAZ200 Nv. 260 M/W 12/6 + 4d, p.p. 
OAZ204 6·8v. 260 .. 9/6 + .. 
OAZ206 8·2v. 260 .. 9/6 + .. 
OAZ207 9·1v. 260 .. 10/6 + .. .. 
ORPI2, ORP607/9 each. 200 MW Transi':' 
tor amplifier, suitable for making babY 
alarm 35/- (post paid). 
Loudspeaker2~" round (suit above amplifier) 
1/6 + 1/- p.p. 3 watt amplifier sin&le valve 
(EL84) suitable for record player 45/- + 2/6 
p.p. Vikina 50 amplifier, complete in 
cabinet £38.0.0. 
ACOS MICROPHONES 
MIC 39-1 33/6 + 2/- p.p. 
MIC40 16/6 + 1/6 p.p. 
MIC45 18/6 + 1/6 p.p. 
MIC52 10/6 + 1/6 p.p. 
MIC60 18/- + 1/6 p.p. 
TEST EQUIPMENT 
CABY AIO, CABY Ml, CABY 840, CABY 
0100, CABY 0200 (leaflets on request). 
TRANSISTOR SET EAR PIECES 
Ma&netic Type 160 ohm with 3·5 M/M plu1 
5/6 + 4d. p.p. 
Ma1netic type 80 ohm with 2·5 M/M or 
3·5 .M/M pluc 3/6 + 4d. p.p. 
Ma,netic type 8 ohm with 3·5 M/M plu1 
3/6 + 4d. p.p. 
Crystal type with 2·5 M/M or 3·5 M/M plua 
5/6 + 4d. p.p. 
Miniature Transistor"" type volume controls 
SK lo& shaft dia. 5{32in. by lin.lona7/6+4d. 
p.p. 
20 watt loudspeaker 12in. dia. freq. re
sponse 50 cycles-6,000 cycles IS ohm imp. 
4 ans. 
12in. speaker cabinets 35/- + 5/- p.p. 

J. ROBINSON 

828 

(Radio T.V.) 
4 Highcliffe Road, 

Blackley 
Manchester 9 

(Mail Order Only) 

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 
(continued) 

NEW COMPONENTS 
* TRANSISTORs-Matched Output Kit: 

OC81 D and 2-0CII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 9/6 
R.F. Kit: OC44 and l-OC45 ............... 9/6 
OC+t, 45, 70, n, 81 and 81 D Equiva· 
lents, each.......................................... l/· * RISISTOR5-5% Hi-Stab Carbon Film 
750 to IM 0 (I watt); 10 off, one preferred 
value ................................................ 4/• * CAPACITORs-Polyester Foil: 160 VDC/ 
lOO VAC. 
33 pf to .lp.F:S off, one preferred value l/6 
.151-'f to .471-'f:S off, one value ............ S/· * ASSORTID CAPACITORS- New 
Paper, Polyester, Electrolytic, etc., lOO off 1/6 * ASSORTID RISISTORS-Hi-Stab. 
300 off (5% or better, worth £3) ......... IS/· 

(P. & P. 1/6 per order, C.W.O.) 

ELMBRIDGE INSTRUMENTS LTD.' 
laland Form Ave., Weat Moleaey, Surrey 

ECONOMY SIMICONDUCTORS 
Type Build /3 Vce• le* Pt• Price 
CSl9l6 SN 55-110 18 IOOmA 0·3w J/6 

90-180 18 IOOmA 0·3w J/9 
150-300 18 IOOmA 0·3w 4/-
235-470 18 IOOmA 0·3w 4/9 

lN1926 as CS2926 but O·lw, any 'electien 4/-
6645 SN over 50 15 l5mA 0·3w 1/9 

lSe-550 15 l5mA 0·3w l/6 
SOQ-1000 15 l5mA 0·3w 4/l 

lN3390 SN 40Q-800 25 IOOmA O·lw 7/6 
40250 SNH 25-100 50 4A 16w 17/-
2N370l SP 6Q-180 15 lOOmA O·lw 4/f 

ISQ-300 25 lOOmA O·lw 6/
lNI304 GN -40-100 10 300mA 0·15w 4/J 
lN1305 GP 4Q-l00 10 300mA 0·15w 4/l 
S=silicon, G--= germanium, N= NPN. P= PNP, 
H=Pt @l: I00°Ccase,*=maximum. 
Matched complementary pairs: 1NI304 and 
lN 1305 or lN29l6 and lN370l 9/- pair. 
Rectifiers: BYl38, 850V PIV lA 4/6. -40l67lOOV 
PIV, lA incl. cooling clip J/9. Resistors ~w 5~~ 
carbon film hi&h stabs, •·70 toiOMO, 2/J doz. 
17/l per 100. Specifications and price list 6d. 

ELECTROVALUE 
6 Mansfleld Place, Aacot. Berkshire 

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 
(continued) 

COMPONENTS BONANZA I S.A.E. for big list! 
A. J. BASSETT, 28 Park Road, Chorley, 
Lancs. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
I Watt S.T.C. 300 MCfS N.P.N. 
Silicon Planer. Transistors. With 
data. Limited Stocks. £1 for 6. 

3/· each. OC<H, OC45, OC70, 
OC71, OCSI, OCSID, OC200, 
Get 16, Get 20. 

4/· each. AFII4, AFIIS, AFII6, 
AFII7, OCI70, OCI7L 

5/· each. OCI39, OCI40, Get 
7, Get 8, Get 9, XCI41, BYIOO, 
OA211. 

ZENER DIODES 
3.9v. to 26 volt, -!-w. 3/6 each, 
I.Sw. 5/-, 7w. 6/· each. 

Send 6d. for full lists: inc. S.C.R. 
Zeners. 

Cursons 
78 Broad Street 

Canterbury 

Kent 

81-PA·H SIMI(OIDU(TORS 8 RADNOR HOUSE 
9l/97 REGENT STREET 

LONDON, W.l 

LOW COST SILICON CONTROLLID RECTIFIERS (THYRISTORS) FACTORY TISTED 
I AMP (T0-5 can) 7 AMP (STUD) 16 AMP (STUD) Free SCR Literature including 
PIV EACH PIV EACH PIV EACH Circuit Diagrams for Light 
50 8/6 100 ......... 10/6 100 ............ 16/6 Dimmers, Speed Controllers, 

100 ............... 9!6 •oo ......... 301- •oo.... .. .. ~01- AC Power Switch, etc., with 
200 ............... 12/6 600 ......... 45/- 600 ............ 55/- SCR orders or on request. 
•oo ............... 22/6 l!J PIV Power SCR 50 Amp, Special Price . .. ... 35/-

FREE One 10/- Pack of your own FREE LOGIC MODULES FREE 
choice free with orders and/or, Gates, MemOry Units, 

valued £_. or over Timer Units, etc., details free 

VALUE PAK 50 TRA~~m;oRs 10/-
UNTEsTEo 

l OC 139 Trans. NPN Mullard .......... . 
2 Drift Trans. 2N 1225 100 M/Cs ........ . 
6 Matched Trans. OC44/45/81/BI 0 ...... . 
4 OAIO Diodes Mullard ..•...........•. 

IS Red Spot AF Trans. PNP .............. . 
IS White Spot RFTrans. PNP ............ . 
4 Sit. Rects. lA 100/-400 PIV ............ . 
4 NPN Trans. OCI39lNI308, ETC ..... . 
l 10 Amp. Sit. Rect. 50/100 PIV ......... . 
8 Diodu 4 OA70, 4 OA79 ............. . 
I 3 AMP SCR 100 PIV ................. . 
3 Sil. Trans.l$303 PNP ................ . 
S 2Gl«A Trans. Eqvt.OC44 .. d •••••••••• 

I 0 Assorted Computer Diodes ........... . 
4 Zeners 5, 6·8, 10, 11 Vlts ............. . 
4 lG417Tran•. Eqvt. AFIII6/7 .......... . 
l lOO M/C• Sit. Trans. BSYl6/7 ......... . 
2 Bi-directional Trans. ASY66 ...•.......• 
4 High Current Trans. OC4'l .....•••..•. 
l Power Trans. OC26/35 .....•..••.•.•• 
5 Sil. Rects. 400 PIV lSOmA ....•.••....• 
3 OC71 Trans. Mullard .........•....... 
3 OC75 Trans. Mullard ................ . 
3 NPN Sil. Trans. 70 M/Cs ............. . 
I PowerTrans. OClO IOOVIts ........•.. 
5 OA47 Gold Bonded Diodes .........• 
4 OA202 Si I. Diodes Sub·Min .........•.. 
l OCn Trans. Mullard ................ . 
8 OABI Diodes Sub-min .......•........ 
3 Si I. Rects. 400 PIV 500 mA ........... .. 

10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-

10 SCRJ UNMARKED, UNTESTED20/ 5 VOLTAGE RANGE I Amp • 
50-400 PIV 

3 High vlt. AFTrans. PNPACYI7 ....... . 
5 Sit. Rect. 750mA 100 PIV TEXAS ...... . 
3 BSY95A Si I. Trans. STC .............. . 
3 Si I. Trans. OC200 Mullard ..... , ...... . 
2 Sil. Power Rect. 6 Amp .. 200 PIV BYZ 13. 
I AFI39 GERM. Trans. 1500 M/C• ....... . 
I Si I. Power Trans. 100 M/Cs STC BUY I I. 
6 Zener Diodes 3-15vlts. Mixed .JOOmW .. 
5 OA5 Gold Bonded Diodes· Mullard .... . 
I lN 1131 PNP PLANAR Trans. Si I. ...... . 

l lN697 NPN PLANAR Tran•. Sit ...... . 
4 GERM. Power Trans.eqvt.OCI6 Mullard. 
I UNIJUNCTION Trans. 2Nl646 G.E .... . 
l Sit. Tran•. 60VCB 200 M/Cs. ZT83/84 .. . 
I Sit. PLANAR Trans. BSY25 NPN IOOM/Cs 
I Sit. Tran•.ISI04 150 M/CsHFE lOO NPN. 

~ ~~~~~~r~~e~~~l'!ioW0:5i'G:e ·:::::: 
I lNll60 UNIJUNCTION Tran•. T0-5 can 
l Sit. Rect. 5 Amp. -400 PIV Stud ........• 
I Tunnel Diode JK 198 STC. 1200 M/Cs .•. 
2 GERM. Power Trans. 0Cl8/29 •..•..••• 
I 1NI7-4PowerTrans.ISOW.PNPic 15A •• 
6 Si I. Rect. Type BY I 00 800 PIV 550mA ... 
8 Sit. Rect. -400 PIV l00/500mA .......•.. 

: li'ii::~s~;n~r';!ii':~ t;le~:eM~!I·!~E : : : : 
25 Mixed Si I. a GERM. Trans. New Marked. 
40 Mixed Semicond.uctors New Marked •.. 

I Locic Module Handbook &: Cauloeue ... 

15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/
lO/
l0/-
30/-
30/-
30/
-40/-
17/6 

Minimum Or~er 10/-. CASH WITH ORDER 
PLEASE. Add 1/- postage and packing per 
Order. GUARANTEED by return postal service. 
Overseas add extra for Airmail, 



RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 
(conlinued) 

BY100 rectifters 4/- each any qu!lntity. Post 
paid. BLAKE, 52A Runcorn Road, Birming
ham 12. 

R. & R. RADIO & TV SERVICE 
Dept. P.E. 

44 Market Street, Batup, Lants. Tel. 465 
Salvaa• Valves Good lmiaeio.n Guaranteed 

EFBO 1/6 30P4 71- 30FLI 5/-
ECC82 J/- EB91 1/- U801 7{6 
ECL80 J/6 EF85 5/- PL82 4/6 
30F5 5/- 30PLI 5/- PL36 71-
PCFBO 4/- EY86 4/- PCC84 4/-
PL81 5/- 6U4GT 5/- PY81 J/6 
PZ30 51- PY33 6/- U301 6/-

SPEAKERS Ex TV 3 ohm imp, 5'" Rnd. and, .. X _.. .. 
3{6. 8' Rnd. 6/-. Post 2/6. 
BYIOO, Rectifiers complete with 10 watt res. 6/-. 
Post 6d. Fireball Tuners, less cover cans 9/· post 
paid. 

Video, printed circuit panels, ideal for strippin& 5/6. 
Post I !6, 5 for liE I post paid. 
TV Tubes from Ll, callers only. 

Line output tr"ansformers, Scan coils, tuners, etc. 
S.A.E. for- prompt reply. 

FIRST GRADE SEMICONDUCTORS 
2N2926 fJ 55-110 (ill 4/J fJ 15Q-300 @ 4/9 
2N2926 {3 9Q-180 @ 4/J fJ 235-470 @ 4/9 
lN37015/6 2N3704 5/6 1N3663 14/- OC83 5/6 
lN I 304 5/9 lN 1305 5/9 2N'l'08 1/6 OC36 10/6 
SILICON F.E.Ts. N-1N381915/- P-2Nl810 251-
2N3055 NPN 60V, 15A, 65w/100°C case ll/6 
U.l.T. 2N2426 IJ/6 SCR. C220 400V 7·4A )51-

MILL TRONICS 
I U llswater Road, Leveratock Green 
Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordehire 

C.W.O. Post Free. S.A.E. List Mail Order Only 

REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES 
0-25 volts l amp 
0-25 volts l amp 
0-25 volts 2 amp 
0-75 volts t amp 

UZ.I 0.0 
l:zt.IO.O 
£39.10.0 
1:41.10.0 

All these Transistorised supplies are fully 
variable over their whole ranee. Current 
and Voltace is read on two separate clear 
meters. Regulation is less than 20 mv. and 
output impedance is less than ·4 ohms up 
to I Mc/s. All supplies have automatic 
overload cutout. Ripple and Noise is less 
than I mv. RM5. 

ELECTRO PROCESS 
6d SUN STREET, HITCHIN, HERTS. 

Due to recent colossal purchase froni 
Ministry and other sources we have avail
able for callers only, larce quantity of 
Transistors 8 Diodes, 1412 TX, Pye Fixed 
TX/RX, PTC 102, TX/RX, 1426 RX plus 
power units, 1392 RX, 1131 TX, Pulse Units, 
Sianal Generators by Marconi, Advance, 
Taylor, Federal, Meuuremenu Ltd., U.S. 
Army. Oocilloocopeo by Cossor 1035, 
lCH9 Mk. Ill, ICH9 Mk. IV, Mullard 3155, 
E 805, L 101, Furzehill, Solartron & Philips. 
Stabilioed Power Unito by Solartron, 
Philips, Mullard, Applied Electronics, Air
mec, also power units for Klystrons and 
Maanetrons. 
'S' Band, Decade and B.f.O. Oscillators. 
Wavemeters by S.T.C. and Marconi. 
Oocilloocope Camerao by Cossor. Radar 
Scannin1 Aerials. Universal Impedance 
Bridces by Marconi and others. Also many 
other items too numerous to mention. 

M.A.C. (MORLEY) LTD. 
TROY ROAD, MORLIY 

Phone 2334 
also at 38 Meadow Lane, Leeds 

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 

(conlinued) 

COMP'OIIIEIIITI, VALVEI, TRANIIITORI, etc. 
Call or send 6d. for list. ROG ERS, 31 Nelson 
Street, Southport. 

POWER TRANSISTORS 3/• EACH! 11 
Genuine OCI6 equivalents at lowest price ever. 
PNP SILICON transisto" 2S302@ 3/6d or 2S306 
(hiaher aain) @ 5/6d. 
PNP/NPN pair type 2G3-45/B ® 5/· pair. 
M ULLARD:partofourextensiverange AFII-4/5/6/7 
OC75 AC 128 all at 4/- each OC 170 @ 4/- & the low 
noise version OCI71 ~ 7/6d. 
DIODES OA70 81 95@ l/3d each, OA91 OA202@ 
2/- & Special TEXAS si I. rectifier IS I 00 @ l/6d 
(takes I 00 volts piv @ 750 ma). 
SPECIALITIES: ORPil 9/-, 400 volt 7 amp SCR's 
27/6d & Bargain offer -400 volt t ampere SCR's @ 
15/6d. Cheapest anywhere!! 
BARGAIN PACKS : 6 NPN Silicons Hiah & low 
voltaae 10/-. 25 Audio Transistors 2Gl71{81 10/-. 
POWER PACKS. Building onef You'll need a 25 
volt double smooting capacitor 1500 + 2000 MFD@ 
l/- each. Transformers 12 volts@ 3 amps. Mains input 
only 26/- post paid. 
POT'S: Bargain wirewound potentiometers 2.5k 
ohms@ I/· each or l for 2/6d (with spindle locks 
included), 

L.8.T. COMPONENTS 
1l New Road, Brentwood, Essex 

See us at STAND No. I, SEYMOUR HALL 
October 26th to 29th. 

COMPTON ELECTRON! 1141. 2 man, ped. 34 
stops. 3 speakers. Fair order. Offers. St. 
Martin's Vicarage, Hull. 

Please mention 

PRACTICAL ELEORONICS 

when replying to 

Advertisements 

DIGITAL COJII'tiTBB CIRCUIT 
A eimple digital Adder/Subtractor ueing switches 
and lampa only. A fuclnating demonetration of 
Binary arithmetic. Full circuit, wiring diagram 
and notes on the Binary ay8tem, l/8. 

EOUGBTS Am CBOIIIIIIIAOBIIIB CIBCliiT. u ... 
standard miniature switchea and lamps only. This 
machine cannot be beaten. Full circuit, wiring 
diagram and instructioDB, 8/8. 

1 ~; Bleb llabWIJ Bellllon 
I watt 1 ~;,. I/· each. Full range 10 ohms to 10 
Meg. Many special values for meter multipliers. 

1~;, Wirewoaad Belilton 
1% 1 watt, 1 ohm to 6K, 1/8: to 20K, 4/8: 1% 
add Id. Your value wound to order, 

100 Relilton, l, 2 and 6% aNOrted, 8/8. 
Football Pool Computer, Multiplying/Dividing 
Computer, Quadratic and SimultaneoUJ Equation 
Solver circuits available mid-November. 

PLANET INSTRUMENT CO. 
16 <W> DO•moE AUIIUIII, LDD1 

BATTERY ELIMINATORS 

~~eo;~~a~E'Ca6R06 Pt'A"~E~.YTA~l~:CNJ~J~R~ 
AMPLIFIER, etc. Types available: 9v; 6v: -4iv 
(single output) 39/6 each. P. & P. 2/9. 
9v + 9v; 6v + 6v; or -4!v + 4!v (two separate 
outputs) -42/6 eacn. P. & P. 2/9. Please state 
output required. All the above units are 
completely isolated from mains by double 
wound transformer ensuring lOO~~ safety. 

R.C.S, PRODUCTS (RADIO) LTD. 
(Dept. P.E.}, 11 Oliver Road, London, •.17 

HOLE PUNCHES 

Instant Type 

i" diameter ... 6/10 ea. 

8/6 
Screw-up Type 
~~."diameter Toggle switch 

8/6 • t" B7G ... 9/-.. 
t~" 

BBA, B9A 

'" • I" 
lf' diar;;eter lnt. Octal 
f.!." 
ll" 
If' 
If" 
2/,'' 

9/6 .. 
10/2 
10/8 " 
11(8 .. 
13/4 .. 
16/2 
18/10 " 
21/8 
24/4 .. 
33/2 

B9G 

Meter 

Complete Set £9.3.6. 

No extra charge for postage and packing in the U.K. 

Now supplied by: 

TOMPKINS & LONGMAN LTD. 
237 GIPSY ROAD 

WEST NORWOOD, S.E.27 

Tel.: Gipsy Hill 5000 

CRESCENT RADIO LTD. 
TELIYIIION 6 ELECTRICAL SPECIAUSTI 

40 MAYES ROAD 
WOOD GREEN, N.22 

Telephone: BOWes Park 3206 
BEST QUAUTY - KEEN PRICES 

The•e Tranai•tora are all new & unused 
2G381A I~ OCI70 5/6 NKT261 J/1 
2G339A 1/6 OC71 J/6 NKT262 J/1 
2N397 216 OC81 4/6 NKT271 J/1 
GET873 l/· OC70 J/6 NKTlll 4/f 
GETII4 5/- OCn 4/6 NKTI62 5/-
GETII3 6/· OC201 10/· NKTI23 5/5 

DIODIS and Z.ener Diod" 
OA5 J/- Ftorranti KS39/A 6/-
0A70 2/6 , KS41 /A 61· 
AAII9 21· A.E.I. VR9-F 11!6 
OA95 2!6 VR9-E IJ/6 
OA210 f/6 , VR12-F 12/t 
Ml 2/6 Mullard OAZ200 12/6 

OAZ210 7/· 
OAZ206 9/-

E.M.I. Tweeters S:fl~c;~h~=e• ll/6 
,. 2i' 3 ohms f/6 

3 inch 20 ohm Speakers 9{6 
8 " 3 " 12{6 
6x4.. l , .. 12/6 
Small Sk. Volume Controls 9d each 
I Mea. Skeleton Pre-set Contro ·, ld each 
Low Impedance Ear Pieces less plugs 1/6 
Crystal Pick-up Cartridaes l/6 
Cadmium Sulphide Photo Conductive C~lls 

I M:3r~~ Paper Condensers td e~'jh 
MES Pilot Lampholders ChassisMountina4cl each 
Silicon Diodes 125v@ lSOM/a l/6 each 
Tubular Extension Spe.aken with lead 16/6 
150 feep 3 inch Standard Tape l/9 

Sinclair Micro Kit1 
Micro 6 Kit 59/6 
Micro FM Kit 0/19/6 
XIO Amplifier Kit IOWatt i4/lt/6 

· Built f.S/It/6 
We have lar1e stocks of electronic componeftu 
and feel that-a visit to our premises would be 
to your advantaae. 
Send I/· for Cataloaue showinc our stocks of 
Mullard, Texas, Mazda Transistors and vast 
components stock. 
Please include postqe with your order. 

829 



SERVICE TRADING CO 
All Mail Orders -Also Callers -Ample Parkinc Space- CLOSED SATURDAY 

57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, LONDON, W.4. Phone 995 1560 
Personal callers only: 9 LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, LONDON, W.C.l. Tel.: GERrard 0576 

830 

NEW 
BOOKS 
published on 
SEPTEMBER 23 

ABC's OF COMPUTERS 18/· 
by Allan Lytel. 

Case Bound. 128 pp. lllus. 

ABC's OF RADAR 1 B/· 
by Alan Andrews. 

Case Bound. 128 pp. lllus. 

HAVING FUN WITH TRANSISTORS 
20/· 

by Len Buckwalter. 
Case Bound. 128 PP: lllus. 

SOLVING T.V. TOUGH DOGS 24/
by Robert G. Middleton. 

Case Bound. 1 28 pp lllus. 

to be published on 
OCTOBER 21 

ABC's OF ANTENNAS 16/· 
by Allan Lytel. 

Case Bound. 96 pp. lllus. 

COMPUTER BASICS 30/
lntroduction to Analog Computers 
by Technical Education and 
Management Inc. 

Case Bound. 288 pp lllus. 

SERVICING TRANSISTOR T.V. 
30/-

by Robert G. Middleton. 
Case Bound. 224 pp lllus. 

BASIC PIEZOELECTRICITY 20/
by J. Potter Shields. 

Case Bound 128 pp. Ill us. 

to be published on 
NOVEMBER 22 

ALTERNATING CURRENT 
FUNDAMENTALS 42/

by Arthur P. Dilfow. 
Case Bound. 416 pp. lllus. 

COMPUTER BASICS. 30/-
Digital Computers. Mathematics 
& Circuitry 
by Technical Education & 
Management Inc. 

Case Bound. 224 pp. lllus. 

SMALL GASOLINE ENGINES 
TRAINING MANUAL 40/

by Ted Pipe 
Case Bound. 224 pp lllus 

from Booksellers or, plus Bd. 
postage from the Publishers. 

Writa for complete catalogue of 
over 100 titles 

FOULSHAM SAMS 
TECHNICAL BOOKS 

Dept. P.E.11, YEOVIL ROAD 

SLOUGH. Bucks .. England 



HIGH GAIN 4 TII.ANSISTOII. 
PRINTED CIRCUIT 
AMPLIFIER KIT 
Typ• TAl 

e P e a k 
output in 
excess of 
lt watts. 
e All stan
dard British 
components. 
e Built on 
printed circuit panel, size 6 x lin. 
e Generous size Driver and Output Transformers. 
e Output transformer tapped for 3 ohm and IS 
Ohm speakers. e Transistcrs (GET 11<4 or SI 
Mullar-d OCBID and matched pair cf OCBI o/p). 

~ir:, b:!~er~pedi'~~~"~old!, ~~~~yt;in~o,:,~~=~=~: 
sive easy to follow instructions and circuit diaeram 
I 16 (Free with Kit). All parts sold separately. 
SPECIAL PII.ICE 45/- P. & P. 3/-. Also ready 
built and tested, 51/6. P. & P. 3/-. A pair of 
TAis are ideal for stereo. 

STEREO AMPLIFIER 
I EZBO, heavy duty, 

transf<>rn>er. Output <4 watts 
controls. Abso
lutely complete. 

ONLY 

£4.19.6 
P. & P.6/6 

""l\l'n~_. ~~:ee~ers?oe~ 
with ECL86 
valves, sep. 

bass, treble and balance con~ 
trois, full feed back. 8 ens. 
P. & P. 6/6 

WELL-KNOWN MAKERS' SURPLUS! 
ONE TII.ANSISTOII. PilE-AMP. 

Suitable for use with Medium or Hia:h Impedance 
mikes, guitars, cram pickups, tape decks, etc. For 
operation from 200/300 volt H.T. rail or 9 volt 
battery. Gain approx. 1-4:1. Fully isolated input 
by Mu-Metal screened transformer. Size 4r" X I" 
X 1... Ready built complete with full circuit diagram 
and instructions. ONLY 15/-. Post free. 

SPECIAL PURCHASE! TUII.II.ET TUNERS 
By famous maker. Brand new and unused. Complete 
with PCC84 and PCF80 v'tlves 34-38 Mc/s IF. Biscuits 
for:- Channel I to 5 and B and 9. Circuit diagram 
supplied. ONLY 15/- each. P. & P. 3/9. 

GOII.LEII. F.M. TUNER HEAD 
88-100 Mc/s 10.7 Mc/s. I.F., 15!-. plus 2/- P. & P. 
(ECC85 valve, 8/6 extra). 

TAPE DECKS 
B.S.R. HONARDECK (Sin,gle speed) J;lin, 
per sec., simple control, uses 5fin. spools, £6/15/-. 
LATEST COLLAII.O MAGNA VOX l6l TAPE 
DECK DE LUXE. Three speeds,l track, takes up 
to 7 in. spools. 10 ans. Plus 7/6 carr. and ins. on 
each. (Tapes extra on both.) 

QUALITY PORTABLE TAPE II.ECOII.DEII. 
CASE. Brand new. Beautifully made. Few only at 
49/6. 1'. & P. 5/-. 

~rch~n~ ~s~~sX:hLse'::i~~~Y •• ~)~~ iP.p& p~j/6~esk 

QUALITY II.ECOII.D PLAYER AMPLIFIER 
A top-quality record player amplifier. This amplifier 
was used in a 29 a:n. record player, employs heavy 
duty double wound mains transformer, ECC83, 
ELB-4, EZ80 valves. Separate Bass, Treble and 
Volume controls. Complete with output trans-

~2i1~~ d~=tS~in~ ~~r R!ad~~uihe:~d~·es:~d~ ~iRicwE 
69/6. P. & P. -4/9. 
ALSO AVAILABLE mounted on board with out
put transformer and 6in. speaker ready to fit 
into cabinet below. PRICE 89/6. P. & P. 5/9. 

QUALITY PORTABLE 11./P CABINET 
Uncut motor board. Will take above amplifier 
and B.5.R. or GARRARD Autochanger or Single 
Record Player Unit. Size 18 X 1-4 X at in. 
PII.ICE 0/9/6. Carr. 7/6. 

4-SPEED PLAYER UNIT BARGAINS 
All brand new in maker's oria:inal packina:. 

SINGLE PLAYERS 
B.S.R. TU/12 ............... U/9/6. Carr. 5/6. 
GARRARD SP2S De Luxe ... £11/I0/6. Carr. 5/6. 
B.S.R. GU7 with unit mounted p1ckup arm. 

£4/ll/8. Carr. 5/6. 
AUTO. CHANGEII.S 

Latest B.S.R. UA2~ Super slim ............ £6 1 6 
GARRARD 1000 with special Hi-Fj cart-
ridge ................................................. £6 19 6 
GARRARD AT6 £9.10.0. Carr. 6/6 on each. 
All the above units are complete with.t/o mono head 
and sapphire styli or can be supplied with compatible 
stereo head for 12/6 extra. 

BRAND NEW CARTRIDGE BARGAIN I 
ACOS GP67-1. Mono complete. List price 21/-. 
Our pric• ll/6. P. & P. 1/-. 

BII.AND NEW. 12' ISw. H/0 Speakers, 3 or IS 

~hak~r. coffc~:~ g~ro~c~~~npr~~e v::~;~6.0P~ & 
8P.i~i~ 

Guitar models: 2Sw. £5.5.0; 3Sw. 0.8.0. 
BRAND NEW J OHM LOUDSPEAKERS 

5 in., 12{6; 6~ in., 15/-; 8 in., 21/-; 10 in., 15/·: 
7 in. x 4 in., 15/-: 10 in. x 6 in., 26/•. 
E.M.I. 8 in. x 5 in. with high flux ceramic: magnet 
3 ohm 11/6. 
E.M.I. 131 x 8 in. with high flux ceramic magnet, 
41/-. (IS ohm, 45/-). P. & P. -4" & s· 2/-, 6l" & 8' 2/6, 
I 0"' & I 2" 3/6 per speaker. 

, E.M.I. PLASTIC CONED TWEETER. 
!2t"'. 3 ohm. Limited number: ll/6each. P. & P. 1/6. 
7-10 watt OUTPUT TII.ANSFOII.MEII.S to 
match pair of ECL 86's in push-pull to 3 ohm out
put. ONLY 11/-. P: & P. 2/6. 
7-10 watt ULTRA LINEAR. OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMERS to match pair of ECL 82's in 
push-pull to 3 ohm output. ONLY 15/-. P. & P. 2/6. 
MAINS TRANSFORMER for transistor power 
supplies. Tapped pri 200-250v. Sec . .otQ..0--40 at I 
amp (with electrostatic screen) and 6·3v. at ·5 amp for 
dial lamps etc. Drop thro moun~ng. Stack size ll"' 
X 3!" X 31"17/6. P. & P. 4/6. 
SMOOTHING CONDENSER. 2800 mfd. 25v" 
ll' dia. X 3" high l/-. P. & P. 1/-. 
MATCHED PAIR OF 1! WATT TRANSISTOR 
DII.IVEII. AND OUTPUT TRANSFOII.MEII.S. 

. Stack size I~ x ll x i in. Output trans. tapped for 3 
ohm and IS ohm output. 10/• pair plus 2/- P. & P. 

SPECIAL OFFER! FM/AM TUNER HEAD 

l·YALV. AU~:~~e;;~:t~~~~epro-
ductiOn of records. A..C. 
Mains operation. Ready 

~u~!~t~h~~:!:.d s~zC:Vtr:.u!~ 
:o~i~.e~EC~~~~·et&-4.'E~i0 
valves. Heavy duty, double 
wound mains transformer 

and output transformer matched for 3 ohm speaker, 
separate 18ass, Treble and volume controls. 
Nea:ative feedback line. Output 4t watts. Front 
panel can be detached and leads extended for 
remote mountin1 of control!ii, 
The HAl4 has been specially desi&ned for us and 

:~:,::u:~:~:t~d~i~~atl~!~:. t~ai~::. £4.5.0 
etc .• wired and tested for only P. &: P. 6/-. 

HSL 'FOUR' AMPLIFIER KIT 
A.C. Main• 100/lSOv., 4 watt, usin• ECC8l, 

m 
~L84H!~:o J:t•;•~ouble-
wound mains transformer 
with elecrrostatic screen. * Separate Bass, Treble 
and volume controls, civing 
fully variable boost and cut 
with minimum insertion 
toss. * Heavy negative 
feedback loop over 2 staces 
ensures high output at 

excellent quality with very low distortion factor. * Suitable for use w!th a:uitar, microphone or 
record player. * Provision for remote mounting 
of controls or direct on chassis' * Chassis 
size only n in. wide X 4 in. deep. Overhaul hei&ht 
-4! in. * All components and valves are brand 
new. * Very clear and concise instructions enable 
even the inexperienced amateur to costruct 

:~l~es,1 ~~:·~u~u~~:~:ior!erS(fP~~e~s ~~1;),1~~~e:ni!~ 
lead, wire. nuts, bolts, solder, etc. (No extras to 
buy.) PRICE 79/6. P. 6 P. 6/-. 
;nodm::,.~~7i~:~vl16c/fr~u~'wi~~t'i:r· practical layout 
This kit althourh similar in opiH!oronce to HAl4 
employs entirely different ond advanced circuitry. 

10/14 WATT 

A stylishly fin
ished monaural 
amplifier with an 
outputofl-4watts 
from 2 EL84s in 
push-pull. Super 
reproduction of 
both music and 
speech, with neg
ligible hum. Sep
arate inputs for 
mike and gram 
allow records and 
announcements to follow each . Fully shiouded 
section wound output transformer to match 
3-150 speaker and 2 independent volume controls • 
and separate bass and treble controls are provided 
giving good lift and cut. Valve line-up 2 El84s, 

~n~:;~~tio;F::~kl:~dl/6~ zrF0ree r~f!~e~arts.~iml11i 
parts sold separatelr. ONLY £719.'6. P. lt P. 8/6. 
Also available ready built and tested complete 
with std. input sockets. £9/5/·. P. & P. 8/6. 
Carrying Case for above 28/6. P. & P. 7/6. 

MINIATURE PII.I!CISION Alii. SPACED 1-
GANG TUNING CONDENSER. 176 + 176pf. 
Size ll"'w. X i"'d, X l: .. h.withvanesopen. Built in 
trimmers. 5/-. P. & P. 1/•. 

SURPLUS CO. LTD. TSL CRYSTAL STICK MIKE. Listed at 45/-. 
Our price, 18/6. P. & P. 116. 

Beautifully desianed and 
precision engineered by 
Dormer and Wadsworth 
Ltd. Supplied ready fitted 
with twin .0005 tun in& con
denser for AM connection. 
Prealigned FM section 
covers 86-102 Mc/s. I.F. 
output 10.7 Mc/s. Complete 
with ECC85 (6ll2) valve and 
full circuit diaaram of tuner 
head. Another special bulk 
purchase enables us to offer 
these at 17/6 each. P. & P. 
]f.. Order quickly ! 
limited number also avail
able with precision aeared 
l: I reduction drive. 

170 HIGH ST., MERTON, S.W.I9 CHErrywood 3985 
Open all day Saturday Early closing Wed., I p.m. VYNAIII. AND II.EXINE SPEAKER AND 

CABINET FABRICS app. 54 in. wide. Usually JS/-

~~i p~~/6.~~~:e. ~!~'sa:;te!.d. lencth (min. I yd.) 30/-. P. & P. 3/-. 
A few minuter from Wimbledon Tube Station. (Pieoae write clearly) 
OVIII.SIAS P. & P. CHARGED IXTII.A. S.A.I. with all •nquirl•• 

WENTWORTH RADIO 
GENUINE HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS 

GENUINE LOW PRICES 

1a Wentworth Court, Alston Road, hmet, Herb 
BAR 3087 

NKTI21 9/-
NKTI22 6/S 

NKT127 
NKT128 
NKT161 
NKT262 
NKT263 
NKT264 
NKT26S 
NKT171 
NKT2n 
NKT273 
NKT274 
NKT275 
NKT676 
NKT71J 
NKT77J 
NKT774 

8/6 OC44 
4/4 OC45 
3/6 OC70 
3/6 OC72 
3/6 OC75 
3/6 OC77 
3/6 OC81D 
J/6 OC81 
3/6 OCI70 
316 OCI71 

l/6 AFIIS -4/6 
216 AFII6 -4/6 
Si- AFII7 2/6 
2/6 AFII8 6/-
51- OC26 I 0/-
3i- OC28 10/-
2/6 OC35 I 0/-

BARGAIN" OF THE MONTH 
~--------R-ET_U-.RN OF POST ORDER AND QUOTE SERVICE 
.- i • iW RESISTORS 100 • 22M 2d. 

NKTI23 5/3 
NKT124 8/5 
NKTI29 5/1 
NKTI41 6/-
NKTI-41 5/1 
NKTI43 5/-
NKTI62 4/11 
N KT 163/25 4/11 
N KT 164/25 4/11 
NKT112 -4/7 
NKT116 8/6 
NKT117 I/-
NKT118 4/4 
NKT111 4/11 

~~: ocm 
4/4 OClOO 
6/6 OC201 
5/- ACI18 
5/- AFII4 

2/6 ~.3~t, I?J,~ 
::- GET573 1116 

4/6 ~~me:~:: 
3/3 HATI20 7/9 

10/6 MATI21 8/6 
3/9 OA95 1/-
4/6 OA70 2/-

DUE TO DEMAND WE ARE 
AGAIN REPEATING THIS 

FANTASTIC OFFER 

1/8 EACH 0C711/8 EACH 
ONE DOZEN OR MORE POST FREE 

lSOMW ZENERS 4/
MINIATURE POTS. LIN. 2/· 

-l.W 10% MINIATURE 100 -I M 6d. 

CERAMIC CAPACITORS -4d. 30/· lOO 

SILVER MICA IOPF·IOOOPF 6cl. 

HI-STABS I% iW If
MINIATURE TRANSISTOR ELECTROL YTICS, 
FULL RANGE 1/2. MAGNETIC EARPIECES 

WITH PLUG 3/-. CRYSTAL 4/4 

FULL RANGE TEXAS AND NEWMARKET TRANSISTORS. LISTS AVAILABLE. 5K, IOX, 25K, 50K, lOOK, 250K, 500K, IM, lH, 2/· each 
We welcome enquiries for all tyflu of comfiOnents. lists. S.A.E. Terms, cosh wirh order, 1'.1'. fldd 9d. for orden under £2 

831 
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10 AND 20 WATT MONO AND STEREO TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS 
(9) POWER AMPLIFIERS. 10 watts 
RMS output. lOOm V input. 30 cfs to 
10kc/s ± ldB. 6-Transistor Push-pull. 
Panel size 4 x 2! x I in. H/S 4 x 4in. 
TPAIO/J 3-S ohm spkr. i£4.10.0, pp. 2/6 
TPAI0/15 12-16 ohm spkr., 

(10) PREAMPL:IFIEII.S. 8 input 
selector. Treble, bass, volume, filter 
controls. limY to 300mV inputs. 
Battery operated or from Mains Unit. 
Output up to ISOmV RMS. 

(11) 

(10) 

HENRY'S RADIO LTD. 

i£5.5.0, p.p. 2/6 
(Mains unit for I or 2 amplifiers, 

59/6, p.p. 2/6) 

The Finest Hi1h Fidelity at -~ 
Unbeatable Prices 

15 WATT AMPLIFIER 
New 8-Transistor desicn. Push-pull 
output forT} to 16ohm speaker. 150mV 
input. 30c/s to 20kc/s ±I dB. For use 
with valve or transistor preamplifiers 
as-item ( 10) above. Size 2l x 21 X 6lin. 
PRICE BUILT £7 19 6 P.P. 
AND TESTED • • 3/
(Mains unit 79/6, p.p. 2/6) 

(13) MULTI-METERS 
PT34 lkV l9/6 TP5S 20kV i£S.I9.6 
MI 2kV 49/6 EP30k 30kV i£6.10.0 
TPIO 2kV 75/· EP50k SOkV i£1.15.0 
EPIOk IOkV 79/6 500 30kV i£8,17.6 
ITI-2 20kV69/6 EPIOOk IOOkV i£10.10.0 
EPlOk IOkV H/6 

(15) GARRARD BATTERY 
1-SPEED TAPE DECK 

Brand New with R/P head, 
erase/osc. head, tape cassette 
and instructions. 2 speed 
2-track 9 volt operated. 
List Price 13 ens. 
PRICE £8,19.6 P. & P. 3/6 

COMPONENTS and •<~uipment. 
The lar•••t ran•• in the country. 6/· 
bur'• ISO pa.-e cataloaue with diacount 
vouchera. 

MPl Mono 9! x 2! x 2in. i£5.10.0, p.p. 
2/6 (crey and sold front panel 8/6) 

SP4 Mono/Stereo, 9x3lx liin., 
i£10.19.6, p.p. 3/6 (front panel plate 12/6) 

• ALL UNITS BUll T AND TESTED 

(12) MW/LW QUALITY 
TRANSISTOR RADIO TUNER 

Fully tunable superhet with excellent 
sensitivity and selectivity. Output up 
to ! volt peak. Complete with front 
panel, etc. 9 volt operated. For use 
with any amplifier or tape recorder. 
TOTAL COST £] 19 6 P.P. 
TO BUILD • • 2/6 

(14) VHF FM TUNER 
Supplied as 2 Preassembled Panels, 
plus metal work Superhet desisn, 88-108 
Mc/s, 9 volt operated. 
Total cost to assemble i£11.17.6 p.p. 2/6. 

(16) NOMBREX TEST UNITS 
I SO kc_ls-350 m/cs RF Generator 

All Transistor i£10.10.0 
10 c/s-100 kc/s Transistor 

Audio Generator i£16.19.6 

(17) 5 WATT AMPLIFIER 
6-Transistor Push-pull, 3 ohms. 6mV 
into IK. 12/IBV supply. 2tx2x l}in. 
BUILT AND TESTED 69/6 P.P. 
(optional mains units 54/·) 2/· 
lt watt version 59/6. 
Matchinc Preamplifier. 6 inputs, 
treble/bass/selector/volume controls. 6-
IOmV o/put. 9-ISV supply. 79/6, p.p. 2/· 

(16) 

(17) 
(j . 

' 

(13) 

SEE BACK COVER FOR MORE ITEMS OF INTEREST For use with any Transistor Amplifier ~ (IS) "_-··· ~ 

10/- BARGAIN SALE! 10/-
10/· 
10/· 

10/· 
10/· 

10/· 

10/· 
10/· 

10/· 
10/· 
10/· 
10/· 
10/· 
10/· 
10/· 
10/· 
10/· 
10/·' 
10/· 

10/· 

20 Assorted Transistor Electrolytics. 
3 Television Smoothing Condensers. 200/100, 200/ 
200, 12Sf300fSOuf., 27S V. 
SO assorted t Watt S% Resistors. (Long leads). 
100 assorted low wattage types (including printed 
circuit). 
I 00 assorted ! watt to 3 watt (I 0 cards each of I 0 
resistors). 
100 assorted Silver Mica/Ceramic Condensers (mixed). 
50 ASSORTED PAPER CONDENSERS ·001 to ·Suf. 
SOO volt. 
100 miniature paper condensers (mixed). 
SO untested transistors. 
6 Switching Transistors NPN type. Min. 200 mfcs. 
6 Switching Transistors PNP type. 
ACOS mono pick-up head. 
3 miniature earpieces. 
20 DIODES. VERY HIGH QUALITY. 
Magnetic Lapel Microphone with plug and lead. 
)•, 4" or 5" loudspeaker. Low impedance. 
Signal Injector. Parts and Circuit to make. 
Mater Car Rev. Counter. Parts and circuit (excl. 
meter). 
12 pre-set pots. 10 ohm., SOK. ohm., I K. ohm., mixed. 

10/· FREE! 10/· FREE! 10/· FREE! 10/· FREE 

10/· FREE! 10/· ANY ELEVEN ITEMS FOR £5/-f-! 

Rush your order now! These prices cannot be repeated! 

G. F. MILWARD 
17 Peel Close, Drayton Bassett, Nr. Tamworth, Staffs. 

Phone: TAMWORTH 2321 POST ONLY 

832 

BAKER llin. SUPERB 
A hiKh-quality loudspeaker with remarkable 
low cone resonance ensuring clear 
reproduction of the deepest bass. 
Maximum Power 20 watts Available 
Bass Resonance 22-26 c.p.s. from all 
Flux Density 16,500 gauss R d' & 
Voice coil diameter I~" a 10 
Voice coil impedance IS ohms Hi-Fi 

~~~~~~c~~!P:~~~ria~O-J~~u~i~.i~.r:'. Dealers 
Cone surround Plastic PRICE 
Chassis material Solid aluminium .£15 
Overall diameter 12!" 
Send for New catalogue and enclosure plans 

Baker Reproducers Ltd. 
(DEPT. P.E.II) 

Bensham Manor Road Passage, Thornton Heath, Surrey. THO 1665 

YUKA-. SO PRO,:£SS'IONAL n-1&: YVKAN 
SELF·S~"'C. .4£ROSO.t. WAY-

Get these AIR DRYING GREY HAMMER 
or BLACK WRINKLE (CRACKLE)r,noshes 
Yukan Aerosol spray kit contains 16 ozs. fine quality Other Yukan 
durable easy instant spray. No stove baking required. ~~~~~~~s 
Hammers available in grey, blue, gold, bronze. Clear car 'acquer, 
Modern Eggshell Black Wrinkle (Crackle) all at 14/11 Hammer, 
at our counter or 15/11, carriage paid, per push- Wrinkk ' 
button self-spray can. Also Durable, heat and water (crackle). anti
resistant Black Matt finish ( 12 ozs. self~spray cans tarnish gold, 
only) 13/11 carriage paid. ~~~~~matt 
SPECIAL OFFER: I can plus optional transfenble'------
snap·on trigger handle (value 5/·) for 18/11, carriage =,;;-"" 
pa;d. Choice of I J selrspray plain colours and pr1mer ~;;P "'"""~-
(Motor car quality} also available. ..-.---

Please enclose cheque or P.O. for total amount to: 
YUKAN, Dept. 307a Edsware Rd., London W .2. 

Closed Oecember lst-December 31st for Annual Holidays 


